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James 8. Dyer, formerly of this city, died
at his home in Brockton, Mass., June (»th,
after a brief illness, lie was born inSearsport Oct. 17, 1840, a son of Ruth and the
late Reuben Dyer. When 18 years old he
enlisted in the navy and served3years. lie
then went to California, where he was employed 4 years in civil engineering, on railroads, in mines, etc. lie then came to Belfast, where he worked 8 years in Critchett,
Sibley A Co. 's shoe factory, and then went to
Brockton and worked 13 years in the W.
F. Douglas factory. About a year ago he
left the shop and devoted his time to medical electricity. When working in Belfast
lie married Orianna, only daughter of Eliza
A. and the late Simeon Staples.
They had
three sons. One died in infancy. Harry
died last winter, and Fred lives with his
mother in Brockton. Mr. Dyer leaves an
aged mother, Mrs. Ruth Dyer, and one sister, Helen, wife of C. II. Stevens, both of
Searsport. He was a genial, kind-hearted
man. honorable in his dealings with his fellow men, and a model husband and father.
He was devoted to his family and entered
into tin* sports, studies and work of his
boys, becoming as a boy for the time being
for their sakes and to encourage them in advancement. He was a member of the American Benefit Society in Brockton. Prayers
were said at the home in Brockton by the
family pastor, Rev. Mr. Hudson, and funeral services were held at the home of his
wife’s mother, on Miller street, Belfast, Friday afternoon, Rev. G. E. Edgett officiating.
The interment was in the family lot in
Grove Cemetery. Mrs. Dyer and son accompanied the remains to Belfast, and after
performing the last sad duty for their loved
one, returned home Monday.
Mrs. Ella Dodge died at her home in De
Kalb, 111., May 27th,at the age of 50 years*
and 0 months. She was the eldest daughter of ( apt. and Mrs. Daniel McFarland,
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She married Rollin
Dodge in this city and went with him in
1881* to DeKalb, which has since been their

home.

Her husband survives her: also her
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is ended. It has no need of praise. It is
its own best eulogy. A close acquaintance
of over two years has developed to us only
sentiments of the noblest sort.
Her last
greeting, though she was then journeying
rapidh toward the end, was, like the first,
cheerful as a spring morning, without
discordant note. Her memory to us. as
to hundreds of others, will ever be blessed.”

as
a

•lames G. Young of 71 Elm street. WaterMr.
ville, <lie<l. at s.:to a. in., June lltli.
Young was born in Palermo. Waldo county,
in lvj'.t. lie was in the lumber business for
some time and
then went on a farm in
Aroostook county.
lie went to Waterville
in years ago and engaged in the ice business.
11** was for a year associated with Ilowani
Sawtelle, then bought him out and conducted the business alone until ism. when a
partnership was formed between him and
Mr. Phalmers under tie* title of Young «v
Chalmers, which continued up to tin* time
of his death.
Mr. Young was twice married. his lirst wife being Mi>> Julia A. Case
of .Sidney
She died about _'o y ears ago. 11 is
second wit'** was Mi>s Eliza V. Gowin, t*»
whom lie was married. Jan. to, 1>sa
Mr.
Young was a thoroughly honest and honorable business man, a man who believe*! in
getting his due from others and discharging
all his own financial obligations with promptlie was a member of the Pleasant
ness.
Street Methodist Episcopal church, which
he joined about seven years ago, but iuid
been a Christian for nine years previous to
that, lie was a member of the Masonic
fraternity and that body attended his funeral and rendered their service in connection
therewith.
Mr. Young is survived by a
widow and one son, two brothers. Geo. W.
Young of New York City, and Edwin
Young of Passadena, Cal., and an adopted
daughter, Mrs. Fred Merrill of Lewiston.

Meet with Thomas H. Marshall Post, Belfast. Tributes to the Late Dr. A. J. Billiugs of Freedom.

The meeting of the Waldo County Veterans' Association, which was several times
postponed on account of bad weather, was
held in Memorial Hall, Belfast, Thursday,
June 4th. The attendance was large considering that it is a busy time for the farmers, and that many were obliged to remain
away on that account. The forenoon session was opened at 11 o’clock, with Past
President L. D. Jones of Brooks in the
chair. J. W. Nash of Belfast, Alfred Stinson of North Searsport and H. R. Dawson
of Monroe were appointed a committee on
time and place of next meeting. They subsequently reported, recommending that the
Association meet at Sears Island Bar in
Searsport, Thursday, August nth, and the
report was adopted. This date is in “Old
Home Week," when many former residents
will be in Maine from other States, and The
Journal suggests that it be made a Waldo
Veterans' Day. The dinner will include a
clambake.
A

vote

passed requesting the adjutants of the various Grand Army Posts
in the county to assist the Secretary in preparing a roll of honor for the association'
was

It is desired to make a full roll of honor of
all soldiers and sailors of the civil war, residents of Waldo County, who have died
since the organization of the Association,
Oct. l;i, IS!*2. Any person knowing of the
d.ath of any veteran not a member of the
Grand Army is requested to report the
same.
The secretary’s address is Alfred
Stinson, North Searsport. After brief remarks by L. I). Jones, A. Stinson, H. R.
Dawson. J. W. Nash and Chas. O. Fernald
the Association adjourned for dinner.
The dinner was ample and good, and was
a credit to the ladies of Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps, by whom it was prepared. The three long tables in the hall were
twice filled, and all present did ample justice to the fare. At the first table, the seat
usually occupied by the late I)r. A. J. Billings of Freedom was left vacant in respect
to his memory.
The afternoon session was called to order
by the President, John O. Johnson of Liberty. Prayer was offered by the chaplain,
L. D. Jones. The Secretary, after reading
the records of the last regular meeting also
read The Journal's report of the meeting
at which the Association was organized, on
the shore of Swan Take, Oct. 13,1892.
M. C. Dihvorth, in behalf of Thomas II.
Marshall Post, gave a brief and hearty
address of welcome to the visitors, which
was responded to by the President and II.
R. I > aw son. President Johnson referred to
the changes brought about by time, citing
as one instance this day's meeting, in which
the welcome in behalf of the Belfast comrades is given by one who went into the
service from another section, while the response for the visitors is by one who enlisted in Belfast in her first company, the 4tli
Maine, Co. K. Of-the 04 who went to the
front in that company but 8 are now living
in this vicinity. He feels a thrill of pleasure and thankfulness toward the people of
Belfast whenever he thinks of those days.
Mr. Daw>on said lie believed that all
meetings of veterans are places where the
civil war should be talked about. The meetings of the Waldo Veterans Association have
brought the soldiers and their families into
closer relations with each other. These
meetings have been held in all parts of the
county and have brought the people to
know each other as no other organization
could. Col. Weissinger represents a class
of truly loyal men, who acknowledge that
they were in the wrong and are now true
to the flag. But there are still some in the
South who do not accept the situation. An
element of the Confederate Veterans’ Association lately refused to accept fraternal
greetings from Gen. Sickles, and a detachment of the Sons of Confederate Veterans refused to march under the Stars and Stripes.
Mr. Dawson said he was born under the
cross of St. George, but was brought to
America by his parents when a child. Both
he and his father fought for their adopted
country, and he loves and honors its flag as
much as though he w ere born under its protection. He closed with the loyal statement
“I believe America is the best country,
Maine the best State, and Mv.nroe the best

The sudden death of Cant. A. 11. Bickof St. George was learned with sorby his friends all over the country. < apt.
Bickinore lived formally years in Camden,
w here the funeral services were held Thursday afternoon at Mountain Street cemetery,
The deceased
Rev. L. I). Evans officiating.
leaves one daughter. Mary Rick more of Mt.
N.
one
son,
Albert Rickand
Vernon,
Y.,
more of New York city.
Oapt. Bickmoi'8
followed the sea for many years, and w as in, I
command of tlic bark Edward Cushing, town on the face »*f the earth.
it train the 2btli
and27th,and brig \Y. 1L Bickmore, and schooners
Alfred Stinson then R^oke hi memory of
Allie
my train from Bangor the 27th Bickmore, Helen L. Martin, Joseph Kisli the late cohirade, Dr. Adoniram J. Billings
Reports from Oregon indicate and James 1\ Jordan. [Rockland Courier- of Freedom, as follows:
Jun of Wolverton (Rep.) for Gazette.
Mr. President, Comrades, Ladies and GenJudge and Bailey Rep.) for
MlS. JU*nry t 'rooker died June 4ui at her tlemen: It is with a feeling of sadness
Hairy Commissioner by s.ooo Uo'ffie
1 rise this afternoon to announce the
that
*>t
her
cause
in
The
direct
Rockland.
majority. In the first ('on death was
of Comrade A. J. Billings of Freepneumonia, although she had death
District. Tongue Rep.), for been an invalid
Since our last meeting at North
dom.
for some years and went
was elected by 1,700 to 2,000
about but little.. Mrs. Crocker’s maiden ■Searsport our dear comrade has been called
a gain of fronroOOto 1,000 over
to that land from which no weary traveler
name was Lucy C». Mad docks and she was a
has yet returned.
Nothing we may say on
.etion
In. the. Second Con- native of LiVicolnville. She had an un- this
occasion will add or detract a jot or
Hist riet, Moody (Rep.,) for usually kind and gentle disposition, and her
from
the
record of our comrade as a
She tittle
was elected by s.ooo majority, many good deeds will live after her.
one brother and man or as a soldier; but on this occasion it
dilieans Claim that tlie state is survived by her husband,
The funeral occurred at 11 a. does seeln fitting that we say a few words to
two sisters.
ui.. which will elect a successor
M., Thursday.and the remains were taken to the memory of our departed comrade. It
i Mates Senator McBride, will
was my lot' to form an early acquaintance
Lincolnville*for interment.
with Comrade Billings, at a time that tried
publican majority of 10 or 13,
men’s
souls. During the winter of 1802,
News has been received of the death of
while our army was camped upon the banks
EstaE.
L.
wife
of
Dr.
Caroline
Benedict,
'(.TON WlllSPEKINfiK
II in
!
The remains will be of the Rappahannock river, alter the disas'ii'- war department that Hen. brook of Minneapolis.
I
to Camden for interment in the trous defeat at Fredricksburg, and while
will be given no Military as- brought
lot.
! our men were dying by hundreds and thousunder bis comtwssio'n as brig- family
ands from disease, hardship and exposure,
it was then I first formed an acquaintance
nerul of regulars, lint that he
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONS.
with onr departed comrade. Yes, Mr. PresPn-ed on the retired list within
At the Second Congressional Democratic ident, it was while laying upon a cot of
v lew
days. Tilts plan of action, District
in the regimental hospital, with no
in
convention
Auburn
June
Oth,
boughs
is in accordance with anunderHalsey 11. M on roe of Thomaston was nomi- ; covering but acanvas tent and a blanket—it
reached between the president nated
for Congress. Hon. Arthur Sewall of ! was then, comrades, I first learned the worth
W heeler.The President lias Hath was elected
Since that
delegate at large to the of our dear departed comrade.
vl John <1. Brady to lie gov- national convention. Delegates, John W. timel have been more intimately acquainted
\ In ska.N aval Constructor Scott, Hath: L. M. Staples, Washington.; with him. I have known him in a small
Pic hero of the Jierrimac now The resolutions adopted indorse the New business way and always found him honest,
reliable and ready to lend a helping hand to
lias been found unlit forduty York State convention platform.
The Third District Congressional Demo- j a worthy comrade in need.
Socially it was
i his pliysical condition.
He
cratic convention met in Fairfield, June 6th. my lot to know him best. I have met him at
C.011riven a leave of absence.
Hon. William P. Thompson of Belfast pre- i his pleasant home many times, always reilohson lias tieen at Manila sil- sided, (die hundred and
eighty-six dele-: ceiving the warm welcome that can only
ling tlie raising of the sunken gates were present. The convention was ; come from a true friend. I have been connot
His
is
in
of
favor
and
the Chicago nected with him in the G. A. R. Halls,in our
disability
Bryan
warships.
strongly
He
tu he serious.Congress ad- platform of 18iM>. The delegates elected to association meetings and in the Grange.
convention
the
national
are:
Delegate at never judged a man for what he had, but
sine die, at 5 p. in.. June 7th....
for
what
he
was.
llis
was a temperate life,
F.
W.
I
Mai
district
dellarge,
sted,
Augusta;
ittor-master general lias comegates, Samuel W. Gould, Skow began; Dr. and liis voice was always heard pleading
irrangenients for the transpor- Otis Littlefield of Bluehill; alternates,
for the right.
F.
■■
of
tlie
United
States
1,483 W. Clair, Waterville, William R. HunneLet us for a moment, Mr. President and
|
S
-cliool teachers who have de- well, Pittsfield, F. E. Mace, Aurora. The comrades, go to his beautiful home ill the
take advantage of tlie summer resolutions endorse the movement for the quiet little village of Freedom, where lie
i free tuition offered them by union of gold and silver; oppose the retire- spent the most of his life, and which he
I University. Five big transports ment of greenbacks: denounce the trusts; took so much pride in beautifying and
condemn the Porto Rican tariff bill; assert making pleasant for those around him, and
ii set apart for this purpose,
that the constitution follows the flag; op- ask his neighbors and friends their loss.
inside, McPherson, McClellan,
G. A. R. Hall in that little
pose the half-empire and half-republic pol- Go with me to the
nd Sedgwick.
icy of the administration; advocate the elec- village, where his voice has been heard so
ask
his comrades, some of
and
of
direct
tion
United States senators by
many times,
Maine Civic League.
vote; express sympathy for the South Afri- them in the hearing of my voice, to-day,
ask them their loss. Go to our beautiful
can republic now' engaged in wrar with Engd ime Civic league lias now adopted
land, and recommend that the delegates home at Windermere Park, where we may
tack iii its warfare against the saloon to the national convention be instructed first go from time to time and enjoy ourselves,
•!»
There is a statute providing that last and all the time for William Jennings and which he said he hoped to see free from
“■
petition of 20 legal voters an injunc- Bryan. Amos F. Gerald of Fairfield, widely’ debt before he died—and has lived to see
"0 be issued from the Supreme court
known as the electric “railroad king of. the last dollar paid—and picture our loss, if
"
1
iing the keeper of a nuisance from
Maine,M was unanimously nominated for you can. And lastly, let us go to the beauip violation of the law.
Congress. The following district committee tiful cemetery in Freedom, where I had the
in
has
been
was chosen:
:p "league’s initiatory move
Hancock, G. P. Stewart of. honor of attending with him a year ago
h
,,f w. a. Barry of Waterville with Ellsworth; Kennebec, T. C. Ingraham of last fall, and standing by the spot where he
presented to Judge Whitehouse Augusta; Somerset, Silas T. I>a;wi*y of Fair- said he hoped to lay and sleep in peace, and
S'lista, asking for an injunction against field; Waldo, F. A-. Greer of Belfast. The away down deep in the innermost depths of
I
according to the law's provision. If convention closed with cheers for the chair- the soul will come forth that still small voice
t.Uphil in this ease the league proposed man, the secretaries, and three times three that speaks louder thau words that our com"-low the line of battle.
rade and friend still lives and will live in
for William Jennings Bryan.
■
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memory until the last veteran in Waldo
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OLD HOHE WEEK.

county is mustered in.
Mr. President, his place at our table is
A Meeting to Be Held This
Evening to Form
vacant to-day. The places that have known
a Local Association.
him w ith us’ in the past will know him no
more.
Yet in my fancy, Mr. President, 1
The constitution of the State Old Home
can almost look through the thin,misty veil
that hides us from our dear friends and Week Association provides for the organcomrades, and see his hand held out and ization of local associations in places like
hear his voice as we heard it in this hall a Belfast
by the Mayor and President of the
year ago, pleading for the veterans, their
widows and orphans, and the dependent Board of Trade. Mayor Poor and President

wards of the G. A. R.
Let us cherish his
memory, and letusliveso near to each other,
and so faithful to our countrymen and God,
that when the last roll-call comes for us, it
may be possible for us to meet our dear
friends and comrades on the eternal camping ground.
Hon. A. K. Nickerson of Swanville spoke
feelingly of Comrade Pil worth’s words of
welcome, and paid a touching and deserved
tribute to J)r. Hillings. “He was,” said Mr.
Nickerson, “a true man. He loved his country and in her hour of peril had the courage
to stand boldly for her defense when many
of his neighbors and townsmen were plotting and working treason.” The home at
Windermere Park is a monument to the
patriotism and fidelity of Dr. Hillings, who
at the age of To
years conceived and carried
to a successful termination the plan of having a summer home for the veterans on the
shore of that beautiful lake.
D. (). Howen of Morrill spoke of the veterans of the war as
they were from 18*51 to
’<15, young men from IS to 25 years old. They
were not old
men, as we are too apt to thick,
but were boys, many of them. He likes to
look on the bright side of things and does
not believe the world is growing worse.
He
believes our government is doing a great
work for humanity in the West Indies and
Philippines. We did a good work in adding
California, Louisiana and Texas, and time
will show that we are doing well in taking
Porto Rico and the Philinoines.
Toiford Durham of Monroe spoke very
briefly, and the President followed with an
account of how letters from patriotic young
ladies at home helped and encouraged him
in battle. lie called upon the writers, Mrs.
J. F. McKeen and Mrs, F. A. Griffin of Belfast, who responded briefly and feelingly,
and the former read an appropriate poem.
Mrs. N. S. Piper spoke on the hostile feeling which still exists in some parts of the
South, and exhorted all to ever be ready and
willing to stand up for the flag.
A vote of thanks was passed to the Relief
Corps and the people of Belfast for hospitality and courtesies.
Alfred Stinson sang the song of the old
soldier who was famous for spinning war
yarns, but
“Since that lad o’ mine got home
I stand no show at all.”
Orrin .7. Dickey gave the greetings of the
Sons of Veterans; after which the meeting
closed by singing “America” by the audience and a benediction by the
chaplain.
MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE.
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have had the matter under consideration and have called a meeting for this,
Thursday, evening, at 7 o’clock, in Memorial
Hall, when it is expected to organize the
Belfast Old Home Week Association and
make arrangements for the reception and
entertainment of all who may visit us during Old Home Week. An effort will be
made to have one or more of the
warships
here during the week, as they are to visit
Portland, Bath and Rockland. Possibly
Pinafore, by all local talent, may be given
one evening in the week.
It is also suggested that instead of having a 4tli of July
celebration we should celebrate during Old
Home Week. Suggestions will be in order
at, the meeting in Memorial Hall this evening, and it is hoped there will be a good attendance and much interest
manifested in
the proposed celebration.

The exchange editor of the Portland Argus complains that the people of the State
at
Ipge are not taking the interest in Old
Home Week that one would have a right to
expect; but there is yet time to do something. The Argus man well says: “There
is no town in this State, however small and
insignificant, that has not some sons and
daughters somewhere without her borders
whom it is their duty to try to have come
back this summer during Old Home Week.
To ensure that each and every one shall receive the invitation committees should be
formed forthwith in all such towns, or in
j
groups of near by towns, and they should
collect the names and send them on to

headquarters.”
The Brunswick Old Home Week committee, of which Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain
is chairman, has decided on the main featof the celebration,as follows: Sunday,
all religious bodies will hold appropriate
exercises.
Monday will be left free on account of the Portland celebration. Tuesday there will be a procession and fireworks.
In the afternoon, the Saturday
club will hold a reception for the visitors in
the form of a lawn party on the college
campus. In the evening, Joseph McKeen
of New York will speak, and later there
will be dancing. Wednesday w ill be “park
day,” and everybody will meet the visitors
The
informally at Merrymeeting park.
Pejepscot Historical society will take its
annual field day at Ilarpswell, Thursday,
and there will be public exercises of a
historical nature at the old church in Ilarpswell.
ures
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R. H. Moody went to Boston Monday
business.
Fred G. White was in Bangor Monday
business.
Miss Alice Blithe is in Camden for
weeks’ visit.

a

on

VI illiam G. Burkett is at home for his
mer vacation.

on

E ( apt. J. W. Ferguson
day on business.

few
a

Frank W. Collins of Rockland spent Sun-

day in Belfast.

a

C. G. Ferguson spent
week in Belfast.

a

few days the past

Hon. R. W. Rogers went to Portland last
on business.
F.

Clements

to Boston Mon-

Frank R. Wiggin returned
short visit in Bangor.

Tuesday from

Mrs. A. I. Brown returned
short visit in Camden.

Tuesday

from

Prof. H. L. Chapman of Bowdoin College
in Belfast last week.

was

Friday
E.

went

sum-

in

Skowhegan

(

has. T. French has arrived from Lowell,

Mass., to spend the

summer.

last

Miss Mary Pond of Washington, I). C., is
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Mrs. Fred W. Bailey went to Waterville
Monday for a short visit.

Mrs. Bessie C. Thomas arrived yesterday
from a visit in Massachusetts.

Mrs. E. R. Pierce of Detroit, Mich., arrived Saturday to visit relatives in this city.

Charles O’Connell returned last Thursday
from a business trip to Boston.

Miss Emeroy Ginn left Saturday to attend
the commencement exercises of Lassell

J. D. M. Steward of Augusta
fast the past week on business.

Saturday

on

was

business.

Seminary.
C. B. Hazeltine, Esq., returned Friday
from a ten days’ sojourn at Mooseheail
Lake.
Mrs. Mary A. Crocker and daughter Florence are visiting Mrs. C.’s brother,
George
R. Doak.
Mrs. Inez M. Pendleton was in the city
last Friday. She is spending the summer in
Islesboro.

was

in Bel-

Amos Poor and friend, Mr. Tracy, arrived
yesterday to spend the summer.
11. C. Maiden returned Tuesday from
business trip to Bangor and vicinity.

a

W. II. Witherlee and wife of Castine
at the Revere House June 7th.

were

Mrs. G. P. Lombard arrived home last
a visit in Massachusetts.

Thursday from

Mrs. Martha C. Gray arrived yesterday
from Malden, Mass., where she spent the
Ralph L. Cooper returned Saturday from winter.
Orono, where he is a student at the UniverMr. and Mrs. I. M. Perry returned Tuessity of Maine.
day from a business trip to Bangor and
A. W. Brainard of Lawrence, Mass., visitvicinity.

ed his brother-in-law, W. P.
Esq., the past week.

Thompson,

Charles S. Bickford went to Orono Monday to attend the commencement exercises
at the University of Maine.
Nonie Adelia Turner of Palermo Centre
was a member of the
graduating class at
the Farmington Normal school.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Murphy and Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Wilson attended the meeting
of Waldo County Grange in Freedom June
5th.

VV. F. Bean arrived Tuesday morning from
Kansas City, and will spend the summer in
Belfast.
A. I. Brown went to Orono Tuesday to
attend the commencement of the University
of Maine.
Mrs. Frank A. Conant and son Frederick
of Santa Barbara, Cal., arrived Tuesday to
spend the summer.
Miss Esther M. Frye, who has been ill
for a long time, is now improving. She had
a severe case of grip.

Mrs. J. M. Leighton returned last ThursMr. and Mrs. John Jones attended the
day from a visit in Boston, accompanied by
exercises of the Normal school
her friend, Mrs. John Stoddard of Fair- graduation
in Castine last wreek.
haven, Mass.
W. S., James W. and Miss Mattie Roberts
Harold P. Carle arrived Saturday from
have arrived from Reading, Mass., to spend
the Hoys' Military School in Billerica, Mass.,
the summer at the North Shore, North,
to spend his summer vacation with his
port.
mother, Mrs. Essie P. Carle.
E. L. Bryant, superintendent of the farm
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. K. Marshall and son
of the almshouse and hospital,
Charlie arrived from Sioux Falls, S. I)., last department
Long
Boston, was in town Tuesday
Island,
Friday. Mr. Marshall expects to remain
on business.
about two weeks; the others to spend the
Hiram 1’. Farrow spent Sunday at his
summer here.
home in Belmont,
lie is superintending
A.
of
Jackson was a memPercy
Hasty
the laying of sewers in Camden and surveyber of the graduating class at the Maine
for highways at Dark Harbor, Islesboro.
Central Institute, Pittsfield, this year. The ing
Mr. and Mrs. Guy O. Vickery returned to
exercises took place June loth,
graduating
MURDER AND ARSON.
Augusta Monday from a two weeks' outing
lltli and 12tli.
in Waldo county. They report ;i most enFour Persons Foully Murdered at West
Miss Alice Barlow of Newton, Mass.,Mrs. joyable time and good success v^itli the rod.
Kennebec Journal.
New field.
J. L. Frank, child and nurse of Boston, and
With the Berwick crime still fresh in the
Friends in this eit\ of Mrs. Frederic
Mrs. F. C. Slade of Oakville, Ct., are guest >
public mind, and the murderei\yet at large, of Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at her
cottage at South Crosby have received the announcement of
Monday brought news of the wholesale
the marriage of her daughter. Margaret
murder of the family of George W. Good- Shore, Northport.
win of West New field, the robbery and
Crosby Burdett, to Mr. William Bacon
B.
Jonas
arrived
home
('apt.
Ferguson
subsequent destruction of the house ami
.Schiller,* June bth, at Allegheny. Pennsyltlie incineration of the four bodies. Mr. Saturday morning from Boston, where he
Goodwin lived a quiet life in his house left sell. Henry Whitney on account of an vania.
about two miles outside the centre of the
Mr. Sanford of New York arrived Tuesday
accident to his left hand. The hand was
town on the road to East Wakefield, N. 11.
lie is
to spend the summer at Fort Point,
He was a man well off in worldly goods and caught in a sheet while going into Boston
had always borne an excellent reputation harbor.
negotiating with Belfast parties foi tin* sale
With him lived his
among his neighbors.
of the property along the shore south of the
Mrs. Eliza A. White, who has been with her
mother, Mrs. Elsie It. Home, 7<; years of
B. A B. steamboat wharf, fornierh ownedby
his
Mrs.
A.
E.
Scott
*J0
Clark
several
left
sister,
months,
age,
Goodwin,
adopted son,
C. B. Sanford.
years old, and a hired man, Fred Bertsch. Monday for Farmington. She will remain his father, the late
_

Waldo County Pomona Grange met June
5th, with Dirigo Grange, Freedom. The
day was fine and the attendance good for
so busy a time with the farmers.
The offi-

present were Master, Overseer, Steward, Assistant Steward, Treasurer, Secretary, Ceres and Lady A ssistant Steward.
The pro tem officers were Frank Lane,
Chaplain; Myra Brown, Lecturer; Frank
Nutt, Gate Keeper; Mrs. II. P. Barker and
Mrs. D. O. Bowen, Lady Officers. A class
of l«; was instructed in the fifth degree.
Sixteen granges responded to the roll-call.
Somerset county was represented by Sister
Ellis of Fairfield. Brother Libby, to whom
the address of welcome was assigned, was
absent, and the address was given by B. F. The bodies of all four of these persons
Foster. Sister Grace Bowen gave a very were recovered Monday afternoon from the
ruins of the house and two of them, those
excellent response. Some remarks for good of of Mrs. Horne and Bertsch, gave
every inthe order were made. The noon recess was dication that they had been foully murdurthen taken. The afternoon session was open- ed, for both their heads were crushed in,
cers

while that of Bertsch showed many wounds
if made by a knife- The bodies of
Goodwin and his son were so badly burned
that no trace ofa weapon were discernible.
It is said that Goodwin, some three weeks
ago, sold a piece of woodland for $2300 and
some of his neighbors stated that lie had
shortly banked some of the money at Biddeford, keeping $500 for use. Others state,
in
however, that he did not place the
Haggles Dinner Party," by Josephine the bank, but had it in the house,money
and this
Brown: both finely rendered; music by the story is offered as a motive for the crime.
choir; a lecture by Mrs. Kate B. Ellis A man named George Champion, who formerly worked in the vicinity, and had reof Fairfield, which was listened to with the turned
from Boston and been hired by Mr.
closest attention. The next meeting will be Goodwin, is missing and efforts will be made
with Morning Light Grange, Monroe, June to apprehend him. The description of Chamwhich has been sent to all points in
-dth, with the following program: 1st, pion,
New England, is as follows: Forty or 45
opening exercises; 2d, conferring fifth de- years of age; 5 feet 10 inches in height;
100
light complexion ; thin
gree; .‘3d, report of Granges; Jth, address weight, andpounds;
with a finger of one hand missuf welcome by Mrs. Mamie Curtis; f>th, re- features,
ing.
sponse by Frank Porter of Northern Light
of
for
the
remarks
good
order;
Grange; <>th,
Wedding Bells.
7th, appointment of committees; 8th, noon
ed with music by the choir. Worthy Master
Foster read an essay; subject, “Roads,"
which was discussed at some length by.J.
F. Wilson, I). O. Bowen, Edward Evans,
J. Cunningham and Tasker.
The literary entertainment included a recitation by Leona Russell; a recitation, “The

recess; fith, music; loth, topic, “Shall we
Favor the Abolishment of the Governor's
Council, and Creation of the Office of a
State Auditorto be opened by II. R. Daw-

Remainder of the program to be furnished by Morning Light Grange.

son.

Commencement' at Bucksport
The graduating exercises of the East
Maine Conference Seminary Lmk place in
Emerj lla.ll, Buck sport, June Oth, beginning
at M \. m. There was a very large attendance.
Tlie parts were all well taken and
excellent both in preparation and delivery.
Tlie order was interspersed with music by
tlie Weber quartet, whose selections proved
happy ones and were all heartily applauded.
Tlie diplomas were presented by President
.1. F. Haley with appropriate remarks.
The awarding of the prizes was next in
order, tlie winners being announced by
President Haley as follows:
The ida A. Bowler prize, for best special
examination in Moral Science, to Daniel E.

Carey,

Montville.
The President’s prize, for highest average
rank for senior year, to Edna Hattie Clements, Winterport,
The Latin Scholarship prize, established
by class of '1*1, to Jessie L. Keene of Waldoboro; honorable mention, Fred II. Gilman,

Winterport.

Tlie Commercial .Scholarship prize, established by class of '1C, to E. Fred Perkins,
Winterport; honorable mention to Harold
M. Wesson, Bucksport.
Wednesday afternoon the trustees had
their annual meeting. The senior reception
and general good time in Emery Hall Wednesday night was the last meeting of the
tlie students this year.
Mew

Wharf for Fort Point

The new wharf will lie on the south side
of Fort Point, and although slightly more
exposed than the ol<l structure it will be
much more convenient to tlie summer colony owing to its close proximity to the cot-,
tages. The shore end will be near the property of Capt. Walter Ross of Bangor and is1
very handy to all the summer residences.
The Bangor* Bar Harbor steamers will
stop here and practically all the cottagers
Since the
are delighted with the prospect.
old wharf was destroyed in a gale last fall
Fort
Point was by
the only way of reaching
leaving the steamer at Samlypoint and driving the rest of the way. This method of

transportation was decidedly unpleasant
particularly in wet weather, and the new
wharf will be welcomed by all the prominent,
cottagers, by Stockton people and by Bangor excursionists. It will be under the;
complete control of the builders andowners.
[ Bangor Commercial.

as

On
i'Ks lti.KTrtN-l* a VI*
Wednesday
(■veiling Nathaniel !>. Pendleton and Miss
Carrie M, Ilavis were united in marriage by
Rev. FtnhkM. llolt attlie bridegroom’s residence, Si Stephen street, Lynn. Lilies and
feriis, tastefully arranged, beautified the
pretty rooms and underneath a large floral
bell trimmed with apple blossoms, the happy
couple said the few simple words which
made them man and wife The bridesmaid
was Miss Rose Pendleton, a sister of the
bridegroom, and the best man was Llewellyn
Pendleton, a cousin. The bride looked very
pretty in a handsome dress of w hite Swiss
muslin, trimmed with white ribbon and
lace. She wore a veil caught up with apple
blossoms and carried a bouquet of bride
Tlie bridesmaid w ore crepe de chine,
roses.
Fred Fleet
trimmed with chiffon and lace.
and Walter Sims were the ushers. Miss
Florence Morrison of Boston rendered the
The
music for the occasion on the piano.
couple were the recipients of many beautiful and valuable presents, among which
was a handsome china set from the sisters
of the bride. A wedding lunch was served.
Guests were present from Cambridge, Hudson,

Boston, Newport (R. L), Ellsworth,

Mr. and Mrs.
Belfast and Path (Me.)
Pendleton will reside at 2 Stephen street,
News.
Mass.,
Lynn. [Lynn,

Li:At11Ens-KN HE I,A m). A very pretty
wedding occurred at Stockton Springs Wednesday, Juneti, at 10.30 a. m. The contracting parties were Ellard W. Leathers of Orrington and Miss Lottie Kneeland of Stockton Springs. The ceremony was performed
by .1. G. Lambert, Esq., in the presence of

their immediate relatives and friends. The
bride was attired in white and the room was
prettily trimmed with flowers. The bridesmaid was Miss Small, a cousin of the bride,
and the groomsman w as Percy U. Leathers,
a brother of the groom. After the ceremony
a wedding dinner w as served and the new ly
married couple were driven to Orrington,
their future place of residence. The presents were numerous and useful,
The Littlefield Bill.

Representative Littlefield of Maine, the
of Nelson Uinglej in congress,
has impressed himself upon the house and
the country more than any other new member within a generation; and at the close of

there

a

few weeks and then go with her

grandson, Robert White,
spend his vacation.

to

Michigan

to

Maurice W. Lord, son of Ilenrx L. Lord of
city, had his left leg amputated May '•1st.
He is now gaining in strength and the limb
is healing finely. The operation was performed by Dr. Weeks of Portland, assisted
by local surgeons.

Harold T. Sibley, a student at Dartmouth
ollege, is to spend his summer vacation in
Furope. He will sail from New York June
:>uth for London as asssistant conductor of a
Dr. Dunning is
Dunning-Sawyer party.
now on the continent with another party,
and on arrival on the other side Mr. Sil»le>
will join him in the same capacity. The
Paris Exposition will be visited, a tour
made of the continent, including Oberani-

The members of the senior class of the
mergau, the scene of the Passion Play,
University of Maine held their annual exit
turning Sept. Mil.
the
Castine
at
banquet
House, Castine,
Thursday night. Joseph O. Whitcomb reTHE LOWER BRIDGE.
sponded to the toast, “Mormonisin.” Walter
N. Cargill of Liberty is a member of the
class.
John Holmes of Jersey City, N. J., was
in Belfast on business the past week. He
was proprietor for several years of a theatre
in Brooklyn, which he sold three years ago
and built one in Jersey City with a seating
capacity of 25M0. He came here to sell the

A Section of tlie »>I<1
on the New

I5ri<lg** Fulls in.
Bridge Ih gun.

re-

Work

The lower bridge was closed to travel last
Thursday morning, a short time sooner than
was intended.
Wednesday night, about n
o'clock. A. C. Mosinan and family were returning in their carriage from the entertain
ment in Belfast Opera House, and when
Holmes mill property in Waldo.
near the eastern end of the bridge heard a
Charles E. Paul, after graduating from
crash directly behind their carriage. They
the Institute of Tecnology, Boston, last
found that a section of the roadway, bxiil
Mr.
and
his
week, accompanied
parents,
had fallen in and that their hind wheels
feet,
Bosleft
for
to
but
Mrs. j. G. Paul,
Belfast,
had barely left the defective part when it
the
ton Monday, having a fine position with
collapsed. The bridge frame is in three
J. W. Tufts Co. of that city as a machine
sections, crosswise. A pile in the middle
designer. His vacation was a short one.
section settled, allowing the section between
Wm. A. Murray, B. (’. E., University of two cross beams to fall. The section on the
Maine, 'W, who has been assistant instructor north
side, about in feet wide, remained,
in civil engineering at the University the
remained
past year, has secured a very promising but that on the south settled and
position in civil engineering on the New at a dangerous angle. The Mayor and highYork Central R. R. He passed Sunday and
committee decided not to repair it, as
Monday with his parents here, and left way
and
Tuesday morning for his newnositioji. His the contractor was to take it away soon,
headquarters is Buffalo, N. V. [Pittsfield the bridge was closed to travel. Word was
Advertiser.
sent to Mr. Babbidge, the contractor,and he
Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Mrs. Mills and son came to Belfast the next day and made arCharlie will leave in a few days for Lim- rangements to begin his work at once.
erick, Me., to attend the wedding of Mr.
The accident was a very fortunate one, in
Mills’ sister. Mr. Mills will attend the class
reunion of his college class, Dartmouth,
lHJKi, which will be held commencement
week, and will deliver an address to the
students Sunday evening, June 24tli.
I apt. Lillian ileal ol buck port, who served in tlie I'nited States Navi, lias obtained
through Gen. Gilley's agency a reissue of
pension which will give him a handsome sum
of arrears, namely Si; a month from Nov. gn,
lsug; $12 a month from Dec. :i. 1884: sp; a
month from July 10, 1S8H: and sit a month
from July 24, 1808. This amounts in round
numbers to about $4,400, in addition to ensuring Gapt. Heal a continuance of $17 a
month. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.

represented at the State Encampment of the Sons of Veterans in Portland Tuesday as follows: Thus. A. Young,
delegate from A. E. Clark Camp; E. E. Pillsbury,delegate at large; D. .1. Dickey, Surgeon of Division; Mrs. Nellie J. Mosrnan,
president of A. E. Clark I,. A. S.; Mrs.
Nina E. Hobbs, chairman of Division Council. Mrs. Young accompanied her husband.
Belfast

was

that it resulted in no damage to person or
loss of life, and it shows that the city gov
eminent acted wisely in deciding to build a
new bridge rather than repair the old one.
It would have been difficult to determine
where to begin uul where to leave oft in
making repairs.and there could have been
no certainty that all the weak spots had
been

attended to when the repairs

were

completed.
Concerning Local Industries.
The vessel building on the mar ine railway
by Geo. A. Gilchrest, is to lie named "Theoline.” Work on all departments is being
pushed as fast as possible.
The Belfast Machine cA Foundry Go. is
linishing a -10-foot liege saw mill for the
McKee shipyard in Buoksport. The machine shop was run on extra time last w eek,
working four nights all night.

John Peirce, the well!known granite man,
“Tree day is always a long, delightful
w as in the city Thursday and with him came
holiday at Wellesley—a day when the girls some extravagant rumors of big contracts.
say good-by to books and seriousness and So far as Vinalhaven is concerned the ofof Bodwell Granite Co. in this
the first session he has the satisfaction of abandon themselves to the
spirit of hap- ficers sav
his
anti-trust
law'
the
that there is no more prospect of
seeing
city
passed by
HerBoston
harmless
the
revelry,’’ says
house with only one dissenting vote. The py,
work than there has been for some time.
bill
trusts
Littlefield
to regulate
proceeds ald. The observance this year, June 8th, Mr. Peirce Iras 100 non-union men working
upon the theory that a statutory eiia'-fc'»nt was fully up to the standard. The Herald's at Mt. Waldo on the Chicago post office conis as efficient for this .purpose as a<
tract and told The Courier-Gazette that
^ oort
says: “The president of the class, everything was going along to his satisfactional amendment. Really, it is j1
'ninah Hume, delivered the address tion. The union men want a minimum rate
ment of the Sherman anti-tru^ •
j tyV
SQ/f Q*
making violation of it a crime i
and Miss Nina Poor gave the of H7A cents an hour and all non-union men
misdemeanor, and increases tlrJrJJ’fS.Py
discharged. “There will never be a settle,he
undergraduates, full of clever ment on those terms," said Mr. Peirce.
penalty from one to two years- n pm*
un.”
N. H., Monitor.
!L
[ Kockland Courier-Gazette.
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EARLY DAYS IN THORNDIKE.

A

To tiik Editor of Tiik Journal.
Since writing a little sketch concern-

ing early days in a section of Thorndike,
which appeared some months ago in The
Journal, it has occurred to me that a
brief sketch of the early settlers, and
events of their time, in a longitudinal
section of the town in which the
Thorndike church is a central object,
might be of equal interest. It will be
necessary, as on the former occasion, to

heavily

draw

from Mr.

Higgins'

fund of

information. The writer is also indebted

Mr.

to

Gordon,

Xelson

the town

clerk, for courtesies.
The first place of interest at the eastern point of the above-mentioned sec-

Joseph Higgins. my informant. His uncle, Isaac
Higgins, began clearing the forest from

Melrose
Miracle
No

this spot in 1798, and soon erected the
which some years ago
Isaac had four sons
was modernized.

and four

daughters.

The sons

were

Hi uben. Stillman, Ephraim and Barnabas. The lirst named made himself a

adjoining tiis father’s.
Ephraim were widely
known in AValilo fount} from the thirties to the fifties as school teachers, and
farm on the land

and

Stillman

counted among tlie most efficient
and popular teachers of their time.
win-,

< a '■usionally p rsons are met in various
p,i its of the county, who are well adin li.e's journey, in whose
iai:. rd
minds tin mention of those men will

under

when

days

to many homes.

lioi M passed the greater part of their
lives in their native town. Both were
:u-t;%.• participants in militia affairs in

At

:1

v i.-

.-

Mm.
:ht

returned

i-i-

place,

his native

to

soon

lamiE

In- I'.v.

in

recently

died

Troy

ill

year ol her age.
A 1'i-w steps from the above mention
place is the home of V. N. Higgins,
'i

uni the
l:m.
Ait.,

a,it.

a

I
:

-ii

A

At

winch

i.

ci'Ct

f

■

for

In .tln-r

is

a

was

head of molasses from Belfast to West
Thorndike and the team had nearly

time he shared

Isaac.

a..

writer was

ti-i-

a

A few veal's

reached the above mentioned hill, when
the fastenings of the load gave away
and the hogshead left the wagon. Then
the teamster witnessed the exciting

deed oi land

Henry Knox. Thomaston. to
II'-"gins. Lincoln Plantation,

!•'
da’ i -"i.undone signed in lsg] by <!ov'■rii" r King,
.a- li rst governor ol
M aine.
nutii" vialiev. .loseph Higgins to
son
"I

maize marriages within the county
Hancock. There were three sons

and tour daughters in this family. The
eldesl son, William, taught school many
He was an active participant in
years

mosphere
>n

steps

militia affairs, was elected captain in
twin, and in is:’." was promoted Lieut.

after,

highest point
the

of the hill, a few

church,

now

stale eggs at him.

ity prophecy

idely known

was

11:.'

Messrs. Coffin and Ames,
Holbrook made himself and
home in one of the

early years
The lirst post office
in Thorndike was established at Mr.
Holbrook’s house, and lie was the first
a

postmaster

in the town.

The date of

the establishment of the post office is
not known.
The mails were brought

horseback once a week from Belfast, and return, and, as then required
by the postal regulations, when nearing

on

lie was

m“i;:;"Ws.

longevity
Rev. Joseph Higgins

ed tin age oi

several

of

the

its

reach-

Ids wife no years.

The

William, died in the 01st year of his
A daughter, Mrs. Chase, died in
age.
Fluty at M. while recently a daughter.
•son.

(

oiiin. died in

house,

those who tried to be its friends.

post

office the mail carrier announ-

*

The church was erected in i*:l2. A few
steps west from the church by the roadside, as the road led directly over the

small bouse.
Rev.
credited with lirst
eral

spring.

The iarm
and

Joseph Higgins is
discovering the min-

son

Foote in

owned

by

was

lirst settled

one

of the

settlement.

buildings,

now

lie

early

erected

lie had

a

J. H. Stevens
on

by

John

years of the
the present

large family.

succeeded on t!aj farm

by

He

no

record is found of the

been

years after the town had
and until a town

incorporated

house had been built, were held at the
school house. 'When other school houses
were built the first was designated as
the Centre school house.
A few of the many interesting transactions of the plantation, gathered from
the records, may he mentioned.
At a
meeting of the plantation (let. 22. 1 s 12.
voted to raise *25 to defray plantation charges; voted to pay 12 1-2 per
cent, for collecting the same.
At a
was

ITobabli few persons in tlie present
generation are aware that by the road-

voted that the school tax be paid in
produce, at the following prices: wheat,

it stretches through the rather

*1.50 per bushel, rye, *1. and corn *1 per
bushel.
At a meeting .Tune 10, 1S22,

as

lonely tract of woodland, known locally
as “the Centre woods" once dwelt a reputed

witch. Thesite of the log hut is at
the west base of the little sand hill

SEKING CLEANING time and if you want anything u.
furniture line NOW is the time to buy, for such a clan.
occurs of getting goods at wholesale pru es.

SON]

R. H. COOMBS &

VO tfc 72 Main Street.

remind the taxpayers of the

I
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A" the Nt

3 Times

"

\\

They

the

building

of a

pound

was

bid off at

restraining

accused of

are

and

one

inexpensive, yet lovely dress, the lastmentioned fabric has no equal, the skirt

an

trimmed with numerous rutiles or bands
of lace insertion, with lace yoke and

Democratic sympathy for the Boers
is

largely made up of a desire to put the
Administration in an embarrassing posi-

sleeves.

tion with other powers.

over

crepe de

t

a

deep

flounce of

plain

'bine.

money:
In

Per capita.
England. ...$17 nr.
Germany. lit S4

'lilt: satin WKnmxii iovtimk

will never lose its charm for some persons, therefore it has not been out of

style

May,

for

but now a

lighter

ma-

terial appears more in keeping with the
Seven seams are now used for
season.
satin skirts, as with a smaller number
all-important flare around the feet
cannot be given. Trains are for the
the

part round, and a softening effect
given by a lace yoke and sleeves.

most
is

time sleeve, full below the
elbow and with a cuff, has been revived;
in any case, however, the yoke and lower

The old

Knifed States. 25 75

banks

deposits

in the United

States in 1804 and in 1 SOD, compare
follows:
Year

Depositors.

l.SDl*
18(4

Increase,

as

5,200,0011
4,800,1100

Deposits.
$2,178,SOO,000
1.771,200,(XX)

4oo,ono

$4<)7,r.o0,ooo

Is!to.

Fewer failures in all sections of the

l’ostottice

mentioned are the favor-

already
ites. Xn peculiar style belongs to these
dresses—many ruffles, lace edged or not,
those

When an

Department

show that the amount of mail matter
of all classes in the United States, in

freight. This
the history of

DUSTER

again, to protect the handsome travelling costumes or cover the
deficiencies of a shabby one, and along
with it comes the sensible alpaca or
mohair travelling dress, made in tailor
style—no furbelows or frills to catch
the dust, with a simple Eton or Mess
jacket over a cambric shirt waist. The
highest grade travelling suit is of black
taffeta silk, also plainly made, but that
luxury belongs to the rich: however, all
women of good taste who seek the
comforts of life, and maidens who personify the poetry of existence, are
sure to include in their travelling outlit, the same sweet perfume that has
been a delight during the winter, and
are never without Murray & Lanman’s
Florida water. They know the sweet
refreshment it w ill bring them, whether
on the briny deep, at the seashore or
wherever they may spend the summer.

record was the

the

to the American farmer.

Tennessee produced nearly

a

million

tons more coal last year than in I8i*.">.
That ought to be an industrial object
lesson to the South, especially as practithe whole of it was used at the

cally

factories of that State.
Of the

thirty-five

ports

Vr®

| the high e

| her

man;

country.

Contains all the nexvs of the Nation and World, xvitli iuterestinur and Mist’
every member of every I'amilx on everx farm and in overx village ii
States.
Regular subscription price Si.OO per year, but xve.fiirnisb it and

ing

for

The
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The Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, M

neigh-

bors and
friends
think you
must be

twenty

| CRESCENT
j)

$26, $35, $50, $60. T
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w DO YOU WANT

Call and look them

over
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a

catalogue.
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)

the

repeated

voyages

ports with cargoes from Europe
during last year, while thousands of
can

vessels entered.

If it were not for the
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H
E

We have

one
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WE Kt- EP a fine stock of every kind of goods in our line
OPTICIANS. We test the eyes and guarantee to fit glasses
WE REPAIR Watches. Clocks. Jewelry. etc.
SATISFACTION guaranteed in all things bought

! IS33SLJ

or

satisfactory.

repaired by

us.

H. J. LOCKE & S0\

Great Clifti Oi:cf

stored

to

A

A

MODELS OF I MOO.

\ $25,

I

man

BICYCLES

I

years

Yet it’s impossible to
look young with the
color of 70 years in
the hair. It’s sad to
see young persons
look prematurely old
in this way.
Sad because it’s all unnecessary; for gray hair
may always he re-

Journal I Year for $2 00

Republican

Send all orders to

all your

its

nat-

THE REPUBLICAN JOCK-

ural
color

by using—
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For over half a century this has been the
standard hair preparation.
It is an elegant
dressing; stops falling of the hair; makes
the hair grow; and
cleanses the scalp
from dandruff.
a

bottle.

All

The

If you do not obtain all the benefits
you expected from the Vigor, write
the Doctor about it. Address,

an

wasting

diseases,

all effects of self-abuse or
excess and indiscretion.
A nerve tonic and

,blood builder.

Brings
the pink glow to pale

50

cheeks ana restores the
.fire of youth. By mail
'50c per box. 0 boxes for CTS.
whu our ouiKHDie gaurantee to cure
or refund the money
Send for circular
and copy of our bankable guarantee bond.

paid.

NervifaTablets

~~

iBUBMlile KCfUltS
(YELLOW LABEL)
Positively guaranteed cure for Loss of Power,
Varicocele, Undeveloped or Shrunken Organs,
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and the
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or
Liquor. By mail in plain package, $1.00 a
box, 6 for $6.00 with our bankable guar*
utM bond to cure in 80 days or refund
Address
money paid.

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.

Clinton A Jackson Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no othe*. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
in every instance. I relieve hunreds of ladies w’hom I never see. Write for
further
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, 92.00. Dr. E. M. TOILMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mate.

guaranteed

particulars.
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State*.
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least one good agrieuitur.i
journal, we have perfected arrangei."
we can send that practical and insp
nal. Farm ami Home, in connect!
Republican .lourn 1 on remarkably

given below. Lack ot space forbei
description •>! the contents »>f Far!'
which is unequalled for variety ;n
Prominent among its many depart;
mentioned the Farm and Darden, Mark'
Fruit Culture, Plan* and Invention'
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Dlob<
and Dairy, The Poultry Turd, The t|u
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary,
Fancy Work, Household Features
Farm and Home is published sec
thus giving you 24 numbers a yea’
making a volume of over 500 pages
as

*

Powder,

A, A, Howes & Co,

....Ft Hi....

60

PILLS

and

Relieving that every

NERVITA PILLS HOME TREATMENT
ory,

Farm

nave at

AGENTS.

Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor and Manhood
Cure Impotencv, Night Emissions. Loss of Mem.

Itest

AM)...

I'nited

druggists.

I have been using Ayer’s Hair
Vigor for over 20 years and I can
heartily recommend it to the public
as the best hair tonic in existence."
Mrs. G. L. Aldkkson,
April 24, 1899.
Ector, Tex.

with cargoes

good times, if
On the opposite side of the road
it were not for the Chicago platform, if
from
the
town
house
is
the
site
of
a
directly opposite from the well known
it were not for their past record, if it
"watering place.” Little or nothing is house built by William Philbrick more
A LARGE NEAPOLITAN HAT
were not that McKinley has been such
known of the occupant of the hut be- than a hundred years ago. It is said
weighed down with flowers has tem- a promise-keeper, if it were not that
the
first
log house built in what is now porarily overshadowed the Leghorn, the American
yond the fact Unit her name was Mathpeople know a good thing
ews and her only companion a small Thorndike was built by Mr. Philbrick a
but scarcely a high-grade carriage or when they have it, and if it were not
weird
cluster
about
of
number
to
the
one
boy. Many
legends
years prior
shade hat is without its quota of black for a few more if’s it would be safe to
the spot. Some persons in those times above mentioned and near the same
velvet—either in a broad, handsome bet money on Democratic success, this
asserted that they had seen her passing site. Mr. Philbrick had a large family.
bow under the brim, in numerous loops fall.
over the tops of
the forest trees. His son Daniel succeeded him on the
and short ends among clusters of flowOthers were mystified by her sudden farm.
The Philadelphia convention can well
ers, or in plain bands around white
and mysterious appearances and disapThe home of Mr. Paris Dyer is the
straws, the ends crossed at the back, or afford to indorse the St. Eouis platform
pearances, etc. The late General Hig- scene of the early operations of his in three
very narrow row's on the of 180(1. It can be offered as an exhibit
gins, in recalling events of his early grandfather, deacon Geo. Dyer, who crown. Too
many flowers can scarcely of what the Republican party does in
boyhood, said that when as a bare boot- was among the early settlers. There be put upon a large veranda hat, and the platform promise fulfillment line.
id boy he had occasion to pass that was a large family of children. The
ostrich feathers, particularly white, are
The increased dividends of the Southway he would quicken his pace when following were the names: Levi, Benja- in
great favor for Saratoga or other innearing the spot, and until the cabin min, Eben, George, William and John. land resorts. Lovely silk mull hats ern railways naturally causes an increased uneasiness on the part of Southern
had been passed, taking care that his The last three—George was captain of rival the
straws, coming in white, pink,
foot falls should be as noiseless as possi- the vessel—were lost at sea at one time. blue, straw'-color and crimson, but are politicans.
ble, lest the attention of the witch The daughters were Relief, Abigail, suitable only for really young people,
black silk mull may be worn, however,
Out of forty-nine clearances of AmeriSilva and Jane.
.should be attracted.
by middle-aged ladies. The “Lady- can vessels in our trade with Europe last
In passing “the silent white village,”
One of the things “which was and is smith” hat is new but suffers
comby
a glimpse of which is had througli the not” was the pound in which offending parison with the sailor, having a slight- year, thirty-five were those of the four
a
brim
and
bowl
crown, ships of the American line. Less than
It was a ly t^iw'd-down
trees, the enquiry may occur, who was cattle were imprisoned.
than all, the “handkerchief” a score of different American vessels
anJA,
the first to occupy those grounds? It familiar object on this farm near the
a laid in plain folds around
sailed from America for European ports
is known that about 1800 a family nam- roadside a few years ago. The Dyer
It ought not to take.
?
o
floral
jf
during last year,and it is not surprising
Verona Clarke.
ed Colomar lived in the vicinity, and homestead was within view of occa
1

>KVV YORK
For nearlx sixfx xears tlie leading Nat
WRRKLY TRlIllfXK.
newspaper for progressive farmers and
Its Agricultural Department is um-xeelled, and Market Reports an antic

American ships that

Xot to exceed a dozen
different American ships entered Ameri-

foreign

€RAY!

Dr. J. C. AYER.
Lowell, Mass.

year twenty-eight
were of the A merican line.
The twenty-

eight represented
of but fourships.

necessity.

$1.00

is with us

entered American
from Europe last

a summer

uiuer

the per capita in the United
States is over $20, and still increasing.

Andrew
Savings

Tammany

which is robbing tiie poor of New
York and depriving the people there of

Ilall,
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tied at the side or in front.

As

W in.slow.

side

COST PRICER.
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tation.

meeting of the plantation held in Is]:!,
it was voted to raise *200 for schools;

his

"e find a customer for the above him
shall continue to sell everything at

of destruction to all American indus-

Ides of November.

hill in those times, is the site of the
first school house built in Lincoln Plan-

son

was

I TMTII
U In 1 I U

The Democrats are tohavetheirgreat
jollification this year on the Fourth of compelled to idleness under a DemocratJuly, in place of putting it off until the ic Administration, and under its policy

iso1,), weighed l,r>i>:>,iit!0.r>os pounds. This
lace insertion in skirt and sleeves, lace
was enough to till go, 142 cars with
yokes and white satin sashes, either

for several

than a hundred
yeai > ago. but abandoned the place and
was succeeded by Rev. Charles Warren,
who continued operations and built a

"

when its free soup, free beds and
clothes were donated to those who were

cer-

in her

more

Handsome Profit

a

days

<

began the work

3

"t

failu re in M r. B ryan’s

poor
Dining-halls
that a few years ago were crowded with
only piece of national legislation the
idle, with the hungry, and with the
for which the Democratic party has been
clad, now echo and re-echo the
poorly
responsible, since the election of Abraof their one sole inmate,
ham Lincoln, is the IVilson-Gorman solitary tramp
who is without kith or kin. and who is
tariff bill, a measure despised by its
too old and feeble to work. But one
authors, hated by its sponsors, and
sad relic remains in the Kansas poorwhich wrought ruin to thousands of
to

largest in
and was due
country,
Plymouth
building of the house, and as the first especially showy dress is desired, point to the remarkable
prosperity and unO'Jnd year. Joseph, the only remaining
meeting of the voters of the plantation d’esprit net over white silk is used, precedented business
activity now exmeinbe
of the family, is enjoying a
of
white satin ribbon
for the purpose of enacting business and a network
In dull Democratic times the
isting.
good degree of health at the age of si for the
plantation took place at the and lace in the way of an overskirt, is business of the post otlice always deand is interestingly engaged in the
school house, duly 15. 1*12, it is sup- an elegant addition; this, however, inclines.
affairs and pursuits of life.
posed the building may have been erect- volves a deep flounce composed of ribThe axe was lirst applied to the for
with yoke and elbow
ed some prior time through the individ- bon and lace,
A decrease of 284,000,000 pounds in
est trees
n the well
known Mineral ual efforts of the
settlers. All subse- sleeves in harmony.
the quantity of wool imported in a year
spring Farm, the home of K. C. Hig- quent meetings of the
plantation, and THE 1'SEFCL BUT HOMELY LINEN shows the value of protection to wool
gins, by a man named Philbrick. He
Mrs.

i,,.’!5

The

as a

of

was a

Paid

iv

and never was in a more flourishing condition than now |
'<
chance that seldom occurs, a profitable and established i
"f
for sale without any bonus. Spring trade just coming,
make
from
chance
to
the start. Only,,;,
every
money
furniture store within IS miles. This is about the ohlv i„.J,
in the city that is not overdone.

while on the same

The export trade of the South for the own State, as it was elsewhere.
past twelve months amounted to over
Kansas has mane another record.
$400,000,000,more than one-third of that Xot content with plastering the walls
of the entire country. These are figures
of her State buildings with cancelled
which speak more eloquently than the
mortages: not content with doubling
narrow Southern politicians who conher bank deposits since 1896, Kansas
tribute so liberally to the Congressional now has but one inmate in the State
Record.
farm.
and bedrooms

country last April than in April, l8!th.
prominent member ced his arrival by successive blasts on a part of the sleeve should correspond.
That's pretty good proof of prosperity
fa ni;11 s
and many years a deacon, of the Free horn.
soft
My informant remembers vividin a Presidential year.
Haptic church. A notable feature of ly as a small hoy the looks, appearance are also chosen for graduating dresses,
11 « taurdyof wliicli he was a member, and
Swiss
id'
muslin
addition
and
with
the
jolly greetings of the mail carrier.
Records of the
u

Always

their opposition to tlie passage of the preventing competition. There is no
bill upon the only American tariff on ice. therefore it can not lie an
hand, and soft, snowy crepe tie Chine, shipping
offspring of protection. Its parentage
line in the transatlantic trade.
chiffon or organdy on the other. For
lias been traced directly to

the

of the settlement.

In I Ml Colonel Higgins was commission.mI Brigadier (Ieneral and took comma :ai of tin* second brigade of Maine
and ever

of

family

tion unnecessary.

i.

Materials for wedding costumes
tainly afford contrast—satin on

falling

at the top.

south of

Thomas

readiness under orders to move to the
front, when an adjustment of affairs on
the line made movements in that direc-

l.at'

the

farm

Colonel.
When the State militia was
called out for the Aroostook war,
Colonel Higgins was holding himself in

M iiili.i.

For anybody wishing the chance to step into an 01 I)
FISHED FURNITURE BUSINESS.
Established
years ago and always has held the patronage of the
in
this section. This business has
pie

situations,
Hon. John Cl. Carlisle no longer repage the “help wanted” advertisement
gards himself as a resident of Ken- ask for 107 females and 115 males. This
tucky. Sir. Carlisle has not had a high is in addition to the“agents wanted,"and
opinion of his old political associates does not include the advertisement for
since Bryanism prompted them to throw
1,000 men for railroad work. The calam-

Chiffon is another ideal fabric,
made up in similar style, except that
If Aguinalilo was wise lit- would send
is given to ruffles, as they half a dozen delegates to the Kansas
preference
of
his
late
load
spectacle
starting on
Chiffon City convention, not to vote, but to
a
peculiar beauty.
that long steepdeeline. gaining momen- possess
tum with each revolution, and when the flounces are also t he preferred trimming take up a sympathy collection.
for plain crepe de Chine, and if addihogshead struck the bottom of the hill
AVe are not so very poorly off after
it burst open. While the bottom of the lull tional display is desired, hand embroidpresented a scene of “sweetness,” it is ered crepe de Chine is very handsome, all. judging by the following comparison
presumed "blueness” pervaded the at- liberally bestowed upon an overskirt of last year's per capita circulation of

n.

•-

horn the lirst child in

was

It is said that many years ago a man
with an ox team was taking a hogs-

of my

log house

a

not known

pn-seiit buildings were erected.
lIn- interesting
documents

i-

io

first

Schenectady. N. Y.
boxes #2.5u.’

Thorndike, then Lincoln Plantation.

of the

early operations
loseph Higgins, tlie father
sei-iic

direct from

who want

Opportunity

tries, both of farm and factory.
a
Out of nearly thirteen hundred milthat a member of that family was the
lions of dollars’ worth of merchandise
Foreign vessels in the trade between
lirst to lit- buried in what is now the Cen- State.
.1, F. II.
carried between the United states and the I'nited States and Kurope last year
The first mimber of Till- TRI-WPF.KPY TUI 111*\ P was published \
carried 97.per cent, of our total com- 1899. The immediate and cordial welcome accorded it from Pastern
and WrEast Thorndike. May, lhun.
tre cemetery, then a waste, isolated
Europe during the fiscal y ear ending J line merce with Kurope, and our trade with insured
an unexampled success.
spot. Nearing the church, at the left of
30, 1800, less than three million dollars' Kurope amounts to more than twoIt is published on Monday. Wednesdax and Friday, and each number iNEW YORK FASHIONS.
the road may be seen the prints of an
worth were carried in American ships thirds of our entire foreign commerce. up-to-date daily paper, with ail important news of tin* world up to hour of gi
Contains all striking nexvs features of Till-. !>MPY ITvIlll'NF. Spor
old-time road leading straight up the Wedding Costumes. I.iglit Weiglit Fabrics other than those of the American line.
Domestic and Foreign <'on esp<mdem-e, short Stories. Humorous I
The trusts are not having things their patches.
ill <1 real Favor. tlrailuatiug Dresses. Mo
Political Cartoons. Industrial information. Fashion Notes, Agricultural Matt
The latter named line carried nearly
steep hill in the direction of the church.
own
means.
Officers
and
lieusive and Reliable Financial and Market Id-ports.
way by any
I ravel!ing
Dresses.
liair and
Alpaca
It is a noticeable fact that in those
Foreign directors of the ice Trust of New York
forty million dollars’ worth.
Profusely illustrated xx'ith halftones and portraits -»i prominent peeps
Neapolitan ami Silk Hull Hats. The Ladytimes roads were usually made directly
hundred and fifty have been summoned to show why they sul)scri]>tion‘price Sl.do per .xear. hut xxt* furnish it ai.< 1
carried
twelve
ships
smith Hal.
over the highest hills.
Tradition says
million of dollars' worth. And yet the should not lie proceeded against crimCorrespondence of The Journal.
on
the charge of conspiracy.
The Republican Journal I Year for $2.50.
that in a house on the hillside date
foreign lines are concentrating all of inally

A daughter.
after died.
l-h'ihrick--of Isaac, the last of
In-

or

Medicine Co..
<5
per box

present two-story house. lie manufactured carriages many years in a shop
on the place. The other son, Peter, was,

(•A Grand

The political organization that thrives
The Omaha AVorld-Herald was Mr.
disorder and discontent is not the
proper governing power for a healthy Bryan’s personal organ in 1890, and (lurnation.
ing that campaign it made the prophecy
daily that in the event of McKinley’s
Mark Twain’s Presidential candidacy
election the depression and distress
had the humorous right of way until it
among the working classes would be
and
Falls
Cinencountered the Sioux
widespread. The best proof of the falsity
cinnati proceedings.
of this prophecy is found on the want
The last
The party that regrets the settlement pages of the AVorld-Herald.
of a labor strike is short on excuses for issue at hand contains the advertisement of two females and seven males
existence.
upon

late as the sixties, one of the best
known lawyers in this section of the

i'll- commeneement of hostilities

itt

druselBtB

ceuta

ed his father on the farm and built the

that they carried but 1.30 per cent, of
our total exports to Europe.

POLITICAL POINTS.

as

Aiil -de-camp.
Barnabas was a earpenlor, ..'el in the fifties was engaged in
mi
,g
operations in (leorgia. Soon
in

I was taken down with rheumatism
and suffered everything. I was so helpless
that I could not get cut or into bed alone.
Some one had to lift me. All power to
move my feet and
legs was gone. When
I wished to change their position I had to
get some one to move them for me. I got
no relief until I tried Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People. I took two boxes
and a week ago last Sunday was the first
time I have been out of the house for seven
months, and now I not only am able to
attend to all my household duties, but I
can get down town, or to see my
neighbors,
whenever I want to do so. I can’t half
tell what Dr Williams' Pink Pills for
Pale People have done for me.”

5o

'i

was

u

Dr. Williams

tim ami ear.y turtles. Stillman
aptain ami Ephraim was one time

tin- t

Mrs. Mabel E.

Polk, of Melrose, tells the story as
follows :

Mrs. MABEL E. POLK.

school
instruction,

their

following

There personally appeared Mrs. Mahcl
E. Polk and acknowledged her signature
to the above declaration before me.
Edwin S. Small,
Justice of the Peace*

memories of

pleasant

awaken

who reads the

despair of being well. It
is nothing less than a miracle of
modern medicine, performed by a
remedy that has brought happiness

tion is the home of Deacon

present house,

one

should

sional enlivening scenes in the thirties,
when uniformed figures moved in unison with the inspiring music of the fife
and drum. At a little distance south
of this place, and near the west side of
a cross road leading in that direction,
(prettily hidden by trees and shrubs)
trainmay be seen an old time militia
ing field." By the side of a little stream,
a few steps from the last-mentioned
place, Benjamin Morton in the thirties
operated a small tannery in connection
with which lie did something in the
shoemaker’s line.
The farm owned by Mr. Fred Cates
was taken up in the wild state by Gideon
Philbriek at the earliest period of settlement. Ilis sons were William, Stephen, Nathan and Elisha. Nathan remained at the homestead until quite
aged. In recalling early events he once
told the writer that on an afternoon in
the fall of 18l:i he remembers, as a small
boy, his father requesting the family to
Sounds were comcome out of doors.
ing on the soft, gentle breeze from the
coast, denoting that something unusual
was being enacted in the distance. Low,
though distinct, successive rolls of
thunder were heard, which proved to be
from the guns of the American and
British vessels Enterprise and Boxer in
their memorable engagement.
The fine and conspicuous farm of A.
S. Higgins and son was settled on when
a wilderness by Josiah Moulton, Esq.,
who built a framed house. Mr. Moulton was an old-time justice of the
Ely succeedpeace. lie had two sons.

Chronic Diseases

1

all the latest, and most reliable mb
experience and science can supply

By special arrangement we make
following liberal oirer
To all who pay for The Republican

1

time the

year in advance $2.00, Farm and l!
for one year tree. The regular
for Farm and Home Is 511 cents a y ear

sent

Address all orders

to

TBK KKPCBLiCAA .101'BAAL
4m50

Bella't M

And Tin- Diseases Peculiar
[
to Women. Diseases of tin1 I
Blood. Nervous System, and
all diseases and Diseased j
Conditions of the Kidneys, i
Bladder, Iamgs. Stomach.
All bills against the city of lMl:i'i
Liver and Heart and all dis- I
any of the cemeteries should he 1. ft
eased States of the Pelvic at the ofli.. the Belfast
Livery ('<>
and Reproductive Organs, | noon of the
Saturday preceding Hotogether with every form of of the month in which said lulls ;u. \
Skin Disease.
Most eases
WATKIt ti. II A !

Bills for Cemetery Work

DANA B. sol

1 li

nently cured by the Great Multipathie Specifies,
Trustees id <
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
Belfast, May 12, ijtoo. tfgo
Diseases of Women. Many eases that were eon- !
sidered hopeless have been cured by these Great
Remedies. During May and June consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
NOTICE
at his Boston office Mondays. Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Bo vki* ok Ai.iu i:m
In
Other days Ins regular consultation fee of $3 will
Ordk.H No. S.
Belfast. Man
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
That
all
bills against tin
Ordered,
rates. Address,
itemized and shall he approved l>\
fc, CHARLES 11. MITCHELL, M. I).,
committee before placed in the hands
218 Tremont street.
tor. Also that all said bills MUST he
Union Savings Bank Building,
of the auditor ON Oil BEFORE Till
Next to Hotel Touraine,
next preceding the first Monday in
Mass.
Boston,
or they will lie over until the next nn
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.

For Sale.
A small farm situated in Northport, on the Perkins road, so-called, one and one-half miles from
Northport Camp Ground, containing twelve acres,
all first-class tillage land, with house and outbuildings, a young and thrifty orchard, and never
failing water. Also a dwelling house and one-half
acre of land situated one anti one-half miles from
Belfast, on the shore road leading to Searsport;
view of Belpleasantly located, having splendid
fast Bay and Islands. Either or both of the above
will be sold on reasonable terms.
F. A. KNOWLTON,
No. 11 High Street, Belfast, Me.
23

geo.f.eames,Td,d.d. i
The Nose and Throat,
Mo. U49 Newbury
(Near Corner of Fairfield Street

BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.-ly46.

f

greater extent than the portion now
standing would lead one to suppose.
The gossiping Moorish chroniclers never
WILL HE HELD IN
weary of relating its wonders. They tell
( u \ HALL, BAN(iOK,
us that in King Golafre’s day there was
June 27, 1900,
a lake in the centre of the grounds, and
Wednesday,
Wo o CLOCK 1*. M..
in the middle of the lake an island, and
a
for
t nominating
candidate

I

State Convention

Republican

at tile September elec
any other business that
before It. The basis of reprefollows;
ami plantation will be entitled
.1 tor each seventy-five votes
ean candidate for Governor
a! delegate, and for a fraction
\.*e>s of seventy-five votes an
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img

..

legation of any oit>.

d*

town or

tilled bv residents of tile
aeaney exists,
ii.ittee will be in session in tile
tin- hall at one o'clock r. m. on
ntion for the purpose of reals of delegates.
Delegates,
.to iii the Convention, must he
ihe date of the call of this
he
v

it-
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withont regard to past
arc in favor of Mistaiu-
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w

11!cy and liis administration;
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'•'•nt gold standard in what'tore American shipping to
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the world; in favor of the
Pacific able national honor
u ho believe in tree popular
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oi. ii taxation: in
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You

May go, moo.

\in.

tin

days

amid these la-

by close, high
gaining so good an idea

\

shut in

>.

iay lie obtained in half an
highest point in the city,
the Zion of this Jerusaditlicult than any other
d stony streets.
Passing
(late of the Sun," to an

tely

miedi;

above the

whose

in the heart of the island a summerhouse, constructed entirely of stained

glass, covered with golden and jewelled
inscriptions. Fountains were set all
around it. so arranged that the water
could be turned on at will from inside,
when their sprays played over and completely enveloped the house, cutting it

stopped
by the

tuba’s

a

of the Giralda at Seville.

The superb

Here, cooled ceiling of Lebanon cedar, carved and
painted and curiously inlaid with tortoise-shell, mother-of-pearl and ivory, is
played the softened hues of the rain- j supported by coupled shafts of colored
bow through its transparent roof, the marble.
Beneath the arcade a broad
monarch took his siesta, reclining upon band, surrounded with exquisitely covdamask cushions, fanned by female ered foliage, contains the arms of Leon
slaves—the very impersonation of sen-' and Castile, and is edged with the
sual luxury.
It is sad to see that what eighty-fourth Psalm in Hebrew cliaraeis left of the "Mansion of the Hours" ncters. <tpposite the Holy of Holies is
|
is now a stable, its elegant Moorish i the gallery for women, with its gilded
windows walled up, its artesonado ceil- lattices, behind which they were coning fallen in lmt their mosaics yet glow I cealed from the view of male worshiplike jewels amid the tilth that covers iters. according to the universal custom
them, soldiers have occupied it, Dutch, \ of the East.
The two pulpits of the
French, Portuguese and Knglish, and for Rabbis are mere slits in the walls,
many years its noble reception hallserv-! twenty feet from the floor and entirely
ed as a barrack-kitchen. Hut though t destitute of ornamentation.
In 1404
soot and grime have marred its graceful arabesques, they have not by any
means

destroyed

their

beauty.

the very crown of this height,
near the edge
of the escarpment,
stands the now ruined Alcazar—the
tin

Isabel gave El Transito to the Catholic
order of Calatrava; then the holy of
holies was converted into an archive
and the gallery of the Jewesses became
a

dwelliing

church.

for

the

guardian

I lie exteriors ot

of the

botn these

Atalaya

of Tolaitola. the ''Amalekite old synagogues are very dilapidated
Kassabah"--which since the days of the and have suffered from so many coatMoors has done double

duty as palace ings of white-wash that the colors and
Enlarged by Charles V. many of the stucco designs have been
(.about the year 1540), altered again and quite obliterated. All around are narjut- again and yet again by PhilipIL, Alonzo row streets, to this day inhabited by
and fortress.

built in the

his whole life and income to charitable
works, repaired the Alcazar, converted
it into a Casa de Caridad, and tilled it

of its windows be
ivi-lv daughter of Count
one

id been intrusted to bis

i

patterns, honey-comb cornice
engrailed niches, like the windows

the flow of water.

occupied by

palace,

afterwards

rum

and

artificial cascade, whose drops
refracted the rays of the sun and dis-

the (lothic

:d

with sunk

off from the outer world until the master chose to press the button which

inaccessible VI. and Alvardo de Luna—to
say
founders in nothing of innumerable additions and
nf a site—you command alleged improvements at later dates—it
w thin the walls, as well
presents an odd conglomeration of ar:• i vling lulls, and the w ild
chitectural styles, in which the original
nuly Tagus, winding for design is wholly lost. The once-splendid
a
jagged cliffs. Sloping “Palace of Ceasar" has had as hard a
•ur feet on every side are
fate as most of the crowned heads that
astles and towers, all so have occupied it. Hunted
by the Dutch
ii irmly old. and hopelessly at the
beginning of the last century,
:
it is ditlicult to believe and again by the French at the beginanything to do with the ning of this, it lias since been degraded
utury. And indeed, many to an alms-house, a barrack and a staFor example: those ble. Alter the War of Succession, the
not.
.ms, close at hand, were good Cardinal Lorenzana, who devoted
,ent,

ground on which it stands
covered with the sacred dust of
Palestine. El Transito is much more
magnificent. It was built and presented
to his countrymen by Samuel
Levi, the
wealthy merchant Jew who became the
treasurer of Pedro the Cruel, and afteryears of faithful service to his royal
master was tortured and put
to’death,
so that the wicked king could
enjoy his
possessions. The walls of *E1 Transito,
covered with appropriate Hebrew inscriptions, quotations from the Scriptures and the Talmud, are decorated

with paupers whom he employed at silkweaving. When Soulters" army invaded

bathing in the river:
l there become possessed

none
so

but lsrealites.

small and so

they

Their houses are

tlensly populated that

look more like rat-holes than hu-

habitations, but are said to be
cleaner than anywhere else in Spain.
man

If that be true, may Heaven save us
sights and smells of the dirtiest!

from

a

.e: tin- glories of the A rapaled into iiisignilieanee.

in-

vers came a-wooing
princess dreadfully-

riie most unwelcome
■

mured ones was

it te

llrada-

Moorish chieftain, of

Intt incalculable wealth;
ttiderg round passage tun-

-'-

expense, all the way to
tiis stronghold at (luadala-

at

;lie mountains,

so

that he

princess every day.

At

the 11 real

to

"ii ague

came

ilolai're against Abderrha'an of t ordova. and being
palace, lie straightway
nil the beautiful (ialiana
uist

in time to furnish a

liradamant. grown

Amy.

importunate as his suit
stole see roily through
night, intending to eon
■ess by force to bis strong•t
Cltarlemagne instead,
re

i1

.'Ti'ss,
c

got wind of his intenii'l in tlie dark ensued, in

gigantic

Moor was

slain,

cut off his head and preprincess; who was so

tlie

tlie

gift

that she at once,

hand of the giver, aecom"
France and was trium-

The Governor's Invitation to Absent
and Uanghlers.

Following is Governor Powers graceful invitation to former residents of the
State of Maine to return to their native
State for Old Home AVeek, August Oth
to 13th, inclusive:
Hecognizing and voicing, as I believe,
an almost universal desire of the people of Maine which demands an “Old
Home AVeek” in the Pine Tree State
this year, and complying with the rec-

These unwelcome visitors usually
appear in the spring or summer, when the blood is making an extra effort to fre#
itself from the many impurities that have accumulated during the winter months
Carbuncles, which are more painful and dangerous, come most frequently on the back of the neck
eating great holes in the flpsh, exhaust the strength and often prove fatal. Boils are regarded bv some
people as blessings, and they patiently and uncomplainingly endure the pain and inconvenience under
the mistaken idea that their health is being benefitted, that their blood is too thick
anyway and this is
Nature's plan of thinning it. The blood is not too rich or too thick, but is diseased—is full
of poison—and
unless relieved the entire system will suffer. The boil or carbuncle
gives warning of serious internal
which
are
for
a
favorable
troubles,
a
only waiting
ommendations of
large meeting of
opportunity to develop. Many an old sore running ulcer
cv«n cancer, is me result oi
a neglected boil.
the representative citizens recently held
Keep the blood pure, and it will keep the
in, Portland, anil also of many of the
skin clear of all the irritating
Hoards of Trade and other organizations,
impurities that
cause these
it gives me great pleasure to emphasize
painful, disfiguring diseases.
S.
S.
cures
S.
boils and carbuncles easily
that sentiment and also add to the sucand permanently by reinforcing. Durifvimr and
cess of the undertaking by naming, as
Mr. R. M. Pratt, Cave, S. C.. writes
the
blood
and
building
up
Governor of the State, August litli to
ridding the system of all accumulated waste matter.
“For twenty years I was sorely
S. S. S, is made of roots and herbs which act directly on the blood, and all
afflicted with boils and carbuncles
August 13th, inclusive, as “Old Home
poisons, no matter
caused by impure blood. It is impos- how deep-seated, are soon overcome and driven out by this powerful purelv
AA'eek,” and also designating August 7tli
medicine
sible to describe my suffe«dng ; part of
o. o. o.
la uul a
unmea remeav, Dut lor
as the day, and the city of Portland as ./
new,
Ihe time being unable to work or
has been curing all kinds of blood and skin*
the place’, when and where the State * Several doctors treated me. and Isleep.
tried fifty years
111 the so-called blood remedies, but diseases. It has cured thousands, and will cure you.
meeting will be held this year.
nothing seemed to do me any good. It is a pleasant tonic as well as blood
purifier imTherefore, in behalf of the citizens of
During the summer of 1SS8 I was perthe appetite and digestion, builds
our State, I most earnestly assure every
suaded to try S. S. S., and after taking proves
up your
several bottles was entirely cured, and
son and daughter of Maine, by birth or
general health and keeps your blood in order.
have had no return of these painful
Our
have
made
and
all
connectblood
and
children
skin
their
disphysicians
residence,
pests up to the present time."
eases a life study—write them fully about vour case.
ed with them by marriage, that they
ana
any information or advice wanted will be cheerfully given. We make no charge
will be greeted during tins week in all
whatever for this service. Send for our book on Blood and Skin Diseases-free.
the towns and cities of Maine which
Address, The Swift Specific Co.. Atlanta, Ga.
were once the home and the scenes of
their childhood, with heartfelt welcome,
unfeigned gladness and open doors.
Visit once more the scenes of former
days, recall the pleasant memories of
youth and childhood, which no distance
can dispel or time wholly efface. There
can be no more fitting or appropriate
commemoration of the closing year of
IS OFFERTXCt for
11
this mth century.
I
Maine is justly proud of the eminent
O UR IMPROVED
ability of her sons, both at home and in
<I
other States. Their achievements in the
notwithstanding the low price (I
councils of the nation and in every voca< • (25 cents per pound) at which (*
A SUPERIOR LINE OF
tion demanding the highest intelligence,
it is retailed
is a very fine
ability and culture, have placed her * coffee indeed. Not quite so
conspicuously in the front rank. She :»
good, to be sure, as our famous (
sends greeting to them all, with an
“WHITE HOUSE "brand—
earnest request to come within her
borders during this week and to mingle
you couldn't expect it; but it IS (>
11
with and accept the proffered hospitalI) pure, honest, genuine coffee, and I
ity of those who have remained at home;
will satisfy those people who I* !
AT PRICES FROM
!
to view and enjoy once again her unhave the faculty of getting a
rivalled seacoast, her beautiful scenery,
her great lakes and rivers, her grand
v great deal
for their money.
and majestic forests, her thriving and
"
Excelsior
is packed in 1. 2,
|
|
towns
and
tothat
happy
villages,
:
and 3 lb. air-tight tin cans, and
Our $1.00 Shirts are beauties.
|
|
gether we may rejoice in her prosperous
has the name and a big coffee
’,
present, review and recall her grand
Your
on its buff labels.
cup
past, which furnishes a noble incentive
*!
J grocer will supply you.
and inspiration to us all to make her
IS HAVING A LARGE
“
Plain

Baneful
Boils

ned his queen,
mis of to-day incline to the

To

later

Arabs it was

Mansion of the Hours,”
wonderful clepsydra, or

|

They belong to the golden days of the
-lews in Toledo, and are of the greatest
interest as having been built during the

|

placed

S

I

|
j
!

i

en-

<[
J.

50c. to $ 1.50.

Cure

JI

Fancy Hosiery,

future yet

grand and glorious.

more

[ DWINELL-WRIGHT CO., 1
I

|

PRINCIPAL COFFEE

ROASTERS,

BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Neckwear

|

SOENCE^^_

Have

prove a fiver.
The vessel will have a spoon bow,
which it is claimed keeps a craft from
dipping and burying herself forward in
a head sea, and will have a high bow
and stern and should be a very dry

]

:A Sick Child

J

be made healthy, happy and rosy by civinp
Sit True’s Elixir. Worms cause ill health in
X thousands of children and their presence is
not suspected.
can

I

!

cures

common

2

city.

before

SAVE MONEY

J

You

by purchasing your

.AT.

■■ ■—

I

II

—

I have the agency for some t»f the best wheels
made. The celebrated

just

received the liEsT l.INK
of <'A HR I ACEs 1 ever had.
I

lmve

make

a

specialty

r<

PRISON * WORK.

of

“PIERCE” CUSHION JRAHE
CHAIN LESS,

....

THE “PIERCE” CUSHION i-RAME

good

CHAIN,with Morrow

WORK...

as

is manufactured.

HENRY C MARDEN.

jgverything

in

SPALDING BASE BALL GOODS

up-to-date

NEW

.an-1

FISHING

MILLINERY

TESTED

brake.

All are from the largest factories r.nd are
fully guaranteed, tires and ail. I’rn es ire
KK.IIT for ( \n||. Call and see them,
they are beauties. I also have a full line ol

sy^To be convinced call and see me.
Repository rear of Windsor Hotel.

Caret

coaster

THE “ANDRE” ami “HUDSON.”

v

in

Restores health to ad nits, acts immediately on
the blood, cures diseases of the mucous lining
of the bowels and stomach, gives tone and
vigor. Price Ho cents. Ask your druggist for it.
Write for book “Children and their Diseases.'’
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

do it

„„

...WESTERN

1

can

CARRIAGES
HARNESSES. F. A. FOLLETT’S.

which I shall sell

at

STOCK of.

*

TACKLE,

LOWEST PRICES.

Bicycle Sundries.cheap.

tim

t \

...AT...

F. A.

MRS. B. F. WELLS,

51 Church

15 M aii» Street.

fullTIne

Hair Switches

We have a well selected stock of

FOLLETT,

Street,

Belfast.

of.

Increased Service to Five

Trips

a

week.

....AT....

Steamers Penobscot anil City of Bangor

MRS. B F. WELLS, 15 Main St.

f BICYCLES

Field,

11

Garden

White’s Chainless,
Chain Wheel,
Record

*****

....AXl)..,.

Flower

Bicycle,

$50
$35 and $50
$25 and $35

The Standard Tires of the World,
he found in our stock, and

can

please call and see them before
purchasing elsewhere.

...Seeds...

IWaVII'
|_44 Ji*™

24 Oz. Package

s

GEO. T. READ,

«£■£«■•

r

The fact that Ivorine is made by the proprietors of
WitCams' Famous/Shaving Soaps is a sure guarantee
■I iU

—EMWfi'y._

I

From Boston, daily, except Stiiidaysand linnsat 6ahi p. m.
, days
From Bangor. Mondays and Fridays at 12.00I
i.oon; Tuesdays. Thursday-' ami Saturday s at

i

2.00 P. M.

FKi:i> W. I'OTK. Agent. Belfast.
CA B\ IN A l ST I S'. Cea'l Supt.. Bos pm.
WILLIAM 11. HIM,, (ieii'l Manager. Boston.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

A.,A. HOWES & CO.

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Will be furnished for private backboard
from Belfast, Camden, etc., at the
Searsmout Hall. Refreshments will also
be served. Apply to
JOSEPHINE KNIGHT, or

parties

/1ARV

j8.

Commencing Tuesday. May i:», pnm. steamer*
leave Belfast.
For Boston, via Camden and Koekland. M-nvp. m.. Tuesdays. Tliur>days ami Fridays at
days and Saturdays at 6.00 r. m.
I
For Bucksport. Winterpori ami Bangor at,„7 c.
a. M.. daily, except Mondays and Fridays.
I
I For Searsport and Hampden. Wt-diieVdavs ami
Sundays at 7.46 a.

1

UKTriiNINC.

Hartford Tires,

ieci treeaom ana

afforded water for

POOR &. SON.

n

..Bicycles..

1 also have as

j TRUE’S E"

X
■

shown

Bottle.

a

1 empie.

»

v

children.
A
I Pure,
A
harmless, g
vegetable. A

2
J
■

ever

DWIGHT P. PALMER,*--

1

I complaints
I

finest line

andot to be foun d elsewhere in the

V

the

Only 25c.

Lamson & Hubbard Hats

STATE

J

A

and
all

worms

EVERT CASE.

Belfast. Stylish, up-to-date goods anid '!
prices right. SOFT and STIFF hats in
great variety. Agents for the

1

V

TRUE’S
I Elixir
I expels

“VMSrs!shapes
lot of

& Son’s Gloves,

largest and

The

i,

Indigestion,

Chronic Dyspepsia or j
Bilious Attacks yield
at once.
All dealers
sell “L. F.”

boat.

it

IS GIVING

SATISFACTION IN

Straw Hats.

remedy.

Simple

in

Well made, line fitting, and at prices that
will please.
It is the most satisfactory
glove we ever sold.

PROGRESSES^
Great strides are made
every year. Butthe method of curing Dyspepsia
remains the same.
"L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
is still the most reliable

just received

Meyers

AND

SALE

To suit all tastes.

1

one

purification
Tagus
palace; and less than fifty entering the house of God. Its interior
ds original
piers were still in is divided into a number of imposing
'gating purposes. Fragments naves by sweeping liorse-shoe arches,
and half-buried walls crop- resembling those of the Mosque of
j... ,""'"!lry
''
11 all directions indicate that
Cordova; but it is a true Jewish sancs
palace must have been of far tuary, being ceiled with cedars of Leba‘n'

and the main

Cough

...

<[

nuerty ot conscience.
me palace, an inquisitive They have of course lost their original
This is a good representation of the home of Major II. A. Sliorey of Bridgton
to discover tlie secret of names, and as rechristened are called
editor of the Bridgton News, Past Chief Templar of the Maine Good Templars,
1
ui's mechanism, obtained respectively El Transito and Santa
and an active member of the Grand Army of the Republic. We admire the man
1
examine its interior ar- Maria lllanca.
llotli buildings are so
and eniov his paper, and have taken the liberty of publishing this view of his
lle took the machinery much like mosques in appearance that
home without his knowledge or consent.
is unable to
it
it
is
were
built by Moorput together
presumed they
i bus in a few hours
destroy- ish workmen, who were acquainted with
'be greatest curiosities that but one style of arehetecture. Santa
unity had ever invented. Maria Blanca (“ White Saint Mary,”)
"
wheel that raised the wa- stands back in a little court and outside
is
propelled by a sluice, stood its door are two small cisterns, which
1

Compound

Neglige and
Outing Shirts

S
j

they accurately dominition of the Moors,-under whose
according to the phases tolerant rule the Hebrews enjoyed per-

After Alfonso VI. had

SUMMER WEAR

j.

"Tits, that
Hie.

\

—

Not far from the Alcazar, a little way
down the eastern slope of the hill and
close to the ramparts, are two curious

at right
'h other, and so emit rived,
d system of subterranean

A/.-Zarkal.

tanks,

garden

COFFEE

—

Time was

This con-

.er.

its

Dwight P. Palmerj COUGH CURE

P* MOCHA & JAVA

when this

erected about the year
synagogues,
lnr>o, and the other three centuries later.

•mistmeted in

Carbuncles

—

she will have long spars and topmast
with a short mainboom and short bowsprit. The mainmast is stepped directly in the centre of the craft, which will
be quite long forward, being go feet
from foremast to knightheads.
The keel, which is gs inches deep aft
and II inches forward, is straight, running on a slant from the rudder post to
forefoot.
The keel will be lg inches
ed special spite against the old palace, hi M7s
every Jew who had not been
through and not tapered or champered.
and again it was gutted In lire, leaving
baptized was put under the ban: and
The new craft will have Mg inches freelittle but the bare walls and the four when the
Inquisition was established in board from maindeck at the waist, and
corner towers: and now >pain is too
Toledo, 17,000 Jews became good Catho- the keelson will run from the stern post
to the knightheads.
Beside the hangIn the rooms over- lics at a
fioor to rebuild it.
single stroke! In 1 -02 every ing knees,
she will lie fitted with livelooking the'Tagus the notorious widow uubaptized Jew was compelled by Fer- inch clamps running fore and aft.
of Philip IV. wasimprisoneddiiringthe dinand and Isabella to leave
In designing the sail plan. Mr. Crown
Spain, and
minority of Charles II. As every read- upwards 170.000 of them were cruelly ingshield's very successful idea of high
spars and short boom and bowsprit will
er ot Spanish history knows, she was
expelled and their property eonliseated. be carried out. The general idea of her
tirst the tool of the low adventurer, Thus Spain lost her best citizens; bedesign is from the gl-foot raceabout BiXithard, and afterwards of an equally cause, of course, it was only honest men rate, owned liy Mr. Crowningshield,and
champion of her class last year.
Her who chose banishment and
despicable lover, Valenzuela.
poverty
This is Mr. Crowningshield’s first atmode of life has been graphically de- rather than become false to their faatli.
tempt at designing a fishing schooner,
scribed lit Madame d’ Atilay, in a little As
they went forth from the gates of but his past good work in the yachting
and his knowledge of marine archihook which cannot be recommended as tlie
city which they believed tiad been line,
tecture. are a guarantee that the new
family reading.
founded by their ancestors away back craft will be a fine one.
I'l'iim tlit- Alcazar you move with in the
The vessel will be ion feet over all, 23
days of Nebuchadnezzar, they
slow steps, for the view is too entranc- must have felt that their time of
feet li inches beam. 10 feet 3 inches
caping to Lit* passed in haste. Perhaps you tivity had come again, and that once depth of hold, and will draw 13 feet 4
inches of water. She will be 85 feet on
sit upon a stone, fallen from the walls
more, as an outcast people, they had to the waterline. The bowsprit outboard
of some mediieval home, and feast your
will be g3 feet, while the mainmast will
the
their
willows.
hang
harps upon
eyes upon the prospect. Two thousand
Jewish persecution ended long ago in measure 80 feet and the foremast 10
feet less. The mainboom will measure
feet below, on the banks of the yellow
Spain, and now they may worship when (14 feet, the main topmast 40 feet and
Tagus, stood the earliest Homan city. and how they will; but. being descend-' foretopmast 35 feet.
She will have a
Kven from this ^deration you can plain- ed from those who foreswore their sail area of 5ggl square feet in her four
lower
sails.
ly trace the outline of its ancient am- faith in time of trouble, they are not,
When completed, she will lit for marIf the gladiators who as a
phitheatre.
rule, the most desirable neighbors. ket fishing under command of Capt.
in
it
were
resurrected
fought
suddenly
F ANN IK B. AVaHI).
.1 ulius Anderson.
and wished to prepare for combat,
they would not have far to go for
The home of a Maine Editor.
weapons, for only a few rods away
stands the arsenal where the famous
Toledo blades are made.

Dangerous
vegetable’

hill-top was completely covered with palaces and convents, all of
which have disappeared, or are fallen
t ialiana was either a myth,
As if
enchantress, whose wiles in melancholy heaps of debris.
Ainu nor Moslem could re- in mockery of departed greatness, the
el- departure, it is said, the
only building of large proportions that
Img Al-Mainun took posses- is now fully occupied is a Lunatic Asytlaec and retired to it itt lum. whose inmates, screaming from
of leisure, to study the their barred windows, might be infuriprosecute scientific re- ated spectres of once proud Toledons,
iiipany with the wise men bewailing what is gone forever.
•'

BOILS <f> CARBUNCLES

Sons

The history of the Jews in Toledo is
A Modern Fishing Vessel.
peculiarly harrowing. After living in
Sea farers generally, but particularly
prosperity and perfect security under
the beneiicient reign of the Moors, the old-timers, will be interested in the
following description, from the Cape
their tribulations began when Christ- Ann
Advertiser, of a new fishing vessel
took
the
First
ians
city.
they were to be built in Essex:
B.
B. Crowningshield, the prominent
taxed—thirty pieces of silver per capita,
marine architect of Boston, has comthe same being the wages of Judas
pleted a model and sail plan for a new
Iscariot, tne uetrayer. witnout wnose schooner for Mr.
George Steel of Gloufore-ordained office, according to the cester, which will be built by A. 1). Story
Bible story, it would really seem as if of Essex.
The new craft is modeled for a marthe plan of salvation must have fallen ket
fisherman, which of course profits
In
the
l:is7
Jewish
market
in
through.
by getting her fares to market as quickly
Toledo was suppressed. A few years as possible, and therefore the new
craft is designed for speed as well as
later their synagogues were taken from
safety, and is confidently expected to
In 14!K) the followers of the
them.

Toledo, they ejected the paupers, confiscated the funds of the institution and
passion wbiclt led to tin- stabled their horses in the former house
Mom's and the destrue- of kings, and when compelled to evacu- meek and merciful Jesus, plotting the
di- Kmpiiv.
ate the city, they set lire to it as a part- further oppression and robbery of the
:
ll heap nf stones just ing legacy. Then it lay waste for many Jews, circulated a false story to the
;; iilge nf A leant uva. known years: until at length the rubbish was effect that the rabbis had stolen and
I’alaee." is atmthei' mmni- cleared away and at enormous cost the crucified a boy named Juan Pasamonte,
centuries. around which building was converted into a Military in order to preserve his heart in a hostia
ms w hirlt show that littAcademy, designed to stand forever as as a charm against the Inquisition. The
the West Point of “Spain, in which a absurd tale is commemorated in a fresco
as been toueh tlie same in
! iiu'iss t ialiana was the thousand cadets might -be always in near the beautiful cloister gate called
i-Jiti'i
of K ing (iolal're, training to oilicer the Spanish army. "HI Nino Perdido:" and like the similar
Hut the gods, or the ghosts of the
111■ 111111 anythitig else in
story of st. Hugh of Lincoln, is a
built her a palace emu- Moorish builders, seem to have harbor- favorite theme with poets and painters,
was

COME TO MAINE!

was

j

Ll'.'OO.

ANCIENT

111

non, and the

.•

Box 80.

16tf

McCORRISON,
Searsmont, Me

FOR RENT.

BELFAST i HOOSEHEAD LAKE
Railroad Company.
Clerk’s Office,

)
Belfast, Me., June 1900. f
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting
of this corporation will be held at the Court House
in Belfast, Wednesday, July 4, 1900, at 1« A.
W., for the following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear ami act upon the reports of the
directors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To elect nine directors for the ensuing year,
3d. To aet upon any other business that may
4w23
legally come before said meeting.
Per order.
W.m. H. QUIMBY, Clerk.

poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 60c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio
or sale by R. H. Moody.

acts as a

Dr. John Stevens,
OPERA
OFFICE

Lumber for Sale.

The subscriber has for sale sixty
thousand spruce logs at the mill In
The store and office recently occupied by the
three hundred thousand cedar
‘Co ndon Manufacturing Company” and “Banner Liberty,
shoe Store.”
C. O. POOR.
shingles, and eight thousand cedar
Belfast, March 29,1900.—I3tf
WM. H. MOODY.
| boat boards.

oure-

mind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,

HOUSE

HOURS:

2 to

Special attention given
and THROAT.

BLOCK.

11 to 12 A. n.

4, 7 to 8 P. M.
to

EYE, EAR ,NOSB
Iyr34

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

The Waldo

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
Published Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Jcurnal Pub. Co.
} B„sin^°Manager.

SuKscnirnoN Tkiois: In advance. $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; r>0 cents for three
months.
For one square, one
Advkktisixc Tick ms
inch, length in column. T.'> cents for one week, and
2r> cents for each subsequent insertion.

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION
The Republicans of Waldo County are request
to send delegates to meet in convention at the
Court House in Belfast, on
eu

Thursday. August ‘i, ltMH),

at lO

A. >1.,

f<;; the purpose of nominating candidates to be
supported at the election in September next, for
the following offices, viz: Senator, Sheriff,County
Attorney. Judge of Probate, Register of Probate,
County Treasurer and County Commissioner.
Also' to choose a county committee and transact
any other business which may properly come before said convention.

Kach city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and one additional delegate for every forty
rotes, or for a fraction of twenty-five thereof,
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
in 1S9*'.
Cpon this basis the following allotment
19 Morrill.
Belfast
Belmont
Northport.
4 Palermo.
Brooks
4 Prospect.
Burnham.
4 Searsmont
Frankfort.
Freedom. 9 Scar sport
2 [Stockton Springs—
Islesboro..
Swanville..
.1 aekson.—
Thorndike.
Knox
4 Troy.
labert v
Tin.oiiiville. 4 I'nitv.
—.

..

...

—

M onn

Mont-,

r

•.

(

ii.

3
3
4
3
r»
*i
4
3
3
3
4

Wahlo.
Winterport.
...

116
1'hi
t.untv '>iOiniltvt* will he in session at the
Court iliiii.M- .it :i o'clock 1-11 the day of the onvcntiou to receive the credentials. and the de’eija11• are requested to promptly present the same.
1 ’«*t m der of the < 'ommitfec.
(;k<>. K. -Iuiinson, Chairman.
F. V Yost;. Secretary.
Belfast. Me., June J. A. 1).
<

_

New

England

presidential
he

on

the vice

nomination.

Van W eek of New Yolk seems

Mayor
to

Long

is

elose second tu Ananias.

a

bug

The kissing

scare seems

died out: but Hobson is
from tie* Philippines.

to have

coming

home

ip.

catch

et Florida sponges prom».
ises i<»
unusually large this year.
is apparently no falling off in the
Tie
stiuf human sponges.

s

i'ke’y

tu-

plank politi-

walk the

to

odd Fellows Memorial Day, June _‘4th. by
attending the forenoon service at the 1'nitarian church and by exercises at the ceme-

Tli" Huston Traveller is favoring W.
"i New N u lk lor the secoud

if. 11 carsl

place

nil

The

Democratic

tf-rv

National

.Susup Assembly, No. .".4, Pythian Sisterhood, observed its first anniversary recently,
by invitation, at the home of Hon. and
Mrs. .1 <_’. Holman on Main street, Farmington. After progressive whist, a musical
and literary entertainment and refreshA. Mahoney, in well-chosen
ments, Mrs. «
words in behalf of the sisterhood, presented
their hostess with a pair of very elegant
vases as a token of appreciation of her hospitality. Mrs. Holman fittingly responded.

The change of a single letter
Mr. Ilearst’s name would have a

ticket.
of

suggestiness.

funeral

Why

not

name

the

Pendleton

new

schooner to he Imilt this season in Cartel's yard the "Andy Dodge," after M.
P. Pendleton’s clever novel?

There is
commend this name, and it
would have no duplicate in the govern-

much

to

ment list.

News of the Granges.

Congressman Littlefield
enthusiastic

was

tendered

Seaside Grange. No. J4:>, P. of II., Belfast,
lias adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, our circle lias again been broken
by the removal of our worthy .Sister Mason,

though

informal reception at Ills Rockland home last Monday
an

night:

political affair,
were present to therefore,
Resolved,

and it was not a

as many Democrats
tender congratulations and shake the

That again we have been called
learn tin* sad lesson, that death is no respecter of persons. His ruthless hand claims
all alike the aged and the young.
Resolved, That we also learn in this affliction that hiving friends can go only to the
river’s brink but that the Savior’s presence is
needed to conduct us through the dark valley and shadow of death and give a hope of
eternal life.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy
to the bereavod family and friends and commit them to that* God who only can give comfort in affliction and hope of meeting again.
Resolved, That we place these resolutions
<>n the Record book of our Grange, ami also
that we send a copy to the relatives and
friends of the deceased and that these resolutions l»e published in The Republican
.Journal and our charter draped for thirty

to

('ougressnian's hand.
Solon Chase:

"We are

now

a

united

only in name, hut in the
I he love of a common country
dwells in the hearts of all our people.
not

people,

spirit.
Our

mission

is

to

uplift

the world's

pour, and twine the olive brunch in
with the red. white and blue of our Mag,
and he

prepared

to

if need he. hut not

light for humanity,
for empire."

Rev. C. M. Sheldon, ill The Outlook,
gels hack at his newspaper critics and
hitsstraightfrom the shoulder. Among

things

other
no

more

against

he says:

days.

We have laid her away

life.
Her spirit is freed
strife;

"I believe that

charge can be brought
certain proportion of the

serious
a

press of this nation than the charge of
lying, of gross exaggeration, and of a

j

verify the statements which
day printing as ‘news.’" 1'nfortunately this is too true.

failure to
t

is every

Last

Sunday

was

lion, dames W.

the iistli

Bradbury

the evening of

earth’s Sorrow and

word,

The dead who are blessed must die in the
Lord.
Mrs. P. Cunningham, /
IIK. L. W. II AMMONS, I
..

birthday of
Augusta

a

from

in

Her weary life ended, her burden laid down,
She lias changed earth for heaven, the cross
for the crown.
Believing the promise revealed in God’s

The Waldo

of

host of callers and
congratulation from far

and lie received

County

Fair.

The trustees of the Waldo County Agricultural Society held a meeting in the court
house Thursday, June 7th, and passed a
number of important votes in regard to the
coining fair. The list of trotting and pac-

messages of
and near
The Kennebec Journal sag:;s :
Although Mr. Bradbury is so advanced in years, yet he retains his faculties
to a remarkable degree.
11 is mind
ing races was re-arranged as follows: 2.:«
seems to have lost none of its old-time
class, 877.00: 2.42 class, $70.(10; 2..70 class,
clearness and conversation with him is
8100.00 ; 2.2(1 class, .8100.00.
Trotters with
a pleasure. With one or two exceptions,
he was able to receive all of his guests records 2 seconds faster than the above can
in person.
One very noticeable fact is start, w hich gives trotters 2 seconds advanthat during lii.s life of us years, Mr. tage over pacers. James W. Knight resignBradbury lias lived 14 years of Sundays. ed as secretary and John s. Fernald was
elected. It was voted that no conditional
\ paper .entitled “A Substitute for entries to the races be
received. The folGreek." by William t TanSton Lawton, lowing committee was appointed to prepare
June
Atlantic, will attract the and decorate the halls for the exhibition of
in the
attention of educators. It is in line fruit and vegetables and the ladies' departwith much that is appearing in print ment : F. A. (iriltin, Howard Murphy, E. M.
noW-a-days concerning a revision of the Cunningham. E. 8. Pitcher, and their wives.
It was voted to place 810 in the hands of
present educational methods. As to
the committee for use in their work. The
Lawton
"Few
Mr.
will
Greek.
says:.
President was instructed to turn over all
contend that the Greek language, studmoney in his hands to the Treasurer. The
ied before the eighteenth birthday, or
President has made collections thus far on
after it, is indispensable to the acquire- sale of life
membership tickets, and from
ment of a liberal philosophic culture. contributions, of something over 8200. AdTherefore no large minded faculty will journed to Thursday, June 21, at 1 o’clock,
require it of all entering students. No at which meeting the premium list and prehigh school supported by public taxa- gram will be finally revised and arrangetion will be compelled to teach it at the ments made for printing the same.
need of one student in a hundred or a
thousand. The need itself will have

vanished.” Mr. Lawton would retain
Latin, but relegate it to the second
German he would have

place.

supplant

Geeek. "A living language fully known,
can

be

more

easily

solo, Justin Merriam; duett, “Give me thy
heart,” by Xellie Thompson and Herman
Etta
Ruined Estate,
Merriam; ree.,
Lesson from a
Merrithew; exercise,
penny,” seven girls; short sermon, by
Ernest Bowen, followed by a collection.
The exercises closed by singing “Goodbye
and God bless you.".Saturday evening,
June Pth, the Chautauqua Club met with
Mr. and Mrs. F.

and

thoroughly

studied than the fragmentary records
of an artificial literary dialect, long
since practically dead.” “German has,
however, another decisive claim, it is
to-day, and must long remain, the chief
nstrument of utterance for the most
advanced specialists in many fields
Mr. Lawton presents
of research.”
many other reasons why “German should
be the first foreign language studied in
our schools.”
-|

Farmers’ Institutes in Waldo

County.

Farmers Institutes will be held in Waldo
week as follows: Orange llall, Lineolnville Centre, Monday, June 18; Grange
Hall, Morrill, Tuesday, June 19, and Harvest
Moon Orange Hall, East Thorndike, Wednesday, June 20. The following program
will be given at these meetings: 10.30 A. M.
“The Soil and its Cultivation,” by Sec. B.
next

W. McKeen. 1.30 P. M., “The Maine Dairy
Farm,” by F. S. Adams of Bowdoin. 7.30
P. M., “Maine’s Agricultural Progress and
Prospects,” by Sec. B. W. McKeen.
The Babcock milk tester will be operated
at all these meetings, and at the meeting at
Lincolnville Centre milk separators will be.
exhibited in operation.

a

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Simon E. Thompson has been
relatives in Montville.

visiting

Almon S. Forbes lias been spending
days with friends in Freedom.

According to present indications the hay
crop will be large.
The streets have been put in first class
condition by the road machine.

New Goods New

Henry Hills has been heard from at Seattle on his way to Cape Nome.
The M. A M. makes daily stops at the
wharf, ( apt. Bennett is very accomodating.

Look at Window

Herbert Morse and family of Belmont
spent the df^, Sunday, at their pretty cot-

“There is

Mr. and Mrs. Benson of Belfast are still
improvements upon and around
their nice cottage.

Lorenzo Jones has a very fine pair of
matched steer calves for which he has refused $25.
Alice L. Dow went to Pittsfield Tuesday
attend the commencement exercises of
the M. C. I.
to

There will be services at the Union church
next

Sunday

at

2.:;o

i*.

m..

Preaching by

Rev. Mr. Barker of Bangor.
If you w ant to find hens, visit the farm of
C. I>. Davis, on the J. R. Littlefield road.
He has over l,5on of them.
Wm. (). Jones, who has been sick for
several weeks, is now able to ride out. His
daughter Alta is also better.
stantial A’ Thompson are at work on the
Benjamin Ham buildings in West Brooks,
which are to be greatly improved.

Chatelaine

W. S. Roberts has sold his new cottage on
the North Shore to Charles Kennedy and
will probably build another this summer,
near the one sold.

And

TWO STORES.

j

We have

BASINS,

Wm. Briggs has been benefiting the orchards of this vicinity by his work in grafting. A natural fruit tree is worthless, but
by grafting can be made valuable.

I.indley Bailey has been quite sick at the
home of Isaac G. Reynolds. lie was about
to return to his home in Massachusetts
when he

j

Farmers’

Institute at

the

others have returned to New Haven_
Rev. (!. M. Bailey gave us an excellent sermon, last Sunday from “They that seek
me early shall find me.”
llis audience included visitors from Belfast, Belmont, Searsmont, Liberty, Montville, Knox and Waldo.
Rev. and Mrs. G. G. Winslow and Clerk of
Courts Wadlin and wife were among the
number—Frank Rowe from Providence,
R. I., is visiting his sister, Mrs. A. A.
Hatch_Children’s day was fittingly observed last Sunday. The church was nicely
decorated with evergreens and flowers. A
concert was held in the evening, with the
following program: A greeting song by
twenty boys and girls; address of welcome,
by Charlie White; responsive reading, and
repeating the Lord’s prayer by the school;

was

taken with the fever.

We called upon James M. Clary the other
He is 87 years of age and the oldest
person in Brooks. He retains all his faculties and converses as readily upon current
topics as any of the younger people.

j

Morrill.

PAILS.

DISH PANS,
WASH BASINS, ETc
It costs more than the
but it lasts

in better condition.

F. P. Reed of Glen Ridge, N. X., and wife,
arrived at the Cove Saturday, having rented
the Capt. Will Hopkins' house for the season. Mr. Reed is engaged in tin* oil business
in New York city, and twerty-five years
ago came to Saturday Cove and has spent
the season there every year from that time
to the present. He boarded with Mrs R. T.
Herrick for seventeen years n succession.
He is a very genial, pleasant gentleman and
regret is felt that he is confined to the
house w ith a severe attack of rheumatism.

a

cheap tinware,
as long.

hundred times

Yours

CARLE & JONES,
m

£m

m

m

< '< >M !■:

IN

\ N

Main St,, Belfas:

S YOKES,

m'mm

a

S'

sell the “stand.

WE

ard” and -Quick

Meal” Blue flame

Bicycles.

way contributed to the success of the supper.
Yachts

and

WICK LESS
OIL STOVES

day.

Geo.

W. Page has the business of the
of his father, the late Eben G. Page,
will soon be discharged
j nearly settled, and
from his duties as administrator.
The
homestead will remain in the hands of some
members of the family.
estate

W. 11. Bray launched A. II. A. Groesclilaunch Ldalette Tuesday night.

|

fully warranted
guaranteed.

Wick Oil Stoves.
furnish ovens for any

The steam yacht Aria of Bangor was in
port last Thursday w ith the following party
onboard: Mrs. Harvey, Mrs. Neale\, Mrs.
Baclielder, Miss Nelson, Miss Webb, Mr.
11. L. Woodcock. They arrived at 2 i\ m.
and returned to Bangor at »>. The party
took a buck board ride about town in the
afternoon. F. R. Woodcock went to Bangor with the party.
Transters

in

Real

"C. & J.” T I l*ES -tl.el.eM

LAMPS,
NICKEL

l-f^Bleyele repairing in all

it-'

A

branches

To l»t‘ found in tin* city
K\
stock before pu rehash:.’

good supply of FISI11N<; TACKLK.

.PRICK"

A. C. BURGESS,
Belfast.

65 riain Street,

Kill-’

I.n\V

Mitchell&Trussell

BE COMFORTABLE

Estate.

—

THK

LATKST IDh. \

...TRUSSES.

.....

For ease ami comfort
all

perfectly.

S,# No charge for titti:

POOR 4 SON, DRLGCbli

Sun Bonnets
...FOR

miss the time it takes to do the work.

Obitc Any. Clarence F. Staples, son of
Isaac S. and Mary A. Staples, died June
8th, ageit 20 years and 18 days. Deceased
was born in Brooks, and was a bright young
man of social disposition and pleasing manners, the idol of his parents, who have the
deepest sympathy of the community in their
affliction. lie hail been in failing health
from consumption for about two years, and
the most loving care, and every thing that
money could buy, were powerless to stay
the ravages of the disease until death came
to his relief. The funeral services Sunday
song, “Twilight,” quartette;
recitation,
“Children's Day,’’Edna Daggett ;rec.,Milton at the family residence, conducted by Rev.
D. Brackett, were simple but impressive.
Blake; short address, by D. O. Bowen; cornet solo, by Justin Merriam; dialogue, Among the floral tokens of remembrace
were the following: Pillow of roses and
“Bring flowers,” three boys; song, “Mesferns,
“Brother," from II. E. Staples and
Nellie
“Work
sage sweet,”
Thompson; rec.,
Mrs. F. A. Merritt; basket of roses and
for Jesus;” Song of the leaves, class of
from the Brooks Cornet Rand, of
little girls; rec., “Little children,” Georgia pinks
which the deceased was a member; pinks
Meader; song, “Be at home early to night,
from Mrs. T. I. lluxford and Alfred lluxmy dear boy,” by Cora and Ada Richards;
ford ; roses from Mrs. E. A. Carpenter;
rec., suffer little children;” “Little blades
of pinks and smilax from Delbert and
of grass,” by boys of primary class; rec., spray
Nettie Brown; roses and lilies of the valley
remarks
Josie
Simmons;
by
“Dandelion,”
from James W. Jones and family, Belfast;
F. A. Gray; rec., “Birds,” by Hobart Blodpinks and ferns from Ada Jones; pansies
two
little
about
Jesus,”
gett; rec., “Story
from Alice Dow.
girls; song, “Hosanna,” eight boys and
girls; rec., by a little three year old Thomas
A learned insectologist has discovered
girl; rec., Louise Connell; exercise by that the best time to examine the wontwelve
intermediates, entitled, “Steps
derful construction of a hornets’ nest
Heavenward;" remarks by J. R. Mears;
is after the hornets have moved out.
song, “My dear mother’s grave,” by Cora
Ads Richards; rec., Arrtlle Daggett; oornet (Chicago News.

and all

KITCHEN FURNISHINGS

neatly

-tw

COPPER

PLATED

WARE,

**********

done.

1

TINWARE,

Ramblers and Ideals fitted with

The following transfers in real estate
Isaac b. Staples and family have been sad- were recorded in Waldo
County Registry
ly afflicted by the death of their son Clar- of Deeds for the week ending June lit, 1<H)0:
ence, a very attractive and bright young
Eliza A. Carver, Lincolnville, to Ernest E.
man.
Every thing possible was done to Carver, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnmake him comfortable and to save him if it ville.
Henry F. Partridge, Searsport, to
icould be done; but he died of the same disFredetta C. Pendleton, Melrose, Mass.;
ease as
did his brother-in-law, the late land in
ALL THE LATEST IMPORTED
Lillian
E.
SearsSearsport.
Rose,
Charles Merritt, one year ago.
The two
port, to Henry F. Partridge, do.; land and
PERFUMES,
men were associated in Lowell, Mass., for
in
buildings
Searsport. Charlotte A. and
some two years.
Harrison Howes, Winterport, to (ieo. II.
SOAPS,
We would call the attention of our farmers and Chas E. Howes, do.; lain! and buildings
j
TOILET WATER.
to the chance to raise a good crop of turnips ; in
;Wintcrport. Geo. A. Pease, Union, to
to supplement the hay crop.
Break up a Theodore W. Pease, do.; land and buildings
FACE POWDERS,
plat of good sod land, harrow well, furrow in N'orthport. C. W. Nealley, Winterport,
SACHET POWDERS,
deep, till the furrow full with the strongest to Eugene E. Ritchie, do.: land and builddressing left, cover it well and then plant ings in Winterport. J. R. and E. E. Meals,
COSMETICS, ETC.
the seed, covering lightly. A hundred bush- Morrill, to Lusaina Robinson, do.; cemetery
els can be got off a piece no larger than a lot in Morrill.
BATH SPONGES,
barn and it is a most profitable crop. Plant
Tooth,
)
any time before the 20tli of June. They
Nail and
BRUSHES,
will come handy next January,and you will
Hair
not

The One, Two and Tnree Burner

ner’s steam

j

A I.S<

t\'e offer the best assortm.

All wheels
and

■

!

...

• an

Boats.

F. P. Wilson had the tin keel Palos out
for the first trial spin last Thursday. It
w as quite choppy, but the yacht made good
weather of it and showed good speed.

1 > LOOK IT

truly.

$40.00

—

Grange Hall, Tuesday, June 19th; subject,
Dairying.Samuel Adams and Frank
Markle of New Haven, Conn., with their
wives, were visitors at Mr. J. R. Mears,
last week. Mrs. Adams is still here, the

PANS,

KETTLES,

The home of the late R. W. Forbes has
been newly clapboarded and painted and
presents a fresh and new appearance.

The family of the late Almon 8. Young,
who have been so very sick, are now steadily improving, and unless new complications
set in they will all recover.

l hi

IT XOT TO RUST.

at

—

j

just received a lot of specially construct,
hotly retinned, and we G UA R.l\

The supper given by the Ladies' Aid Society last Saturday evening, was in every
way a success. A large number were in attendance, and after a bountiful supply of
Hon. I. G. Reynolds almost thought last baked beans, brown bread, cake, pies and
ice cream was disposed of, a short but very
w inter that he was done for, but he is out
interesting program was carried out to the
now, holding a plow and driving oxeir.
ami improvements in methods of
delight of the audience, judging from the Economy
Rosa Curtis, who has been with her
manufacture, enable the makers to place a
The
consisted
of
applause given.
program
parents at the old Penney homestead for singing, reading by Hazel Drink water, dec- fair, popular price on this popular Bicycle of
some time, will return to Bangor soon.
lamation by Annie Dickey, song by R. A.
Benjamin Cram, who has been confined Packard, singing by the choir, song by G. <
to the house all winter, walked out to the
Ring, solos by Annie and Beulah Rhodes,
stable the other day and now seems to be declamation by Miss Smith, New York,
**********
improving in health.
piano selection by Mrs. Smith, New York
M. J. I)owr has quite a herd of young City—all of which were heartily applauded. WE ALSO HAVE THE FAVORITE
cattle at his farm, lie has one of the very The society w ish to extend thanks to Mr. E.
best pastures in Waldo county, and takes in R. Elwell for the free use of his hall, to his
estimable w ife, and to all others who in any
young stock to pasture.

VMonroe.

STORE.

A steel

ware.

The Nortliport Hotel, F. L. French proprietor, will be open on June 20, with parties from New York and Chicago.
Mr.
French lias been at the house several weeks,
superintending the building of new laundry, painting and papering and getting the
house in first class shape for his guests, and
never

JONES,

NEXT DOOR TO CROCKERY

TINWARE. __

>

the Normal school.
Miss Adelia E. Hills of the graduating class
came home with the others.
They report a
very pleasant time.

it was

we are

CARLE &

Mr. and Mrs. Starbird of Bangor are occupying their cottage at Temple Heights
for the season; also Collins McCarty and
family of Belfast and Mary A. Boynton of

graduation exercises

Bags, Etc.

in the market this week selecting the cream of all the L.\TK'
novelties and fads.
Come in and look them over. You want to see them if you don't buj
We have the best lighted store in town and take pleasure in showing up our _■.
Yours truly,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Keating and family of Bangor have arrived at the Rowe cottage on Xorthport Camp Ground and will
remain until September.

Rockport.
Improvement is the order of the dayHarvard Elwell, our efficient chairman of
selectmen, is building a new barn. R. A.

“Under the Sun” j„

Shirtwaist Sets,

son.

Mrs. Oscar Hills, Esther Hills, Annie
Rhoades and Supt. of schools, Mrs. Hattie
L. Whiting, went to Castine to attend the

farms.

Nothing New Under the Sun,”

Neckwear, Belts,

Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts and family of
Reading, Mass., arrived Saturday and opened their cottage on North Shore for the sea-

I)r. and Mrs. A. \V. Rich have been enter-

People are still planting and sowing; hurrying to finish up the late work on the

Display Next SATURDAY,

EVERYTHING NEW

Rev. R. I). Fish of Lyons, X. V., and wife,
are expected the first of July, to spend part
of the season with F. A. Dickey.

Packard has torn down his old barn and is
building a new one near his house.

Mabel Felker and Miss Xeally are at home
from Rockland, where they spent several
months.

our

Goods

This saying does not hold true this season, for there is

making

few

a

taining friends from Massachusetts.

ness.

Mrs. Emma Colson, who has
been confined to the bed the past four weeks
is a little more comfortable... .Will Stevens
has been suffering from a carbuncle on his
wrist—Miss Maria Brown is on the sick
list—Capt. Durham and wife visited relatives in Searsport last week...Hr. 11. A. Holt
was summoned to Brooks last week to see
Leonard Colson, who lias been sick so long.
-Mrs. Jennie York has been in town
visiting her mother.Percy Ham has returned from Boston, where he had a good
position, on account of his health.Miss
Ellen Mosman of Lewiston, accompanied
by Miss Lord, is stopping with Mrs. F. L.
Palmer. It is expected Miss Mosman will
spend the summer.Clarence Holt of
Hover, dentist, has been visiting his brother,
I)r. 11. A. Holt.V number from here are
going to Riverside Park, Hampden, next
Saturday on a picnic—A series of meetings is being held here at the church, and
much interest is manifested
Will Webber,
son of the late James Webber, is sick with
pneumonia—Freeman Ricker is building a
Albert Durham has been
carriage house
papering the church at Searsport_Cards
; have been received here announcing the
j approaching marriage of Mr. Calvin Nealley, son of the late E. 11. Nealley, this
week. He is in New York, where lie has a
{me position. The best wishes of his Monj roe friends go with him_The Waldo
County Convention of the W. C. T. U. will
I meet with the Monroe Union at Town Hall,
Tuesday, June ldtli. All are cordially invited— The Monroe W. C. T. U. has elected officers as follows: Pres., Mrs. R. B.
Xealley; Vice Presidents, Mrs. Catherine
Mayo, Mrs. Durham; Ree. Sec., Miss Fannie
Clark : Cor. Sec., Miss S. A. Mansur; Treas.,
Mrs. Woodman; Superintendent of S. T. I.,
Mrs. W. II. Twombly; Librarian, Mrs.
Mayo; Flower Mission, Mrs. Mayo: Temp.
Literature, Mrs. Stearns; Press Cor., Mrs.
W. II. Twombly.A loyal Temperance
Legion was organized at the church in Monroe, June 1st, by Miss S. A. Mansur. The
officers are as follows:
President, Miss
Annie Colson ; Vice Presidents, Ethel Chase,
Villa Grant: Ree. Sec., Sidney Scott: Organist and Chorister, Misses Jessie Cunningham and Ethel Colson.

M. Adams and

very
At ten
enjoyable evening was spent.
o'clock the guests were ushered into the
dinning room, where ice cream, cake and
oranges were served. Then the tables were
cleared away, and the game of Jenkins
was played, and Frank was on time.
The
evening closed with the game of Who Hit
You? The next meeting will be with Mr.
and Mrs. II. A. Rogers at tlieir home in
East Knox, June 2Ptli.

—

1 »• w> y still has has hopes. He says
ie* v..u.d accept a nomination <>n a plat
nude at Kansas City : nut lie is

NEWS.

tage.

—

holding the quarter deck of the Demo.
hi

The constant care causes sleeplessness,
loss of appetite, extreme nervousness, and
that tired feeling.
But a wonderful
change comes when Hood s Sarsaparilla
is taken. It gives pure, rich blood, good
appetite, steady nerves.

j

The gold Democrats are not much in
evidence this year. The Hryanites are
•rath- sl

is Never Done*"

—

>

NORTHPORT

Woman's Work

Waldo.
Matt Wilson and wife of BanThe fifty-second annual meeting of the
Waldo County Conference of Congregation- gor Have been visiting friends in town....
al churches was held with the church at B. A. Clary is home from East Livermore,
Jackson on Tuesday, June 5th, under the where he has been teaching.... W. I. Neal
pleasantest conditions of weather. The mem- and family of Pittsfield will occupy the
bers of the local church welcomed the visit- Freeman buildings during the summer—
ing delegates in their usual cordial manner, Ethel Staples is home from Boston where
and served bountiful dinner and supper in she has been visiting—Grass is thin and it
the lodge room near the church, a deviation looks like a light hay crop-If all the trees
from the usual custom of dispersing them that have blossoms bear fruit there will be
an abundance—Hoads in this town are bad
among the homes of the village—a change
much appreciated by the visitors, as it not and sadly need repairing.
Thorndike. Slieep shearing is now in
only freed the hostesses to attend the meetings, but also gave time for rest and friendly order. The heaviest Heece thus far reported
intercourse.
is from the Hock of F. L. Philbrick, whose
Alter the opening service of praise, organ- ram sheared a fleece weighing 20 lbs—Our
ization was effected by the re-election of local sportsmen Mr. Thompson and Mr.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt as moderator, Rev. Geo. Crosby, went gunning last Saturday. After
S. Mills as scribe.
The minutes were then an enjoyable tramp they returned home
read and the roll-call of churches represent- well laden with the spoils of the chase—
ed was taken.
Mr. Burton Gross is in Belfast and Bangor
Following dinner devotional service was this week on business—Business is rather
led by Rev. C. S. Calhoun of North Belfast, dull at the Station just now. Farmers are
when the topic, “The County Church and busy with planting and hoeing.Mr.
its Problems," was discussed, the opening by Hamilton of Bangor was in town last week,
Rev. F. S. Dolliff, formerly of Jackson and buying early lambs and veal calves. Bert
now of Island Falls.
Rev. W. A. Richmond Stevens sold eight head at $3. Several lots
and Messrs. W. G. Hatch and A. E. Carpen- of lambs are held for a higher price—Mrs.
ter followed with general expressions of V. N. Higgins is in Bangor with her daughopinion. Among the points in the problem ter, Mrs. S. F Files.Our census enumeravariously brought out were the migrations of tor, Eben Small, is getting along finely with
the young people, the small working force his duties_Quite a crew of men and
available, shortness of funds, inactive horses are now at work on the highway.
church members, and tramp preachers—the This week is devoted to repairs on the
last, not least.
Walker hill.
After a brief recess the conference listenPROSPECT VILLAGE. 1 he S B. 1. S. Wll
ed to an interesting and earnest sermon by be
entertained June 21st by Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. 1. Partington of Sandypoint, which O. R.
Gray.Ilarvey Libby of Boston is
laid emphasis on the thoughts of the power
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F.
of God as the essential and only effective
Mrs. Lue Perkins of Lynn, Mass.,
Libby
force* in the agents and agencies of Chris- who has been here with her
sister, Mrs.
tian service.
The sermon appropriately
Jennie Hockham, the past year, will return
led to the communion service, which was
home the last of the month, accompanied
administered by Rev. F. S. Dolliff, assisted
by her niece, Miss Alice Hockham.The
by deacons Small of Jackson and Pattee of S. B. I. S. met with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. KillBelfast.
man June 7th, in honor of their daughter
In the evening service a fully representaSarah, who returned from Castine Normal
tive congregation of the local church listen- school that
day. The supper circle numbered to addresses by Rev. R. G. Harbutt and
ed about 40. After supper games were enRev. G. S. Mills on, respectively, “The sense
joyed...Mrs. Clara Brier of Malden, Mass.,
of responsibility for the church," and Becalled on friends here last Sunday.Mrs.
a
ing Christian: excuses."
Lydia Haley, who has been very sick for
The Conference adjourned to meet with
two weeks, is convalescent.. She is under
the church in Searsport in October.
Hr. G. A. Stevens' care—Mrs. Sarah Lane
is eontined to the house by sickness
Mrs.
Secret Societies.
K. P. Alexander of Belfast, Supt. of Juvenile Temples, will institute a lodge here in
j The regular meeting of Enterprise Lodge, the near
future and is desirous of having
\\\. will be held this, Thursday,
! A. o. l
all the young people in town as charter
evening.
members. The date will be announced in
Belfast Lodge, N. E. O. P., will have a next week's Journal
Miss Turner of Paclam-bake and picnic at Geo. E. Johnson's lermo and Mr. Sanford Lane of
Boston are
cottage at the Batter> July 4th.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lane—Charles
< base Lodge, F. and A. M.. met
Woods and family of Bangor are spendinga
Timothy
Tast Thursday evening and was “called off ’’ few days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
until September. The regular meeting of S. Wood—Capt. Ernest Perkins and sister,
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter will beheld Mrs. Susie Clement of Penobscot were
next Monday evening.
guests of Mr. and Mr. Fred Hockham last
Waldo Lodge. I. (>. n. F., will observe week. 1. F. Gould is in Brooks on busi-
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CHARLES A. lHI.SL.UIiV.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Congregational Conference.

from

DRESSING CASES.

LADIES AND CIU

25c. to $1 25

POWDER and PUFFS.

1

Lowest
or

prices

in the

MRS. B. F

At....

city

money refunded.

I«

POOR 4 SOR, DrilffiSlS.
H-tablished

DR. P. E.
Soak the hands thoroughly, on retiring, in
lather of Cuticura Soap, the most
effective skin purifying soap, as well as purest
and sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.
Dry, anoint freely with Cutioctra Ointment,
the great skin cure and purest of emollients.
Wear old gloves during night. For sore hands,
itching, burning palms and painful finger
ends, this one night treatment is wonderful.

Physician

a hot

Sold

Props-.

Surgeon

<

world. Pott** D. a* d C. Corp.,
How to hav* Beautifu lilanda.” irea.

Bella si, Me.
Opera House Block,
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m
N. B. Night Calls promptly answered from the

WANTED.
good house-girl to do general house work,

cooking, etc., in

a

small

Write to

POST

family.

Good wages.

OFFICE BOX 722,
Belfast, Maine.

SURPLUS,

Safe

$33,000

deposit boxes for

Office.

•8

Telephone No. 35-2.

throughout the
Boston.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

DEPOSITS SOI K

A lady’s second-hand high grade bicycle, firstclass in every particular. Apply at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE,
Or 37 Spring Street, corner of Cedar.

3w24

LUCE,

1830

DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALTY.

Bicycle for Sale.

A

&

in

and

The City Collector wishes all those persons who
have not paid their poll and personal taxes for
1899 to understand that they are liable to receive
a call from the officer any day which will make
additional costs. Also that all real estate taxes
must be paid this month to save expense.
Belfast, June 6, 1900.-23

new vault is uuequaled In K
UNEXCELLED ini security

a

j

»

und

burglary In the country.
Those renting boxes can have
rivilege of taking their boxes to a"1’

t
y

A 100 Acre Fart

WANTED.
A smart man, with business ability, to sell
National Acetylene Gas Machines. Small capi-

I84 Water St., Augusta.

$3, f

year.

Our

Tax Collector’s Notice.

tal required. Address
NATIONAL ACETYLENE GAS riACNINE

reni at

a

ir,il

CO.,

FOR

SALK

One and one-half miles

from

11
house, ell, wood-shed, carriage houx'
Apply to or address
HU

connected.
3w22*

ft

....

MKS. LOUISES 01
Sear sport Ave., East

n*

|

Work is suspended for the present on the
the court house extension, on account of delay in receiving steam-heating apparatus.

the NEWS OF BELFAST.
Cay, Center Montville, has been
.in increase of pension, Sio

I ;,ii
iliIt ,l

A gent’s gold ring was lost at or near the
Base Ball ground last Saturday afternoon.
The finder will please return it The Journal

L. S. Circle will meet with Mrs.
Ili'iiertson. No. 1 Charles street, Mon|.,iou, June lsth.

..

composing

The Western Union Telegraph Co. is using
in this city a horse 2o years old, that has been
owned by the company 18 years. Lineman
Angus Mclsaacs bought the horse for them
for *200.

Norton lias appointed Francis A.
put> slieritV and turnkey in place of
,rton,

\

resigned.

Nfii-Partisan \V. C. T. Alliance will
h Mrs. Gannnans, Church street,
tuernoon, June loth, at 2..A0 o’clock.
\\
w

room.

The County Commissioners have received
a petition from the municipal officers of
bitten is to start a summer course
Northport to re-establish the bounds of the
at Hillside Grange Hall Friday
road from the Camp Ground to Saturday
The dances will be!
.lime loth.

Cove, through Temple Heights.
The Belfast W. C.T. U. observed last Saturday as “flower mission day” among the
poor and sick at home in this city. The poor

July.
dia A. Hill fell on the stairs at the
Hotel Saturday and dislocated her

W. C. Tuttle is to make a
photograph, 20x
inches, enlarged from a picture he made
Memorial Day of the Memorial
Building
with a group of veterans in front. It will
be presented by the Grand Army Post to
Col. Weissinger.
When John G. Damon was 16 years
old,
in 1847, he traded with an Indian youth in
Bangor, an oar for a paddle. The paddle is
about 6 feet long, hand made, and of good
workmanship. Last week Mr. Damon presented it to Samuel R. Locke.

Fogg & Brown received and sold a consignment of frogs' legs from Michigan last
week.

This is the first lot of that kind of
sold here since J. W. Waterman did a
small business in that line 25 years ago.
He depended on the local ponds and small
boys for his supply.

meat

Among the nominations made by Governor
going out to hang out at the alms house will be visited as soon as Powers June Stli were the
following: Inlihes and stepped on a clothes-pin.
practicable after they are fully settled at land Fish and Game Warden—Herbert L.
ibliran caucus will be holden on Mr. Wight's.
Pinkham, Palermo: Trial Justice, Eri D.
Justice of the Peace
evening, June 23d, at Memorial
Advertised list of letters remaining in the Bickford, Burnham;
and Quorum, Charles H. Field, Belfast; J.
to elect delegates to the State
Belfast postoffice June 12tli: Ladies—Louise
G.
tv Conventions.
Lambert, Stockton Springs; Ira J.
Field, Mrs. Charles Giles, Mrs. Louisa Me-;
tstoral play “Joshua Simpkins”was Kinney, Mrs. A. J. Peirce, 31 iss Alice Rich- Cousins, North Brooksville. To administer
^
oaths, acknowledge deeds and solemnize
Belfast Opera House Monday eve- ards.
Gentlemen—Mr. R. S. Elwell, Leon-,
marriages, Bertha F. Hillman, Troy.
a good audience.
The play has aid Lane, Mr.
Harry Taylor.
u here before, always with good
The W. C. T. V. has made arrangements
A. Leavitt of Portland, foreman of this j
L. A. F.dwards played Joshua
division of the Western Union Telegraph j with the Belfast Livery Co. to take the
and Josie Slater took the part of
members to the county convention in MonCo., was in Belfast Tuesday to arrange for
A variety entertainment was
•lie.
roe next Tuesday.
Buckboards will be
the wires on account of the work
changing
the play.
on the bridge.
The line will probably be ready to start from the Baptist church at 7
o'clock. Members may return after the afsheriff F. N. Vose of Thorndike
changed via the upper bridge.
ternoon or evening session, as they prefer.
Bocklaml Monday, and with the
The assessors are nearing the end of their
The program of the County Convention was
I Marshal Clough of that city,
work and have fixed the tax rate at 17A mills,
William Larrabee of Troy. He was
printed in The Journal last week. A note
an increase of one-half mill over 18W, hut
from Miss E. F. Miller, County President,
the alleged larcenv of a sum of
still lower than any city in Maine, and a
states that the people of Monroe are
in Fdmund Hollis of Troy.
He
making
new bridge across the harbor is to be built
(i! aigned before a trial justice at
plans to have a satisfactory session, and
and paid for the present year.
union
in
the
every
county intends to be repThe graduating exercises of tin* Belfast | resented. .Mrs. Rice will be
1
>malle\ was before tlie Police
present all day,
i
School
of
1900
will
be
class
held
in
BelHigh
and her address in the evening w ill be of
><la\ on two warrants.
For
fast Opera House Saturday evening, June interest to all.
!"-“S lit1 was eouvicted and sentencloth. Music will be furnished by the Bel-1
The BEndix Concert.
i; > in jail ami $10 tine and costs.
s},e

was

1

■

The concert to
fast Band. The class motto is “Ne cede I
be given in the Belfast Opera House next
malisclass colors, garnet and gold: flower,
Monday evening by Mr. Max Bendix and
jacqueminot rose. The class ode is by Har- Mrs. Katherine
Bloodgood promises to be a
old Elmer Bailey.
rare musical treat.
The leading papers in
1-isn acts. ( apt. A. A. Dailey of Yinal- the great cities
speak of the company in
liaven was in Belfast the past week in his highly
complimentary terms. Three of our
Bessie May with a small lot of dry local
mdux school of the Fniversalist sloop
musicians, Messrs. F. J. Rigby, K. S.
which he sold for 4 cts. per pound, lie Pitcher and K. P.
fish,
II have it> annual picnic June 20,
Chase, say over their recaught _y»oo pounds of fish one day and spective
I a I- •*.
Ml members of the Sunday
signatures, “We know Mr. Bendix
sou
dried out
pounds-.The Rockland and Mrs. Bloodgood, by reputation, to be ari tlieir friends are cordiallx in- they
Star says: “L. H. Duncan of Lincolnville tists of the
is hoped there will be a large
highest class, and with the prodrove into town Saturday with a load of
gram announced the people of Belfast have
help make this a merry outing,
handsome Penobscot river salmon. They a musical treat in store for them
is will start from the church
very selfrom ten to eighteen pounds, and dom
.it ‘‘o'clock.
Fare by buck board, weighed
enjoyed outside of the large cities.”
sold readily."
Last
Sunday morning, The prices are 50 cents, 75 cents and §1.
attend. 2r. cents for all; otherwhile walking along the shore in Winter- Seats now on sale at Mixer's.
■•uts for adults. 2‘i cent> for chilB.
and
Page
daughter of that place
port. E.
wil! attendance at Sundax school
saw a large fish tloating in the water.
THE CHURCHES.
By
■lav is requested, in case changes
means of a stick they drew the fish ashore
made.
and found it was a large cod, measuring
Meetings will beheld at the People's Mis•!
Mon ki yv" This clever farce,
four feet in length and weighing21k. pounds. sion in the Frye school house, on Miller
w ill be presented by local talent
It is supposed that the fish was killed by street, every Saturday evening at 7 o'clock.
niversalist church vestry, this,
being struck by the propeller of a passing All are welcome.
veiling at s o'clock. Admission steamboat.
Rev. (7. E. Edgett will preach before the
I ids pla>. abounding in laughable
Cn vr. The annual reunion of the 2(>th Knights of Pythias at the Methodist church
ii urn.'', promises an enjoyable evenMaine Regiment, will be held in Blue- next Sunday. Other services at the church
’d who attend.
It has been successhill Thursday, Aug. Pth.II* M. Stev- for the day and week will be as usual.
mi
in many societies and colleges,
There will be no preaching or Sunday
ho have seen it pronounce it one of ens i* to move his lunch car to North-htest farces published. Following port Campground this week.Win. 11. evening meeting at the North church for
Thomas has repaired and painted his house, the next two Sundays. The
■ast:
Thursday evenJ. Lee Patterson No. (Hi In ion street, formerly the Eaton ing meetings, the Sunday school and ChrisRalston,
iglethorpe,
Alphonso Wood house... Emery O. Pendleton had peas in tian Endeavor meetings, will be held as us•d-go J hones,
Annie L. Barr full blossom June 7th. The stalks
stood 22 ual. The pastor is to take a part of his va1 •••iigaiine.
Isabel (iinn
ii'MHveie Llandporre,
Isa McCabe inches high.E. L. Macomber sold a new cation at this time, during w hich the church
annul meeting of the Belfast 11 u- rowboat last week to the captain of sell. will be newly carpeted, painted and other
Oliver Ames—Buttercups and daisies are needed repairs made.
e-tv was held in Memorial buildin blossom, and ripe field strawberries are
Next Sunday will be observed at the UniJune
12th.
The folda.\ evening,
officers were re-elected: President, reported ...A recent visitor to the straw- versalist Church as Children’s Hay.
A
Keen
Vice Presidents, J>r. J. (L berry patch of A. B. Stantial in Brooks short sermon will be given by the pastor to
will
be
a big crop there this seathere
1
says
W. Wescott: Treasurer, 11. P.
the children, and there will be special music
'■■ii
Secretary, Rev. L. M. Burring- son.... A buck board party of twelve, with by the children. Also, christening of chilthe
ribbons.went
to
Wrights dren during the morning service.
rectors, R. F. 1 Minton, A. 1. Brown, Dana holding
Sunday
Point, Northport, Sunday, and had a shore school at 12 o’clock.
mu, hr. <t. c. Kilgore. Mrs. .1. M.
Young People’s meetMrs. J. II
Howes, Miss Addle dinner, with lobsters the principal dish.
ing at d:15. A cordial invitation is extended
i.
Mrs. Ralph Morse, Dr. W. L.
Last Friday City Marshal Sanborn re-1 to all.
I lie question of the use of the ceived instructions from Bangor to arrest
The annual convention of the Maine 1'nicheck
was discussed and the
one Carrie Everett, w ho was to arrive here
versalist churches was held in Pittsfield June
were about evenly divided lor and : on the Boston steamer that afternoon.
The
4th, 5th and nth, and w-as well attended. The
it. but all agreed that it max be un- w oman came, accompanied by a little child,
reports show a very favorable condition of
She was accused of steal- affairs.
used and thus become an instru- and was arrested.
The report of Rev. L. W. Coons of
torture. The treasurer reported
ing money in Bangor. As there were then Pittsfield, for Sunday school convention,
his hands.
two drunken men in the city lockup Mr. showed that Hfi Sunday schools, an increase
Sanborn allowed the woman to go to the of two, 410 teachers, 2,dos scholars, and a
•
m Mi’n.
» e nave
naa
an
membership of 4,12:!, representing
Windsor Hotel, w ith a man to keep watch registered
•f theatrical.', but at last we are to
a good gain.
There were oo children chrisnovelty, as the Ravel Rig Ilunipty that she did not escape. Next morning the tened ; tit! members of Sunday school united
with
church.
Westbrook Seminary has rePantomime 'o. that is to pla\ an woman was missing, and it was learned that
ceived several donations, including $(i,oo()
inmit at the Opera House Thursday she had hired a team and a man to drive her for a
gymnasium. Rev. W. W. Hooper, sec’une 21st, is said to be* first class, to Bangor. She drove directly to Bangor retary of the executive committee, reported
The matter was set- the general condition of the society to be in
mpany numbers eighteen acting peo- and gave herself up.
tled so far as she was concerned. It was a healthy and grow ing condition : 1:42 united
a
with the churches on Easter. Ten new'partricj^ donkey and all special seendesa long list of clever variety turns shown that she was robbed of her money ishes have been started.
Thirty thousand
mil.
(.'has. \Y. Ravel, the clown, who just as she was ready to start fora visit,and dollars have been donated or bequeathed to
the
various
of
the
branches
church.
*• old-time itavel
Family, is w ith the she used money which she held belonging to three parishes have paid full quotas. FiftyThiranother. Her money was recovered and she teen
have
in
i> and the press from other places
parishes
paid
part. The treasurer's report shows different trust funds
the company has played speaks in repaid the person whose money she used.
now invested.
All debts have been paid.
r terms of his clever work.
Shipping Items
Sch. Sarah L. Davis
The WilOfficers for the ensuing year were elected as
New > of a recent date says that is loading granite at Frankfort for Perth follows: President, Rev. Ara Cushman of
*‘d house greeted the Ravel Ilunipty
Amboy... .Sells. EmmaS. Briggs and J. V. Auburn; vice presidents. Rev. W. F. 11.
Gould, Dexter; and A. J. Morrill, Bangor;
t> <’o.. and all went away well pleased, Wellington arrived June 10th from Hoboken
secretary, Rev. W. W. Hooper of Deering
w ith coal for the Belfast Fuel »k Hay Co_
tie of seats opens June 18th.
Centre; treasurer, Mr. M. 14. Ooolidge of
The Belfast Light & Power Co. loaded schs. Portland: trusteefor three years, C. S. llicliA I)VKKTISKMKNTS.
NeW goods at
born
of Augusta; fellowship committee,
Marinda, Oliver Ames and N. II. Skinner Rev 11.
w store of Carle & Jones’, next door
F. Moulton, Rev. S. G. Davis, Rev.
w ith ice for New York the past week_
W. J. Taylor, C. B. Varney, Hon. Silas
store.
new
under
rockery
Everything
of the ice-laden schooners make poor Niles; preacher of occasional sermon for
Some
'i
in neckwear, belts, shirtwaist sets,
work of getting out of the harbor with a 11*01, Rev. F. E. Barton of Bethel; alternate,
>••• the window
Rev. S. G. Davis, Portland; trustee of Unidisplay next Saturday, fnir
wind and fair tide. They put on the versalist
other Carle
publishing house, C. S. Fobes.
Jones’ store you will
after sail too soon. They should take lesweek a lot of specially constructed
Last Sunday was observed as “Children's
sons from our coasters, who only hoist their
e, guaranteed not to rust.
Call and
Day at the North church. The morning
mainsail when the wind blows straight
over.
Carle A* Jones are agents for
sermon by the pastor, Rev. Geo. S.
Mills,
down the harbor, until they are off, or below
te, the best sewing machine in the
was to the young people, and was
supplethe
Ground.Seventeen
of
Camp
cargoes
*t
Read what William A. Clark,
mented by appropriate music.
Three chilice have been shipped from Bangor thus far
m-turing clothier, Phenix Row, Beldren were christened by the pastor. In the
this season.Sch. K. S. Briggs got becalmto say of all wool cassimere, fancy
there was a Sunday school concert.
ed Saturday off Tenants’ Harbor, and the evening
! ami serge suits.
Prices range from
Four pillars in w hite stood on the front of
tug Ice King came along and made an offer
>12-Rood w ages for a good housethe platform, with a cap over the top. The
of towage which ( apt. Osborne accepted.
do general house work,
two centre pillars, which stood at either
cooking, etc., She
arrived
here
ahead
of
another
just
nail famih. Write to P. <>. box 722,
side of the pulpit, were also united b> an
schooner
I
the
to
same
which
consigned
firm,
Me.... Lancaster iV West have for
arch on which were the words
By faith
had
considerable
start
of
and
thus
her,
uood lot of native horses, weighing
we."
The children w ho were to take part
secured the first berth in the dock.
"" to l loo
pounds. They must he sold
in the concert marched in to music by Miss
Iul\ 1st.Poor A: Son have just reMT.AUEK NOTES.
the Rockland was June Hills on the
piano. The following
goods including all the latest per- towed to Rockland last week from Surry by
program was presented, every child doing
etc.
the
Juliette
for
have
and
haps, toilet-waters,
They
repairs
painting. She is credit to the parts assigned:
■d"st idea in trusses.
No charge for to be put in readiness for summer business,
Song, “Praise to the King of Kings,”
...Isaac S. Staples and family of -The steam launch Whippoorwill, from
Vl>ai L<‘L I I'
I. Sam. 17 :.'12-:i7,
Scripture,
Pastor
Camden for Castine with a party of 25
publish a card of thanks.
Prayer.
excursionist
to attend the graduation exer“Children’s
ok Ski/.i ki:s.
Rec.,
Velma Mitchell
The Belfast police
Ray,”
cises of the Eastern State Normal school, Song, “( all to the children.’’
Quartette
1 the Farmers’ Inn, formerly the
Marion Parker
broke her connecting roil while off Cape Roz- Rec.,
House, Saturday, and found a large
Rec., “The call to the youngest,”
ier
Wednesday evening, June 6th,and drifted
u of liquor.
The proprietor, Charles
Frances Peirce
about until the steamer Silver Rec., “The ceaseless call,”
11 >, was arrested and
kept in the lock- helplessly
Houston
Small
and
Lida
Gilbertson
Star, attracted by whistling, came to her
d the hour of trial Monday forenoon.
Song, “The best of friends,”
Quartette
midents in such cases are not usually assistance and towed her into Castine. The Exercise, “What is it to volunteer’”’
was towed
Thomas
back
to
Linwood
Bowker,
1 up before the
Whippoorwill
CamAlice
Jones,
trial, hut the officers
Parker, Jenette Rogers
decided to go according to law and den Thursday.The sidewlieel steamer
“Ten times one are ten,”
Exercise,
Gov. Salford, built at Camden, N. J., in 1884
" more
risks, as an officer is responsiTen children
and owned by Capt. Tupper of Brunswick, Song, “How to serve,”
r a prisoner as soon as an arrest is
Quartette
“Not
is
at
there,
Boston
Solo,
my
Ga.,
from
child,”
the
latter
expected
Perry was convicted in the Police
Miss
Pond
Mary
within
the
next two weeks. She will
port
on search and seizure
process and
Rec., “Three kinds of soldiers,”
to Lovells grove during the summer.
ply
-1 ven the usual sentence of
Harold
Gilbertson,
Ralph
Willie
fine
Jones,
$100
Bunton.
•sts and 60 days in jail, from which he The Salford is a vessel of :i07 tons gross.
Rec., “Soldiers of Christ,” Thomas Bowker
1
iled. Monday another seizure was made She is 126 feet long, 26 feet beam and 7 feet Song, “I think when
I read,”
Quartette.
of hold—The Castine took an ex1
depth
Rec., “The conquering sword,”
place, and the trial Tuesday resulted
cursion of 90 passengers to Bangor Sunday.
1 1 the
Warren
Gentner
former one—State Constable
Exercise, “Soldiers of the captain,”
Mears made search and seizure She is busy every day towing, carrying exAnnie Gilbertson, Louise Nash, Gertrude
cursions, etc. During the week she will Evans, Maggie Merithew, Hattie Roberts.
"
S. Edminster’8 in Freedom
last
bring H. A. Babbidge’s apparatus and Song, “The call for volunteers,” Quartette
and
Edminster was
before the
1
material to Belfast, for the Ipridge work. Exercise, “Overcoming/’
,i(,e Court
Saturday. On search and
Eight boys and girls.
Steamboat Inspectors Pollister and Merritt
As each child recited a letter was hung
he received the usual sentence and
were in Belfast the
week and inspected upon the cap over the
until the word
lW»**alcd. For keeping a common nuisance, the steamers Castinepast
pulpit,
and Silver Star,finding “overcome” was
made, thus completing the
*IUK * common seller andkaoiiing a dr ink- them in first-class condition—The Castine sentence
on the arch: “By faith we
begun
house he was bound over to the S. J. is engaged to transport the Humpty Dumpty overcome.”
troupe from place to place from next Satur- Sohg, “Stand up for Jesus,”
murt.
Congregation
day until they appear in Belfast June 21st. Benediction,
Pastor
■n> *»f tools, etc*., from
iiams he was convicted

the sc-li.
and sendays in jail ami $10 and costs.
inn an aggregate of 4 months in
p.i\ s his tines, if not his time will

■

—

The Interscholastic Base Ball

24

Stop

Don’t

lungs

seore:

I

A.B. K.

Johnson, c.
G. Darby, 2b.

4
3
3
5
4
5
4
s
5

1
1
1
2
3
2
1
l
2

Totals.42

14

Berry, 1. f.

II.

Patterson, c. f.
O’Connell, 3b.

McLellan. lb.
B.

Darby, s. s.
Colcord, r. f.
Mason, p.

B.ll.
1
2
2
l
2
1
0
l
2
12

4
2
2
o
7
1
l
1

l

0
n
o
o
0
0
o
l

Wadsworth, i. f. 0
2
Martin, s. s
o
Kirk, lb., m
Wentworth, m., lb.2
c.
4
Watson,
.Sides, r. f. l
Rankin, 2b. 2
Benson, p. 1
Brown, 3b. 0
Kells, m. 0

9

2

Totals.12

2
1
o
2
0
3
o

27

—.

CAMDEN.
A.B. R. B.It. P.O. A.
3
1110
3
2
2 In
1
3
1
0
8
2
4
o
0
1
l
2
l
l
3
3
3
o
o
l
o
4
0
0
2
2
4
o
o
o
l
0
4
l
l
o

E.

Hamilton, p.
Ogier, lb.
Porter, c.
Gallan, c. f.
Dean, s. s.
Moran, 1. f.
Ames, 2b.
Conant, 2b.
Heal, r. f.

Totals.30

3

10

24

14

—

■

j

>

y

o

o

t
2
l
0

26

18

11

P.O. A.
o
o
l
o

Karl.

o

Knowlton, 2b.,

The V. II. s. base ball team did not go to
Belfast Saturday, as they intended, being
unable to procure a boat: but avert interesting game was played at tlie East‘Boston
grounds in tlie afternoon between the A'.
II. Reds and the V. 11. S.’s, resulting in a
victory for the Reds. Score 12 ton.
Vinalhaven Cor. Rock land Star.

f. 2
p. 0

1
2

Totals.14 23'

0

Locklaiid-Cellast game outlie Constreet grounds Saturday will be an interesting one as two of tlie best college
pitchers of the state will he opposed to
each other—Cushman for tlie Roeklandsand
( rockett for tlie lielfasts.
The game will
he called at 2.30 o'clock.

r.

o

]

be $2.00 to $12.00.

During the

month of .it LY we take our annual account of
stock,
and in outer to reduce the same we
propose to sell YEH Y f'HEAI’.

E.

l
o
2
2
o

2000 Yds, Silk Finish Aloe Cloths,**..«*.. only
1 Lot All Wool Filled Challies,
only
1 Case Satteens, Black Grounds, only

10c.

1000 Yds.

25c.

6c,

"■<»•«> ^

10

Innings.

1 2 2 4 3 6 7 8 9 Total
II. S. I 1 o 0 1 2 8 3
p;
Ii. II. S. 0 1 3 2 0 0 2 0 3
11
Kirk out for running out of base line.
Campbell out for cutting second base.
Runs made by Wadsworth, Martin 4,
Wentworth 2. Watson 2, Sides 2, Rankin 2,
Benson, Kells 2, Campbell, Hosmer .3, Haraden 2, Cross 2. Karl aud Knowlton 2. Base
on bails, by Benson 2, by Frost 3, by Knowlton i.
Struck out, by Benson 2, by Frost 2,
b\ Knowlton I. Two base hits,’ Watson,
Hosmer 2. Haraden, Baker. Double play,
Wadsworth and Rankin. Umpires, Beverage, Camden.
Hail, Rockland.
C.

these goods would
bargains early.

on

of these

some

each

Radical Reductions in Prices!'»

»

o
1
12
2
1
2
2

7

regular retail prices

jySecure

l
4
1
1
0

3
2
2
0

B.H.

o

1 lie

Prices from *1.00 to *6.50

E.

o

Campbell, 1. f. 3 2
l
Hosmer, 3b. 2
2
6
Haraden, s. s
o' Baker, lb. 2
3
o Cross, c. 1
4
o
2
Beaton, ill., 2b. 1
o
Frost, p.. m. 10

gress

JUST PURCHASED. We bought the entire lot of
manufacturers’
samples at ONE-HALF value. We shall place the whole lot on our
counters at 10 o’clock sharp this day for sale.

BOCKLAND HIGH .SCHOOL.

I

—

A.
l
i;
0
0
2

4
o
3
0

2
2
1

1 2 3 4 3 0 7 8 9 Total
Innings.
Belfast. d 3 o l 2 “2 o o
14
Camden. 2 o o l o o o o 2
3
Two-base hits. McLellan, Berry: threebase hits, O'Connell, 2, Ogier: home run,
Mason: doable play, McLellan to G. Darbv,
11. Darby to G. Darby to McLellan : bases
on balls, otf Hamilton 0, oil' Mason 4; struck
out by Mason s, by Hamilton 8; time of
game 1 hour 30 minutes.
Umpire I. T.
clougli. Scorer, J. A. McMahan.

200 tadiBs hisses Pique<£ Linen Skirts
The

P.O.
2
2
1
13
2

B.H.
P.O. A. E.
n
9
i

GEO. W. BURKETT’S.

CAMDEN IIIGII SCHOOL.

BELFAST.

—

10c.

Japenese Silks, Pencil Stripes, only

10 Pieces All Wool Dress Goods only
1 Job Lot of Ladies’ and Misses Hats only
1 Case Thompson’s Summer Corsets,

25c.
25c.
45c.

only

1 Case 1-Yard Wide Percales,
1 Case Gents’ Laundered Shirts,

6c.

*«»,

lh«* Belfast Republican Journal says the
Rockland High School team played a postgraduate in their game here last Saturday
with Belfast. This is an entire mistake.
The manager of the local team declares
that only actual pupils participated.
Rockland Star.

50c,

10 Doz. Print Wrappers,

62c,

.

50 Ladies' Suits Reduced 25 per cent, in price.

The Belfast High School will not play
ball next Saturday, as the graduating exercises come on that evening.

1

High School Notes.

■

*•

VC

Keep

■

'■

League.

As elsewhere reported the Vinalhavens
were unable to come to Belfast last Saturday and the only game in.the series was the
Rocklands and C'amdens at Camden, where
taking Scott's Emulsion bethe former sustained their first defeat. The
cause it's warm weather.
Rockland Star gives the following report of
taking it until you are
the game:
cured.
In the Knox-Waldo lligh school League,
and
It will heal your
Rockland's colors were lowered for the first
blood
in
sumrich
you
time
give
Saturday by the Camden team at
It's cod
that place. It was a well-played contest up
mer as in winter.
to the seventh inning, when a change of
liver oil made easy.
pitchers virtually resulted in the defeat of
50c. ani $ 1. All druggists.
the “I.imerock City" boys.
Protests figured, and disputes were frequent, and at one time the umpire gave the
game to Rockland, but through some further argument aud regulation it was agreed
BASE BALL.
to continue to the finish.
At the end of the sixth inning the score
The managers of the Belfast Locals and stood 6 to 5 in favor of Rockland. In the
the Belfast High school nines made arrange- 1 first half of the seventh two more were added to the visitors’ list, and then the trouble
mants last week for two games Saturday
j was on. Knowlton was substituted for
with similar nines from Vinalhaven, one Frost in the box the last half of this inning
game to be called at 1 o’clock and the other and before three men were counted out
at 3. Saturday morning the fog was so eight-score had been penciled to Camden’s
credit, making the standing 13 to 8 in favor
thick at Vinalhaven that the steamers would of that team. In the eighth, Camden added
not run and the managers sent word that it three more to the roll, while Rockland was
in it for a cipher.
was impossible for them to come.
Manager
Although matters looked rather gloomy
Spinney telephoned to Camden and got the for the Rockland boys when they came to
the
but
the
other
bat for the last time, they still retained
Camden Locals,
teams in the
and put up a good fight, makHigh School League were engaged, and the theirascourage
their record in this inning three more
ing
school game was omitted. The Camdens scores and a number of
good plays. Frost
arrived here by buckboard about 3 o'clock. pitched a fine game, while Haraden did some
For Camden, Watson
The game resulted in a victory for Belfast nice work at short.
and Sides showed themselves good with the
by a score of 14 to 5. Following is the stick. The score:

As the band has another engagement for

Friday evening the graduation will not take
place until Saturday evening, June 16th.

The High

School Graduation Sermon.

GEO. W. BURKETT, Odd Fellows’ Block

Rev. R. T. Capen addressed the graduating class of the Belfast High School at the
Baptist church Sunday afternoon. The pulpit was handsomely banked with flowers. At

o’clock the class and teachers entered
to the “offertoire” by Nely, played on the
church organ by Mrs. \V. B. Fletcher. Mr.
Capen gave a brief and hearty welcome to
the class and teachers and offered a brief
prayer. The quartette, consisting of Messrs.
Pitcher and White, Mrs. Pitcher and Mrs.
Frost, sang, “Come, said Jesus’ sacred
voice,” by Holden. The paster then read
The same method w ill prevail thistermas
John s: 31-59, and offered prayer. The choir
previously. Those receiving excellent for sang, as a response, “Our Father’s
God," by
an average of the term’s work in
any study
Towrs. The text was John 8: 31,32. The
w ill not be subject to examination in that
subject was “The education that frees."
study.
The pastor said that the close of school life
is but the beginning of education, and so is
’1 ins column will be discontinued until1
it in the Christian school.
The student
the beginning of tlie next term of school.
never finishes his education.
School life is
The teachers announced to their classes 1 but the hot-liouse from which the student i s
to the garden of life.
1
EducaTuesday the names of those who w ould not transplanted
tion should be in various lines. The anbe obliged to take examinations.
| cients educated the mind and
neglected the
Examinations began Wednesday.
body; in the middle ages the physical education was more prominent: the present day
The Seniors have chosen “\e cede malis"
of education of the brain, the heart
—“Submit not to defeat,” for their class system
and the body is far better. The mind should
motto.
I be trained in harmony with God's will.
The members of the B. H. S. base ball Life was compared to a through train; we
should have no side-tracks or switches.
nine had their pictures taken in a
group
The service closed by the hymn, “Thou art,
photograph this week.
0 Christ, the wray.”
The stage route to Lincolnville Centre has
been changed as follows: Route 1328.
A joint committee of the town of LincolnCentre Lincolnville to Helfast.
Leaves Centre ville and Tranquility Grange was recently
Lincolnville daily, except Sunday, at 8:30 a. i appointed to make arrangements for a town
«., arriving at Belfast by 11.30 A. M.
Wm.
Leave and grange fair the coming fall.
Belfast daily, except Sunday, 2.30 p. m., ar- ! McKenney is president and Joseph S. Mulriving at Centre Lincolnville by 5.30 p. m.
j lins is secretary of the committee.
2..so

Rev. R. T. Capen of the Baptist church
preached the graduating sermon to the class
of Iboo last Sunday afternoon. Tlie church
was prettily decorated with flowers and the
Seniors occupied the front seats.
The
Juniors attended in a body.

The While

Is the BEST.
“

EASIEST RUNNING.

“

CHEAPEST.

“

*

MOST IN USE.

EVERYBODY LIKES THE “WHITE”*

We sell the latest patent'-ball-bearing, light oak
case, elegantly carved, only.
Same

as

above, with drop head, only

Two Stores.

Opera

Belfast
BRAY &

made and

Monday Evening, June 18.

i

....

ed, up to

$15

g

h

good

A

Worst-

FINGER COTS,
NIBBLE SHIELDS,

....

BREAST BUflBS,

great musical treat seldom enjoyed outside
the larger cities.

«>

atomizers,
and all other rubl.er
store.

(i.ovas.
ftooda found in

a

iit>t-class

Serges.

The

$8.0#

Serge Suits is

the BEST in America. It is made of
Riverside Mills Cloth—a fabric which has been the
standard of trustworthy make and color for years.

Only

Real

JUNE

21.

Celery Wine.

The best medicine

Thursday

HOUSE,

THURSDAY,

THY ANOTHER BOTTI.E OF

Kent’s

ONE NIGHT ONLY,

1 £

BOTTLES,

SINGER,

Reserved seats on sale at MIXER’S
morning, June 14th, at 7 o’cloek.

for the finest grade of worsted fabric

Pure Worsted and fast color,
made as Serges should be made,

HOT WAFER

CONTRALTO

ASSISTED BY

OPERA

OUR

rubber,

NURSF-RV BOTTLE FITTINGS,
RUBBER HOSE,

Prices 50c., 75c. and $1.00.
a

hard and soft

^

OF BOSTON, PIANIST.

gQ
for

New and First-Class.

ATTRACTION.

Missflaud Paradis

Fancy Worsted Suits
O*

Rubber Goods.

Bendix, 5yn nges,

BlOOdgOOd,

substantially trimmed,

lines from A s

Street, Beliast.

House,

Mrs. Katherine

$5.85

Splendid

on

JpZO.UU

TEE VIOLIN SOLOIST, and

Cassimere Suits,
Thoroughly

*

cfc JONES.

Main

MAXFIELD. MANAOERS,

Mr. Max

drop

^27 00

CARLE

SPECIAL GUARANTEED

Men’s All Wool

Sewing Machine

ever

compounded.

CITY DRUG STORE.
BELFAST, MAINK.
EDMUXD

WILHOX, Proprietor.

Novelty of the Season.

THE RAVEL

NOTICE.

..HUMPTY DIIMPTY..

Wishing to
than

....BIG....

resume my former occupation, of
twenty years' experience as

more

Pantomime and Specialty Co. Piano and Organ

WILLIAfl A. CLARK,
Manufacturing Clothier,
Phenix Row, Belfast, Maine.

Headed

by Mr. Chas. W. Ravel, the Great
and only Grimaldi.

18-PANTOMIME STARS-18
10-BIG

VAUDEVILLE

ACTS-10

OUR PRICES,

2s735

and

Repairer,

W. M. THAYER, 11 Main Street,
will receive

A Host of Variety Features.
All Special Trick Scenery.
A Ton of Fun for the

Tuner and

all work will be done in workmanlike manner.
Charges moderate. Orders left with

prompt attention. Or address
A. R. EAMES,

Money.

5O CENTS.

Cor. Franklin and
lm2l*

Congress Streets,
Belfast, Maine.

tlmt's all right. I don’t mind real cats.’
“Well, we got on very well with the
cats for the first twenty-four hours,
BY W. L. ALDKX.
though the cabin boy, whose bunk was
•There's some folks,'' remarked Cap- close to the bulkhead that divided him
tain Baker reflectively, as he laid aside from the cats, said he never slept a wink
PRATT’S

CATS.

to the awful fighting that went on
among them. But the next day the
second mate, who wanted something got
up from below, had the ladder put down
the hatchway, and the cats, supposing
that it w as meant for their accommodation. w ent on deck in such a hurry that
before anything could be done to stop
them the whole gang took possession of
the main deck, and the quarter deck,
and the fo'c's’le, and the spars and rigging generally. The second mate ordered tlie men to catch thecats, but beyond
catching two or three that were either
sick or particularly tame, not a cat was
caught. Then our troubles began.
••You'll say that a cat isn't dangerous,
but just you try going aloft, especially
at night, and meeting cats in the tops,
and the crosstrees, and on every blessed
yardarm, particularly if the cats have
got the notion that the top-hamper of
the ship belongs to them, and that every
man who goes aloft is trying to catch
them.
The moment the man's head
came over the edge of the top hehV get
two or three pairs claws right in the
face, and the wonder was that every
man .Tack didn't lose his eyes.
If you
laid unit on a yard for any purpose, there
would lie a cat waiting for you. and
she'd swear and claw at you till you was
glad to give it up and slide down by a
backstay, singing out that you were
half killed. Why. there was three of
the heaviest and best fighters of the
lot—wild toms that had been champion
lighters along the wharves—that took
possession of the main topgallant-yard,
and for three days we couldn't furl that
sail, though it was blowing altogether
too hard for any prudent man to carry
When the halyards were let go. and
it.
the sails brailed up, cats sat in the
slings of the yard and waited for the
men to come up and furl the sail. There
was 'to knocking them off the yards,
for they'd hang with their claws and
teeth like grim death. Whenever a man
tried to get on the l'oot-rope they were
ready for him, and let him have it
in the eyes. The end of it was
you remember, we were delayed twenty- right
that the men refused to go on the yard,
four Hours hunting him up."
1 did ask him,’ said the old man. and that we had to hoist the yard up.
■and he said that while he was at Singa- and sheet the sail home to prevent it
from being lashed into ribbons.
pore lie’d seen the finest collection of
ne mu mail was me muy one wno
variegated monkeys, mostly blue, that wasn't
in a rage with tlie cats.
He
any sailorman ever saw, even after a
said
that the poor animals were only
month ashore in London, but he couldn't
having a little innocent play, and that
swear as to any cats.'
'Might 1 ask.'said I. ‘what your par- as soon as they got used to the ship
ticular interest in Singapore cats is they would he as gentle and polite as so
Perhaps they would
many women.
pointing to?'
It's this way.' says he. 'I know have been, had they been fed properly:
as
it
turned
there wasn't any
but.
out.
from what I've read that there ain't a
The only fresh
single solitary individual cat in all Sing- proper food tor them.
I've got it in print in a hook meat we iiad on board was three or four
apore.
d< wn in my cabin, and you can’t deny pigs and about a dozen chickens, and
what's in a hook. Now. Singapore is tiie old man wouldn't have any of them
just Ycrruiiwith rats and mice, and the killed for the lirst fortnight, because, as
d igs and sinne othersmall animal, whose in- said, he had so much fresh meat
ashore that he was tired of it and wantname 1 can’t lay my hand to at this partin.i.sr minute, don’t begin to do their ed nothing better than salt horse. Now.
will eat most anything that isn't
duty toward the vermin. What Singa- a cat but
salt,
hates salt worse than poison.
pore needs the worst way is eats that
have > ccii brought up to know their Hut salt pork one day. and salt beef the
duty in regard to rats and mice, and will other day. were all the provisions the
do it.
Why. if the Singapore people Captain would serve out to the cats.
coni', lay ,ii a good supply "1 cats, their iH said that what was good enough for
his oMicers and men was good enough
prop* lty would improve in value at least
eii pi
cent
Now. I've been studying for cats, ami if the cats don’t like it.
That
over L is cat question for some time, they could turn to and catch rats.
and 1 vo come t" the conclusion that sounded fair enough, but the truth was
the man who carries a cargo of cats out that there wasn't a rat on hoard.
They
had all bolted in Boston as soon as they
to sing.'.pore will make a lot of money.'
rcaliz"d
we
that
were
tilling up wifi:
'io ". so?' says I.
ot cats.
Loo!, at it from a business

point

-ays the old man. 'What's the
a ue of a cat here in Boston?
market
•Inst a a 1 iug at all. says you, and right
Now. what ought to he the
you anmil.
\alue ni a cat ill Singapore.
wl.cn ’lie mice and rats couldn't he
reckoned up with any table of logar’! a
teat was ever yet printed?
My
id-a ;s that a good article of cat. laid
d"'.\ n at Singapore, w mid fetch an average pric" o| fifty cents in our money.
Vi
g•" d.
I calculate to take in about
a
t.i'Cisaud cats between now and the
we
sail. The hoy, mi the wharf will
day
cat a tin an for me, and he glad to do it.
lor
cents a c;1'.
I shall sell those
t
catugapoiv tor fifty cents apiece,
wiiu
will hr a clean profit ot forty-live
ni t
per cat. their keep while on hoard
'hip not being worth mentioning, considering that we've got a fair supply of
rats with us. and it the rats run short
the ats will eat what the cook generally throws away. That's my lit t It-scheme
for turning an honest penny in a new
way. and I'd like to hear your opinion
w

s

o

j

'it.'

ot

1

egging your pardon. < aptam. says
1
1 haven't any opinion ot d whatso.
ver.
J.ikew ise tiie same is my opinion
of
Ts, which an* an animal that no
in;
in trust.
You'll find long holme
>"i.'!>• oil tin* < ape that you’ve made
ti.e i'iggo-t
mistake ot your life in
meddling with eats. I’ve heard my
mother say that there ain’t a cat mentioned in the whole Bible from beginning’.o end. You jiist lay that to heart,
and have nothing to do with cats.'
“This was speaking a good deal plainer to my superior otlicer than I generally spoke, but 1 know his cat idea was
th* worst sort of foolishness, and I
wanted to have nim give it up.
But, of
course, he wouldn't do anything of the
sort. He w as determined to take a cargo
of cats to ,'singapore. and, accordingly,
the more I might say against it the more
he'd stiek to his idea.
" 'Mi. mai
very nay (aptam i'ratt
v
ii' to work tn collect cats. lie agreed
with a warehouseman on the wharf to
ke»-p his cats for him till the day we
sailed, and lie offered a reward of five
cents to every hoy who would get a cat
tin ! in. Cats were thick in Huston in
!li 'Sc days, and hoys were mighty smart.
Th. \ turned to with a will, and cats
lair1! poured in. as you might say.
1
told tile Captain that there wasn't the
least douht that nine-tenths of the eats
were private cats that the boys stole
from their owners, and 1 put it to him.
a- a pious man. that lie hadn't any right
to encourage hoys to steal.
Hut lie
wouldn't listen to me. He said that the
ho!s looked to him to lie good, honest
hoys, and he wouldn’t insult them by
suspecting them of stealing.
"About an hour before we sailed the
cats were all
brought on hoard and
dropped down the main hatchway to
tlm 'tween decks, where the old man
calculated that the beasts would hecomfortabh. We took awa> the ladder front
the hatchway so that the cats couldn't
come on deck, and there were two or
three pannikins of fresh water waiting
for them below. The crew seemed considerably amused when they saw the
eats coming aboard—that is. all except
the carpenter. He was a good man. the
carpenter, so long as he was at sea,
though a hit grumpy in temper, but lie
always stopped ashore when we were
in port, ami I'm afraid that he wallowed a good deal in the intoxicating howl.
Tie come, aboard just after we had
taken in all the cats and he happened to
look down the hatchway and saw them.
He sort of staggered back and took hold
of the fiferail to support himself. I
asked him what was the matter, and he
said he felt a little faint. ‘By-tlie-by,
Mr. Baker,’ said he, ‘is there such a
thing as a cat aboard this ship, for it
would be mighty unlucky to go to sea
without one?’
‘Cat!” said I. ‘Why man, there's a
thousand of them in the ’tween decks,
that the Captain is taking to Singapore
■

on

speculation.’

“You never saw a man look so reliev‘Oh,’ says he, ‘if they’re real cats,

ed.

SUFFERING AND RELIEF.

owing

tlie Nantucket Gazette and wiped his
"that has ideas, and some
that hasn't: and it's them that hasn't
that are lucky.
Now. I never had any
ideas, beyond doing my duty as a sailorman in whatever situation I might happen to be. The consequence was that l
got on peaceably with everybody, and
never made more than a middling-sized
Then
ass of myself at any one time.
there was Captain Hank Pratt of the
used
to
Sonic
Natchez.
people
say that
lie didn't know anything whatever except seamanship and the Bible: and so,
But lie- was chockin a way. lie didn't.
full with ideas, most of which went to
show that he ought to have confined
himself to seamanship and religion. lie
was, take him by and large, the best
able-bodied. A l Christian 1 ever beard
of: but when he tried to bend his ideas
on to his innocence, it was like bending
a three-inch cable to the signal halyards,
and trying to anchor with the lot.
"1 often think of the time we had in
tlie Natchez with Captain Pratt's cats.
1 was first mate of the ship at the time,
and we were lying in Boston harbor,
tilling up with New England rum and
cotton goods for Singapore and Canton.
We had taken in about all she would
hold, when Captain Pratt says to me.
•Mr. Baker, you've been ashore several
times at Singapore':1'
it wasn't my fault, sir.' 1 says— for,
next to Port said. Singapore is the measliest place in the whole East.
1 w: sn't asking why you went
ashore,' says the Captain: "if so he that
you got into dithculties. I'm afraid that
it came from you not being a pious man.
-which 1 wasn't at the time. I'm sorry
to say. What 1 want to know,' continues
tlie Captain, 'is just this: Bid you ever
see a eat in singanore'-'
■Well, sir," says 1. I don t remember
any particular cat, but then I haven’t
much opinion of cats, and I might pass
hall a dozen without noticing them.
You’d better ask the carpenter: he was
ashore at Singapore iast voyage, for, if

spectacles,

vi,

A Story of Sterility,

I

j

!
1

"What with being hall-starved, besides feeling themselves insulted by being offered i-tale meat, those eats got
more and more savage every day.
It
wasn't safe to be on deck at night without a lantern in one and a belaying pin
in the ether, for you were liable to have
a eat jump out
at you any minute,
and carry off a piece ol your leg or
hand.
your
They stole into the
fo'c's'le, and tried to lute the watch
below, so that the men didn't dare to go
to sleep without setting one man to
After we had
guard the hatchway.
been about three weeks out. and bad
the
line,
just passed
owing to having had
fresh lireez.es on the port or starboard
quarter ever sim-e leaving port, the men
came aft. all bands of them, in the lirst
dog watch, and told the old man that
they'd had all the eat they could stand,
and that it was the wish of all hands
that he'd heave the eats overboard.
The old man was as sweet as new milk.
He told tlie men that the conduct of the
eats had been regular outrageous,
and_
lie gave them permission to heave every*
eat overboard then and there.
You see.
lie knew what he was about. There
was no catching
any of those cats, as I
said a little while ago. and giving the
crew permission to
heave them overheard.
while it sounded reasonable,
didn't amount to anything.
"After we passed the line, we stood
ever toward the South American coast.
so as to get the trade-wind.
The cats
kept making their usual disturbance,
and never seemed to sleep while there
was the least chance for
any mischief.
Luckily the wind had been pretty steady
after the lirst three or four days, anil
we didn't have much to do
except to
brace tlie yards up now and then. The
men
were
but
discontented,
terribly
they couldn't help themselves. You'll
naturally ask why the Captain didn't
shoot the cats.
Perhaps lie would have
.tried it. if it hadn't been that lie had
to
shoot
with. You see. lie was
nothing

principled against carrying

a

revolver,

and used to say that when he couldn't
control his men by fair means, he'd
give up going to sea.
n e

I

[ there

an

came to

me

conclusion that

nothing to he done but just
endure the cats until we got to Singapore: hut the lookout wasn't a pleasant
one.
Those cats, as you might say,
regularly besieged us, and we who lived
aft never could leave the door of the
companionway, or any side light that
was near the miz/.en chains, open for a
minute, for fear that the cats would
get down below.
The old mail had a
bright idea one day. Says he to me:
'.Mr. linker, those cats are actuallv
more than a Christian man is
required
to bear.
I've made up my mind to
them.'
poison
‘All right,' says I. ‘I'm glad to hear
it.
Hut where are you to get your
was

to

poison from?'

'Ain't there a medicine chest in the
cabin?’ said he.
And ain't medicines
mostly poison? I'll give them till a dose
of horse salts to-night, and we'll see
what that will do for them.'
"Now. it's one thing to give a sailor
medicine, and another thing to serve it
out to a cat. A sailor has a natural
taste for medicine, and will take anything you give him, from salts up to
castor oil—but a cat has more sense.
The old man left pannikins of salts in
all three of the tops that night, and
calculated that the majority of the cats
would be dead before morning, but they
never turned a hair.
N'ot one of them
would touch the salts. So we had to
give up the idea of poisoning them.
“We'd been out of Boston just about
live weeks when the cats began to go
mad. There wasn’t any doubt that
either the salt food or something else
had given them the hydrocephalus, as
those scientific doctors call it. Any way,
mad they were, and behaved accordingly. They fought among themselves,
they tried to bite every man who came
within reach, and they rushed up and"
down the deck, and up and down the
rigging, yelling and cursing and spitting,
as if they didn’t believe there was any

[LETTER

TO

UBS.

PINKHAU

NO.

69,186]

Dear Mrs. Pinkham—Two years
■go I began having such dull, heavy
dragging pains in my back, menses
were profuse and painful, and was
I took
troubled was leucorrhcea,
patent medicines and consulted a physician, "but received no benefit and
*•

Seeing
could not become pregnant.
one of your books, I w-rote to you telling you my troubles and asking for
You answered ray letter
advice.
promptly and I followed the directions
faithfully, and derived so much benefit
that 1 cannot praise Lydia E. Pink-

ham's Vegetable Compound enough.
I now find myself pregnant and have
begun its use again. I cannot praise
It enough."—Mrs. Cora Gilson, Yates,
Manistee, Mich.
•‘Tour Medicine Worked Wonders."
ever since my maryears ago; have given
birth to four children, and had two
miscarriages. I had falling of womb,
leucorrhcea, pains in back and legs;
dyspepsia and a nervous trembling of
the stomach. Now I have none of these
Your
troubles and can enjoy my life.
medicine has worked wonders for.
me ”—jibs. s. Barnhart, New Castle.

I had been sick

riage,

seven

Pa.

hereafter;

and

didn't

care

whether

Your best friend can give you no better
advice than this: “For impure blood, bad
stomach and weak nerves take Hood's

Sarsaparilla.”
A saracstic throw-down. Vindictive Valley (savagely)—“Hat new idea uv yours
about bein' a ’broken down chess master’
ain’t no good."
Foxy Farquhar— "Wot
happened w’en you told de lady?" Vindictive Varley (disgustedly'—“She whistled
fer de dorg, an' said if wuz my move.”

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

TRADE UNDER EXPANSION.

Washington, June

Lodge
Abner Coburn, 15 F Colcord, arrived at
is one of the most careful and thorough
llong Kong May 14 from Moji.
A (J Ropes,Chapman, arrived at Honolulu
investigators of the expansion question
15 from San Francisco.
in all of its bearings. lie has just been April
A ,1 Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at
examining the growth of our trade with Nagasaki April 14 from Philadelphia.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
Hawaii, and finds that five years ago, in York
April 20 for San Francisco.

the men understood
what was the matter with the cats—
which they found out through the second mate being foolish enough to tell
them ; l (lon-'t want to say anything
against the second mate, but it can't be
denied that he was young, and when a
1
man is voting lie is naturally foolish.
was foolish myself when 1 was a young
doubt
that
man, and 1 don't
you were,
too
begging your pardon, and not
offense.
when
the
Well,
meaning any
men knew that the cats had gone mad,
they were dead sure that they would all
go mad, too, most of them having been
chewed up considerable since the cats
first came aboard, and it being well
known that the bite of a mad animal is
certain death. The Captain did his
best to quiet them by telling them that
if they were bound to go mad there was
no help for it. there being no medicine
that could do them any good, and consequently. the best thing they could do
was to say their prayers regular, and do
their duty to him and the owners.
"1 judged that he made a mistake in
this.
He ought to have told them that
he had a medicine which was a certain
cure for hydrocephalus, and then he
ought to have ladled salts into them,
with, say. a little tar mixed in with it to
give it atiavor. and then the men would
But
probably have been satisfied.
there's the inconvenience of not being
able to tell a lie!
I can't really blame
the Captain for it. but it would have
been a sight handier if the Xatchez had
happened to have a Captain who was a
first-class liar, and could have quieted
the men down, and avoided any serious
trouble with them.
i don t say that l wasn i mightily
afraid of those cats myself, for 1 never
liked the idea of going mad: and to go
mad in consequence of a cat was more
aggravating than it would have been if
the cuts had been dogs.
1 never went on
deck without a heavy bit of wood in my
hand, and when I saw a eat coming my
way 1 generally went the other way in
double-quick time. Two of the men
were caught by the mad eats, and tinway they were bit up was a sight. Finally the men bloke into open mutiny, and
swore they would stop below in the fo'c's’le till the Captain would promise to
put into the nearest llrazilian port, which
was then only about dun milt-s to leeward.
The old limn gar e in and promised, for
there was nothing else for him to do.
and we braced upon the starboard tack,
and headed for Pernambuco. The men
seemed to be more or less satisfied; but
that night, soon after the second mate
came on deck in the middle watch. I
having gone below and the old man taking all night in. three or four of them
jumped on him from behind as In- was
leaning over the rail, and gagged him
and made him fast to the wheel. Then
they tossed some provisions and a
breaker of water into one of the quarter
boats, and having hacked the maintopsail. the breeze being light at the time,
they got into the boat, all hands of them
and lowered away, and that was the last
any man ever saw or heard of them.
"The men had worked so quietly that
neither the Captain nor I woke up. hut
after a while the old man. happening to
awake ancl look at the compass over his
berth, saw the ship was heading about
north, and knew that something was
wrong. So lie rushed on deck and loosed the second mate, and told him to call
all hands. There was nobody to call
except the carpenter and me and the
nigger cook and the cabin-boy. hut when
we were all mustered on deck, we braced
the yards up again, and put her on her
course.
The second mate w as w ild with
anger and fright, for several times
while lie was bound hand foot and couldn't belli himself, or even sing out, cats
had come up and investigated him, hut
curious as it may seem, nobody hit him.
1 calculate that this was on account of
the tobacco that lie used to use. which
was the worst that I ever smelt.
Anyway, it showed the advantages of using
tobacco, and I've often thought of-it
when my wife talked to me about the
evils of smoking.
"In three days’ time we ran into Pernambuco. and the minute the ship was
fast to the quay the cats bolted.
They
went along that quay like a streak of
black and tabby lightning, and the
natives ran and yelled that a whole
regiment of devils had been let loose on
them.
We never saw any more of those
cats, though 1 did read in the Poston
after
w e got hack to Poston that
papers
an epidemicof hydrocephalus had broken
out at Pernambuco, and that the people
were that scared they were leaving tintown.
\\ c snippeu a new crew—ana a
scaly
lot ol' Dagos they were—and pursued
our voyage to Singapore and Canton. I
never mentioned cats once to the old
man, for 1 conld see that he was a good
deal cut up about the failure of his
speculation; but one day while we were
lying at Singapore, he said: Hr. Baker,
you warned me not to put my trust in
cats, and I laughed you to scorn. Yon
were
right, and I'beg your pardon.
Cats are an irreligious and an unscrupulous animal, and no Christian man,
let alone a Christian sailor,ought to have

"Pretty

soon

■Bittle

1

TlVER

| PILLS.
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1805; the total Hawaiian trade with the
Bangalore, sailed from Newcastle, NSW,
United States amounted to oniy 811,.Vh> Feb 21 for Honolulu.
Dyspepsia—bane of human
K B Sutton. K L Carver, sailed from
Last year it reached 833,500,000, Honolulu
Rurdoek Wood Hitters cures it. promptly, 000.
May 15 for San Francisco.
permanently. Regulates and tones the having increased almost threefold withKmily F Whitney. A s Pendleton, sailed
stomach.
in five years, and most of this increase from Kahului May 5 for San Francisco.
Kmily Read, sailed from Tacoma May 7
At the honoring of Colonel MacDonald in has occurred within the past eighteen
for San Francisco.
Glasgow University an old woman inquired months.
(1 ov Rnbie, B F Colcord, sailed from New
The Senator says we may not think
of another “Wliat a.' steer was about?”
York March 21 for Hong Kong; spoken
“Oh, they
making Colonel MacDonald a that a business of *•>0,• >00,0()0 UlllOU111s
Hi, lat s» N. Ion 28 W.
April
LL. D.”
What's Colonel MacDonald?" to very much, when our
trade is
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived
“Oh, he's a famous soldier." “They didna now running up into theforeign
billions, but to at Honolulu March 20 from Norfolk.
mak’ sieh a fuss about oor Jack when lie
our trade with the Hawaiian
Mary 1. Cushing. .1 N Pendleton, sailed
wis 'made a LL D.
“(Hi, is your son a compare
LLD?" “Aye. tile sodger yin. He weers Islanders, with their handful of people, from New York May 24 for Hong Kong.
Puritan. A N Blanchard, sailed from San
it on his hat.' lie's wi'the 'Leftlie Rightin' with our trade with some of the larger
countries of the world, gives a better Francisco Nov 2 for Hull,
Department!" Glasgow Evening Times.
III) Rice, C F Carver, arrived at Honolulu
j
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas' Eclectric idea of the value of the colonies to the March 17 front Yokahama.
I
oil. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric United states.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from
.Vs a result of his investigation Sena- : Newcastle. NSW.
oil. At your druggists.
tor Lodge finds that
| S I> Carleton. Amsbury. arrived at KahuGrange Philosophy. “I'm so thirsty dad,”
Our trade with the Hawaiian Island- lui May n from Honolulu,
said the farmer's boy, as lie dropped his
St Paul, F W Treat, at Iliogo Feb 28 for
ers
is
over
inn
i
than
our
cent,
per
larger
lioe. "Well, never min'd about that, answerNew York.
"Remem- total trade with Austria-Hungary.
ed tlie horny-handed son of toil
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
[Judge.

existence.

CURE

Bick Headache and relieve all the troubles |.....
dent to a bilious state of the system, such
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress
eating. Pain in the Bide, &c. WTiilo their n,
remarkable success has been shown in curiL.Q

■

ber tlie ^ood book says: "llo, all ye that
thirsteth
Chicago News.

Everybody's liable to itching piles. Rich
and poor, old and young—terrible the torture they suffer. oflj one sure cure: Doan's
ointment. Absolutely safe; can't fail.
Iron-like. "There is a suit my friendt."
said tlie dealer, "that "ill wear tike iron."
“1 guess that feller was no liar," said the
victim, two-weeks after. "The daslibinged
suit is rusty already."
Indianapolis Press.
Three spectres that threaten baby's life.
Cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrluea.
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry
never fails to conquer them.

It is 75 per cent, larger than our trade
with Denmark.
It is no per cent, as large as our total
trade with Italy.
It is nearly four times as large as our
trade with Portugal.
It is over I5u per cent, greater than
our total trade with liussia.
It is almost double our trade with

SICK

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills
equally valuable in Constipation, curing a? !
venting thisannoyingcomplaint.while th

Spain.

It is 153 per cent, greater than our
trade with Sweden and Norway combined.
It is more than double our trade with

Switzerland.

Worse yet. Mrs. Flutter (reading': A
bed of quicksand is the most treacherous
and deadly thing on earth." Mr. Flatter:
“Guess the chump who wrote that never
Puck.
saw our folding bed !"

—

ACHE

lathe bane of

so many lives that here is
we make our great boast. Our pills curothers do not
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very =
very easy to take. One or two pills mak-■
They are strictly vegetable and do not

purge, but by their gentle action pleas-.
use them
In vialsat 25cents ; five for fi.
by druggists everywhere, or sunt by mail

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Life

insurance

is

for your family.
Health insurance is

good

good for both YOU
and your family.

J

NOTICE.

RUPTURES
...

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

Farm for Sale.

.,

j

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to th
Buffer from this distressing complaint; b -,tf
Eately their goodness does noteud here,a
Who once try them will find these little p.
able in so many ways that they will n t t
ling to do without them. But after allsu k

BAltKS.

Alice Reed. Alanson Ford arrived at Portland May 15 from New York.
l.dward May, arrived at lloiudulu May 15
from San Francisco.
CP Dixon. N F (tilkey. cleared from Philadelphia May 17 for Port Spain.
l.thcl. Dodge, cleared from Philadelphia
May 14 for Portland.
Herbert Black. W 11 Blanchard, sailed
from Boston May 22 for Bear River. N S.
Mabel I Meyers. C N Mey ers, sailed from
Boston May 50 for Rosario.*
Matanzas, arrived at New York May 5n
from Havana.
(dive Tliurlow J n Hay es, cleared from
New York March 12 for Paramaribo, Surinam, etc.
Penobscot, arrived at Buenos Ayres dune
4 from Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, M <7 Dow, Trapani for
Bath, arrived at (dan May 4. dismasted.
Rose Innis. Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York April go for Mauritius.
Sachem. Nichols, from New York fori long
Kong; sailed from St Thomas March 5;
spoken, March 27, lat In N. Ion 50 W.
Thomas A (ioddard. d H Park, sailed
from Rosario prior to May s for Boston.
Willard Mudgett. A C Colcord, sailed
from Pensacola May 17 for New York.

ar*

all disorders f t hostomarh.stun
liver and regulate iho bowels. Even if they
“
correct

March 5 from Honolulu.
Mate id' Maine. I. A < olcoi d. sailed from
New York May 51 for Hong Kong.
Tillie K Marbuck. Kbeii Curtis, sailed from
Honolulu April gs for New York.
Wm il Mai y, Amsbury. sailed for Port
Angeles Dec 17 from Vancouver for Helagoa
Bav.
Wm I! Conner. .1 T Frskine, sailed from
Singapore April 25 for New York.
W .1 Botch. Sewall
l.ancaster, arriv« d
at Port Tow nseud April 8 from Manila.

It is ten times as large as our trade
with Turkey.
It is nearly 30 times larger than our j
trade with Greece.
Comparisons with countries on the
During the Summer season cramps American Continent show that Hawaiian trade with the United States is equal
come upon us unexpectedly ; you should be
prepared for an emergency of this kind, as to 30 per cent, of our trade with the
otherwise you will sutler agony for hours. whole Dominion of Canada.
Keep a bottle of Pain Kn i.kk handy and.
It is nearly 150 per cent, greater than
goby directions on the wrapper, it will sur- our trade with all the Central Ameri.-an
will
how
relief
come.
prise you
quickly
states.
Avoid substitutes, there is but one Painii is «> jier vein, as large as our uaue
Killer, Perry Davis’. Price 2,5c. and 50c.
with Mexico.
“Don’t worry so much’bout appearances,’*
It is 50per cent, larger than our trade
said Pncle Eben. “De patent leather in with all the British West Indies.
yoh shoes looks tine, but it ain’t gwinter
It is nearly live times as large as our
Washington
keep yoh feet Finn hurtinv’
trade with Porto Rico.
Star.
It is three times as large as our trade
LIYERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver with the Danish, Dutch and French
Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes West Indies, with Haiti and San Docontain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain loo pills.
Sold by A. A. llowes A Co., druggists, Bel- mingo included.
It is almost twice as large as our trade
fast, Me.
3yrs24.
with Argentine.
Not an Isolated Case. “Edward Everett
It is almost half as large as our trade
Hale keeps fifteen cats.’’ Well, we keep
brigs.
about as many, too ; but they belong to our with Brazil, whence we import most of
our coffee.
Leonora. .1 II Monroe, sailed from Nexv
neighbors.” \‘Chicago Record.
It is nearly -too per cent, larger than York May ill for Gibraltar.
BELLAYITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablits
and Pills for the complexion : 10 days treat- our trade with Chili.
SCHOONERS.
It
is nearly 400 percent, larger than
Sold by
ment 50c., 30 days treatment 81.on.
our
trade
with
theUnited
Costates
of
A. A. Howes A Co., druggists, Belfast, Ale.
Georgia Gilkey. \Y K Gilkey, sailed from
Portland May Jii for Louisburz, P P.
lombia.
3yrs24.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Pangor
It is nearly tifteen times larger than
Airs. Smytlie: “What is poor Airs. PerMay Js for Philadelphia.
kins going to do now that her husband is our trade with Ecuador.
II II Colson, sailed from Perth
Gladys,
It is more than six times larger than
(lead?” Smytlie: “Take in boarders.” Airs.
Amboy J line *> for Sat ilia.
Smytlie: “No? Why, she can’t cook!’ our trade with British. Dutch and French
John C Smith. Kneeland. arrived at New
Smytlie: “Precisely!* Didn’t I say that Guiana.
York May _T from St Simons. Ga.
Harlem
she*was going to take them in ?”
It is ten times larger than our trade
Mary A Hall. Haskell, sailed from Poston
Life.
Max _!> for Apalachicola.
with Peru.
Lucia Porter. Farrow.cleared from PrunsIt is ten times larger than our trade
“An International Courtship” the new
xx ick. Ga. June .*> foi Nexv York.
and absorbingly interesting novel by Mel- with Uruguay.
P W Hopkins. 11 iehboru. arrived at Posa
ville Kirke, has*been described by
leading
It is more than live times larger than
ton May JP from Apalachicola.
Loudon weekly newspaper as “a remark- our trade with Venezuela.
P F Pettigrew. Morse, arrived at Pangor
able novel."
It is the story of marriage beHe then makes comparisons wit 11 coun- June I from Paltimore.
tween American girls and titled Englishtries
across
the
and
tinds
Pacific,
that
Pun. W II West, arrived at Poston
sallie
men.
Published by The Neely Co., 114
from \ palachicola.
?\rs24. our trade with ltawaiia is within six June
Fifth Ave., N. V. Postpaid SI.on
Tola. A s Wilson, arrived at New York
million dollars of being as large as our
The Cape Town censor sat chewing the tiade with the
Max *J4 from Fernandina.
Empire of China.
Willie 1. Newton, F Coombs, sailed from
“Dickens," he
stump of a blue pencil.
It is more than three times as large
called to his assistant, “how many Boers
Pensacola Max 17 for Nexv York.
(lid you say our .5,ono men defeated ?" “One as our trade with Hongkong.
It is nearly half as large as our total
thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine!''*
responded the loyal Dickens. “Then just trade with all the British. Dutch and
It will make many French East Indies, which send us such
turn it around to h.'.'iu.
|n
glad hearts, and besides. Dickens. my broth- large supplies of sugar.
er is a bunting-mamifaetiirer in London."
H5 per cent of our total
is
to
It
equal
<
liicago News.
trade with Japan.
KKLIEF IN SIX HOIKS.
It is more than live times larger than
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease our last year's trade with the Philip"NT:w
Gkkat
in
six
hours
relieved
by
pines.
It is a
Soi tii Am Mini an Kiunkv Cna:."
It is nearly twenty times larger than
great surprise on account of its exceeding our trade with Asiatic Russia.
in
in
bladrelieving pain
promptness
It was larger by four million dollars
der. kidneys and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost imme- than our trade with the whole of the
You collect health insurance by
diately. If you want quick relief and cure Australasian Colonies last year, will
living. You have to die before life
this is the remedy. Sold by A. \. Howes A their live millions of people.
It was larger last year by more than insurance can be collected.
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lyp.i
If you knew your health was
Curios--“These are genuine Havana ci- three million dollars than our trade w itli
gars." said the connoisseur. “< >h." said the the entire continent of Africa.
threatened you'd insure it if you
Senator Lodge says the increase in j
man who always likes to be of importance,
I
You can insure your health.
“and here are nunegenuine Havana postage our trade with Hawaii has been very could.
The stomach is the vital center
stamps. “What’s interesting about them ?" marked since its annexation by the
“Nothing, except the fact that they are United states, and he looks for equally of the body.
The whole body is
genuine."
Washington Star.
rapid improvement in our trade with nourished from the stomach. The
#100
Porto Rico and the Philippines. These
A
blood is made in the stomach.
Ur. K. Deletion's Anti Diuretie
colonies will absorb some of our surdisormeans
May be worth to you more than SK'O if you plus manufactures, and they will also disordered stomach
have a child who soils bedding from incon- draw upon this country for their pro- dered blood, disordered body, disorteneiice of water during sleep. Cures old
visions. tl us increasing the demand t'ot dered brain. You never heard of
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at the
products of tmerican farms.
a sick person with a sound stomach.
once*. M. Sold by A. A. llowes A Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Ale. lyrll*.
Make your stomach sound and
The War Department has again reThe Alark of Honor—The major had rolled vised the schedules of the Cuban tariff,
you insure your health.
his
sleeves
to
bowl.
“Alajor,” inquired to go into effect June 15th.
up
It is exHow ? As thousands of others
one of tlie players, “how did you get all
those little sears 011 your aims?” “Duels,” pected .that this will increase the im- have done by the use of Doctor
responded the major: “duels I fought in ports from the United States, as we Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
France.” “And I suppose that large sear now have-less than half the trade of the
It’s the one sure medicine for the
was acquired in some
particularly tierce island.
combat?" “No, sir: that is where 1 was
A previous reduction of the duty on
stomach. It heals. It strengthens.
vaccinated when a hoy." [Chicago News.
food-stuffs and live stock has not les“Words fail to express what I suffered
sened the cost of food to the consumer,
For Over Kilty Years.
for three years, with cold chills, palpitation
so that no changes are made in the reof heart, shortness of breath, and low spirAn Ot.d an 1 • Wki.t.-Tihkd Pi mi:i»y.
Airs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup lias been vision in the food duties, except to reits,” writes Mrs. A. C Jones, of Waiter“I could not
boro. Colleton Co., S. C.
used for over fifty years by millions of duce the duty on dour from si.Jo to si
mothers for their children while teething, a barrel, and on salt cod and stock lish
sleep and really thought I would soon die.
Had a peculiar roaring through my head
with perfect success. It soothes the child, from sg to si.
all the time.
Was so emaciated and weak
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
In view of the necessity for the conI could not feed myself.
My aunt induced
colic, and is the best remedy for Dial rim a. struction and reconstruction
of
railme
to
Dr.
Pierce’s
Golden Medical DisIs pleasant to the taste. Sold bv druggists
try
a special provision has
roads
in
to please her, and
Cuba,
which
I
did,
in everv part of the world.
covery.
only
Twenty-live
six bottles cured me.
To day am sound
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Re been inserted in the tariff which allows
and well.
During the three years 1 was
sure and ask for Airs. Winslow's Soothing
railroad companies to import these sup6ick I had five different physicians.”
Syrup, and take no other kind.
plies into the island for a period of
twelve months from tlie date of promulConsult Dr. Pierce by letter, free.
Nervous Debility Cured.
gation at a rate of it) per cent, ad valo- All correspondence private.
AdNervous Debility, Lost Vitality, effects of rem.
dress Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.
over indulgence or overwork quickly cured
Some few changes have been made in
by old J)r. Hallock’s Wonderful Electric the free list, one or two additions being
Dills. Thoroughly tested for 50 years. Nermade, and one or two articles being
vous. Trembling, Tired out, Discouraged,
specks before tlie Eyes, Dizziness, rush of taken out, and put outlie dutiable list.
blood to the head,' Weak Nerves, Thin
...-SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CUREOF....
The Cuban postal frauds are being
Wood, pale, haggard countenance, Fluttering Heart and all Nervous troubles cured by thoroughly investigated by the AdminisDr. 1 hillock’s Wonderful F.lectrie Fills, for tration.
Fourth Assistant Postmasterweak, worn-out, nervous people. Try them: General Bristow is now in
there,
they cure after all else fails. The very and the criminals will be charge
punished as
medicine you have been looking for. si per
BY THE
box. or <> boxes, sufficient to cure the most quickly as the law permits.
obstinate eases. .$5. Sold at drug stores or
sent direct from laboratory, all charges prelirig. Gen. Tlieo Scliwati's report to
paid, on me pt of juice. Describe sy in- the W ar Department shows that most
medical
advice
terns. and
Free peisonal
of the large towns in the Philippines are
given. Address 1IALLOCK DREG GO., garrisoned
by American troops. More
110 Court st.. Poston, Mass.
trouble is caused there by the Filipino |E. L.
STEVENS, M. 13.,
A Night of Terror.
brigands than from any other cause.
Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
Awful anxiety was felt for the widow of
The Boer incident was diplomatically
the brave General Burnham of Machias,
KJr-Oftiee hours from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8 p. m
and courteously terminated by [’resiMe., when the doctors said she could not
live till morning” writes Mrs. S. II. Lincoln, lient McKinley, and the envoys have Union Casualty & Security
Company
All been socially entertained by the Secreyvlio attended her that fearful night.
of St. Louis, Mo.
thought she must soon die from Pneumonia, tary of State. Politically the matter is
but she begged for Dr. King’s New Discov- ended just as completely as the Macrum
Incorporated 1892 and commenced business in
KI»V. CIA li', I’res.
ery, saying it had more once saved her life, affair.
Secretary I buy soon showed the 1893. Capital paid up in cash,
and had cured her of consumption. After
$250,ooo.oo.
that the United States Governthree small doses she slept easily all night, envoys
ment
had
not
could
in
done
all
it
52
Assets.$532,525
only
cured
and its further use completely
her./’
This marvelous medicine is guaranteed to the interests of peace, but is the only Liabilities and capital. 4.36.904 32
any dealings with them.’”
[Philadel- cure all Throat, Chest and Lung Diseases. nation that iias shown any interest iii
Net surplus. 95.821 20
phia Saturday Evening Post.
Only 50c and $1.00. Trial bottles free at H. stopping the war. The Boers, in March, Income for 1899
503,195 57
II. Moody’s drug store.
41
to
all
Expenditures..
appealed
European governments Preins. rec*d in Maine.. 631.960
2,881 14
the United States to intervene, Losses
and
to
14
incurred.
5,268
Last fall I sprained my left liip while
IN
A
CURED
DAY.
RHEUMATISM
but the United States was the only
22
Fkkd Atwood, Winterport, Agent.
handling some heavy boxes. The doctor I
Cure” for Kheumathm and NTu one that complied with the request, and
“Mystic
called on said at first it was a slight strain
ralgia radically cures in 1 to da vs. Its ac this offer from President McKinley, as
and would soon be well, but it grew worse, tion upon the system is remarkable and the world already knows, was declined
It removes at once the cause
mysterious.
%
said
I
had
rheumatism.
Great Britain.
and the doctor then
and the disease immediately disappears. The by
It continued to grow worse and I could
Situated in Unity 2 1-4 miles south of Unity
first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold
Samoa’s trade last year amounted to village, containing'225 acres, conveniently dividhardl y get around to work. I went to a drug by A. A. Howes *& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
about a million dollars, rather more ed into tillage, pasture and wood land. It being
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
the homestead farm of the late Nathan B. Park
store and the druggist recommended me to
than half being imports. The bulk of hurst. Also another piece of land known as the
says: “I bought one bottle of
try Chamberlain’s Tain Balm. I tried it and City, Iowa,
it was transacted with the Australasian Mill Place (situated near above mentioned farm)
ami
for
two
Cure’
Rheumatism,
‘Mystic
one-half of a 50-cent bottle cured me entire153 acres, mostly woodland, field of
doses of it did me more good than any other colonies. The share of tire United States containing
about ten acres. For further particulars inquire
ly. I now recommend it to all my friends.— medicine
I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes amounted to $127,000, but will now rapid- on
It is for sale by
F. A. Babcock, Erie, Pa.
premises of
& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
tf!4
MRS. 8. E. PARKHURST.
ly increase.
A. A. Ilowes & Co., druggists, Belfast.
there was or not.

Carters!

SHIPS.

it. Senator

Small Pill. Small Doss. Small
Sheriff’s Sale.
5TAIE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF

WALDO S5.

Taken this J4th

day of May. a. [>. loMay s. moo, issued on a
.■
rendered by the Supreme dudieial <
County of Waldo, at a term thereof
at
for
held
Belfast, within and
said »
Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April. \
on the 8th day i>f the term, being the
1>. moo. in favor of Aid. n l>
April.
said Belfast, against Edgar F. llatisoi
\Belfast, for sixty-nine dollars and
eents. debt or damage, and nineto* n .!twenty-six cents, costs of suit, aud w
at public auetiou at the other of tiro. 1
in said Belfast, to the highest bidder,
day of duly. A. l>. moo. at two o'rlo.
afternoon, the following des.-rihed >r\.
eels of real rstate and all the right, till
tnr-t which the said Edgar E
Han-cution dated

<>

and to the same, and had in and to tin
in and to each parcel thereof, on the tinof duly. A. 1>. lw at ten o'clock m th.
the time when the sunn- was atta ‘bed
in the same suit, to \\ it
1 '1st I alee 1.
A c| Jam lot ol pat
with the buildings thereon. "itu;tl»•<l
fast, hounded and described a- foll<e
Beginning on the westerly side of Nor;
uue. at ilu* southeasterly e>n ner of lami
occupied bv one Batiks, and at tie U"
corner of land com• \;d p> 11. H. A
Malden. Massachusetts, t.y .loseph "
dated October lb lssu. and refolded
Bag. IM
Uegistry of Heeds. Book
said I auks' line uoitb ip 1 n> four .!.•_!
ty-li\e minutes west four hundred ai -i t
l" an ;ron boll
11 nee south six
live mump
a M pat: 111«•! with
Non li|
t lire* bundled and tllil t\ ->i\ feel t"
in tin- around al VN mid street tin
Wiullt Street s. util « aid) -Pmi deal
live minutes as! toar lu.mlred alid
Non i'.J'Ol t a\elli;e
I"
Nortlll'ort Iivemii' three hundred m<
feet to tilt place ot bea lil'lll! lesel
of tli aimiae as per
d deetl from .B
to II
I. Me hot tale, alld
N>
1
land beainnina on t ie uorthei 1) -t• i•
street at the c;i'P 1)
Idle of land
N\ talit
\\
li-diee nonliei I>
-i :!i. asp
P «-o
one to sat.I Wmht's
same
as
eours.
said
'Main
easterly
ei
illdlls
tl e rods
south'
line
t
A
h;
pa a i Id With '.tid "
V
ol
||cli<
'PM '.)
Wight stivr!
streel live rods p> tin- .. ■' bea'
1 lie same e oll\ )I d III >it!'ie\ l\ a I''
imi ..
df< d dated M a !'■ !i d p e
P
lb aistry
\\< ds. p. k
S ’eoud Bar.
1
A
situated in said lb ll; -1 bold d-d
N.
as topou s. t>> w '1
It adi!.i: a
line at the north, a 'lei y eoi imi ot
Me im. wosP
i: d1' 11
oi Knius B.
1)
erly line of said * "in on's land to s.,
\p m iods 11
iiorthuestei A corn, i.
erly op a lim- pai ail- i \\ illi s.i:,i a
rods to a 'take am! stones, th. m
teen rods to said a\emie at a -mm
nine rods ai I ep_;
Hk
i.oi t'n iy
be a mi at; them e south' ly on -a ,.i
rods and
laht links to t!.. piae.
beingi the sain, ea estate eon\ -■}. d
Hanson b\ 1 iauk \. Iii.a\ t• > h,
deed dated September 1. Ism. a I'd
" a
o Ib• at-11 \ "t
i»,
Bo.
B
A ••' tain lot -n p
I'lui d Ba; e. 1
w ith the build in ,as the
on. sit naied
ill said (
•! d"f \\ i'd". bound, d am
as tollow s.
|uinuiiia d a 'tak. a- t
of the .lonatli.iu Aim
mad so eaii
two rods on a course um lb s,m•. im
east trom tie
original northwest
Cilllior-’ lot.
-’allep .Old III 111.
line "! h ll ]M lull. N li'lxl'l'soll's land
m
in tlie east line ot s;,,d roail sixty
*
stake and stones tli.-nco
east om In.no
Hives tliiit\ minuti
rods to Hit' eeinci ot the outud
m
< 'ain's p.-ini t" Met 1 ii e's pond
"t 'aid In""k and
111•
erly in the
trin ot Cain’s pond to a 'take and
southerly line <>l t lark N eho
south sixty nine d. arees wi st on
forty nine n.ls to the place of b.mii.n
.•

s
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X

s
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o

s.

so

■

1

1

•«

1

\
more "i I
nit! lift) eight aeii
parcel Of land situ: ted 111 said
adjacent t", and soutli.-rl) "t ih, p
described, containing thirl) acres, m
ami being the same preiuises ou\<
W. Curt is by
lai k N teliols b) !'
duly ik Is.;:.'ami reeonied in "aid"
I *ee.|s. book l.: 1. Ba,.:. .’TV, to w III.
s

I

deeds therein referred to. reference
made for a more particular deseripii'
a
mu from said last par*
strip ot
rods Iona and six rods w ide eon'. )-.
\\
< urtis to Mar)
\. \in.
b> d. d d..
her Id. 1ST.;, and recorded ill " lid"
Said p
1). eds. Book P'S, Baa-' dsn
know n i' the ( urtis lai m. ami b. u
reai estaie eomeyeil to said l''.daai !
(b orge W (’urtis. by Ills dm d dated
i.s'.'V. and recorded m " lido Ibuimi
book an7. Baae
1’ourth I';.reel, A eel taill lot "1 p 'll
with the buildings there.u situated
port, bounded and described as m
e a i U11 i 11 a oil the easterly side ot til
by (leor.ae Curtis' to Sear'sport, at t
corner of B. njamm I.. Nickerson's l,
easterlv on said Nickerson’s s.eith'i
one rods to a stake
the nee souther!.
rods to a stake t lienee w ester ly 'ixt
t hence noi ilierh
t lie af<»: esaid road
"I beaiuim
thill, ell rods 1" the pi a
ina six acres, more or less; Being tin
ises eomeyeil lo liduai K Hanson.
and Ben jainin I \ ie kelson !*\ Bini
1’em bv .le.'.l dated .laiiuai) .'d. lssu.
in Waldo Keuistr\ of heed's, > ook n
\ certain lot oi pm
lilt 11 Bared
with the buildings thereon, situated
in said County of \\ aid" amt stale
parcel of land' being tw out fe. I s«|um
No. d oil
as lot
apie (. no e amp
called for local mu ot said lot r.lei
to plan of said gi ound. il
mg a p:
A
land eoiiNeye.l to lid <!.!
1 11 a I' M
ami Benjamin I,. N lek. '"i. t.y om !
reii of said S. arsport. by his .i. e.l >im
’t sso. and rcoi del in the "aid"*
try ot heeds. I ook Pd. Bag.- It.
premises convey e.l to I' dual I’ lla
C. Blent i s', by deed dated (let"!"
a r\ ot h>
reeonl. >1 in " a ido lb
■

«

1

1

>

st

>

Sixth Bareei. A >•> lain !<>t oi
situated in said Belfast. bounded m
follow s, to wit: I’., ginning on t
side of Wiulit streei. m said tv Im
erly line of laud of .loseph K. "
i« ‘it her I y
on said Wight's easteil
as

Wight’s northeasterly

eoin.i.

tm

course a' said Wight'
ti\c rods; thence southerly on a
with said Wight's easterly line to
street
thence westerly on said " mb'
rods tot lie place ot beginning.
hated tins tweiitv-lirst da\ <>! 'Bn
s.\ >* l Ml. c. N*»l; l«*v
aw-jt

the

same

runs

Ferguson eottage on Huy
amp i!rouml. is ottered to
the most desirable location
grounds, convenient to the hotel, post
steamboat wharf, and presenting a t
the Hay.
Apply to or address
( IIAKI.KS O. 1»I'
23
Northport Camp tiroi mi
The .1.

<i.
(

Northport

is

one

of

I

WANTED
A woman to do general housework at t'
Home. Apply to
MllS. K. H. CON ANT. (hut I'
or'at the Home, Northport avenue.

Belfast, May 17,1900.—20tf
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OREGON TO CALIFORNIA.

"7K0M

CUBE ALL VOUB BAIBA WITH
stevens lias sent us the

I

_

Pain-Killer.

letter, written by her little
|,-a ,1. smith, that it may reach
n iemls uf the family in Waldo

A

igli tlie columns of The
-nine time ago The Journal
letter by the same writer.
..nut of her journey to the

present
interesting, and
The

Quick Cure

for

HEURAL6IA.
25 and SO cent Bottles.

letter will

BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE GENUINE

is as fol-

pages of my girl-

Oregon home,
sept. 07th, en route to
city we reached about 4
iving through the city we
Oregon State Penitentiary
We left our

me.

■.I it. This house of corree■iuishment is pleasantly sitiilst of beautiful trees,

in

! iwers. There were hi 17

pris-

of whom was a woman,
sad to see them in their
tie

and to know

noi

they

must

in such a way. Woe
who would attempt an

ves
■

brick wall about

•re was a

■

prison

the

hi

around four

in my little berth and looked out upon
the water. We passed several boats go-

ing in from sea. and when our boat was,
sight of another they would ring the
bell and blow the whistle, and {he passengers. who were able,'would salute bywaving handkerchiefs and shouting
"Hurrah” for the boat they were on.
Sunday morning the sea was calmer,
in

but I did not venture out until about
noon, when I managed to dress and go
down two flights of stairs into the saloon.
1 was not able to go down to dinner,
but managed to get back to my room,
where 1

some

nice

a

■

■

understand how anyone
v
cry long when they have

»t

for air.

«•

only

it comes

as

very small holes at the
great iron door.
They
e

display

a

was

room

and else-

shops

in the

■ s\

by prisoners,

such

ot
as

nii ks. hutton-hooks with
d«

et

s.

various

Iso

a

c..

1 hey were for
lit of thost- who made

work.

»

•:•

ed

Hindi

six

found

m.

\.

Puth

er

genius and
us

on

way up

on our

diamette diver, journeyrt kind.
The scenery w as

A

that

not

moment

a

was

AVe

monotonous.

stop-

take on passenreached < >regon <'it y.
Hour mills, saw mills.

towns to
\
as

d paper mills.
There our
a hied
several hours, load1

took

on

quantity

'_«■

ings.

forty

tons

of thmr.

of

and

last it moved

At

ilock*. whieh

we were

.patient to see. and
pointod. ’They were

we

all

were

grand

a

W e went through
sight.
It takes about twenty

des.

through each lock.
d Portland at > u. m.. passseveral swing bridges, and
■at landed want to the St.
>!•■! and retired.

We spent
This eit y is a scait is one hundred miles up
i,t Uiver and twelve
miles
t
nlaitary. the Willamette,
land.

•it

■

beaut ifullv sit uated:

more

a

I lulls eneiose it

•.•

tlirough the

us

and

the west:

oil

city

toward

the

Hast, titty
at. the picture is framed in
•ah* lbmge and several giant.

•

t•

•

including Mt. llooil and
which

!.

t

>

rom

-•ning
>

es*

covered with
can !*«- seen

are

and which

tow.

the stl-eets of Porttook

w»

an

bor and were glad to step once more on
terra tirma. The battle ship Iowa was
at anchor in the

bay and it looked line.
requires 4so men to manage it.
After bidding our ocean steamer farewell, we took a buss for the I'nion depot. which was about eight blocks from
our landing.
There was a large crowd
at the stat ion,
livery one seemed to be
traveling. A whole regiment of soldier
boys were gathered here, and it was a
It

pretty scene when they marched away
with shouldered muskets and with canteens. knapsacks, tin cups and wash

beheld
at

our

be seen to be
from I’nion

The

fan-palms, umbrella trees, vineand hundreds of grazing cattle
the railroad made a pleasing
scene
for the eye of the traveler.
tVe passed {through a small town where
there had been a railway wreck only the
day before. The great engine lay in a
heap beside our track and the cars were
still burning. We reached Pisalia about
nine, and I would write as much more
and then not tell you half of what I
saw; but 1 think this will be sufficient.
Your loving niece.
Fun a j. smith.

St. Peter sat inside the gateA soul appeared outside.
Ami knocked upon the golden

“Pray, let

including
>

hundred and

impressive,

ndkerchiefs and shouted to
as long as possible.
morning we found ourselves
Astoria.

near

at

eity

boat

our

When

we

stopped,

we

deck
;er

we

had

an

The fa-

excellent

ined

anything half so lovely,
supplied with a good vari-

■!. well cooked and well served,
a. or social hall, was the
pride
It boasted of a rich carpet
plush seats all around the

it.

■

!

tine

a

tor

upright piano built in
everything has to be sta-

leaving
mk

as

Astoria our hearts bethe thougtit of the great

sea came

into

rougli, the

minds,
equinoctial
our

for it
storm

and word was received from
while we were yet in Portland

j
■

re

was

a

storm at sea. We soon

the bar. The boat seemin'1 first on one end and then on

ossing

s'

< Hi, I wondered how I could
""I such a shaking for two days,
nos

1
!

dow n below—far down below—
You’ll linda place there that
Is just as free from children as
They kept your childless Mat!”

"Ho

city and Columbia river.
proved to be a line boat. I

u as

dashed

so

high

the ocean

like mountains and valleys of
In a short time almost everyone

feel sick, and retired to their
minus or sat on the upper deck
'kng the fishes.” I began nibbling
""'u. as I was told that would prebut to no
i''1ail-v
1 Sea thesickness;
old sailors were

avail.

sick,

and

out."

soul-disturbing din,
And mine, therefore, were happy days—
Now. prvthee, let me in!"
"Nay, nay, go down below,” he said,
And turned his head and smiled,
"There are so man\ children here,
They’d simply set you wild!

imhei ing and ship building
iml largely developed.
Prom
i"

day

A

he salmon lisheries alone
1 t liousand men.

or

[ Exchange.
Swallows

Help

this Farmer.

Orchardists in this state to save their

fruit have to spray the trees three times

the fruit will be imperfect and not
saleable.
In the town of Windham is a
farmer who has placeda shelf under the
eaves of his barn.
Last year there were
one hundred and fifty-seven nests; this
yearabout 2(H) of eave swallows. These
birds clear his orchard of caterpillars
and of the insects which other orchardists have to contend with by spraying.
He has no flies in his house, his sheep
are free from ticks, his com is not troubled with worms, nor his grass molested,
or potato bugs are not on his vines.
His
only complaint is they do not stop long
His
orchard
and
shade trees
enough.
are the home of the birds.
In winter he
feeds those that care to remain with him.
Those that care to see this colony of birds
and learn of the favors which he receives
from them may visit the farm of Stephen
Mayberry, one mile distant from Windham Hill. If other farmers wouldkindly put up fixtures that the birds might
build their nests we should not hear so
much about damage from insects. [S.
P. Mayberry, in Portland Argus.

or

You’ll

By

the use of tobacco.

Secretary Root has authorized the
erection of the 5th Army Corps monument at Fredericksburg, Va.
Twenty-live dollars and thirty cents is
the annual allowance of 7051 pensioners
of the State of South Carolina.

Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and
Mr. Hamlin Garland's most recent
have made Jefferson Davis’
vigorous story of Western Virginia June 8. a legal
holiday.
life, entitled The Eagle's Heart,
in birthday.
this brilliant story he draws a remarkAt Miles, Mont., the saloon-keepers
ably strong picture of the adventurous have petitioned for permission to close
life in eowtowns and
mining settle- on Sundays. They need the rest.
ments. and shows every phase of the
All those who attend Queen Victoria
aggressive existence of' miner, plainsare very well aware of the feebleness
man and cowboy.
An absorbing love
which has come over her eyesight.
story is skilfully woven into the fabric
of peril and adventure.
The Eagle's
The bakers' strike has revealed the
Heart, superbly illustrated liv Mr. Har- fact that London's baking is nearly all
rison Fisher, will begin in The Saturday done
by Germans or other foreigners.
Evening Post for June lit. and run

through the
magazine.

summer

numbers of the

"Our Nursery TalGs. To-day and Yesterday." is the opening article in the

-Pine I able Talk.

It is the second paper
on this subject by Nora Archibald
Smith,
the well known writer on juvenile
topics. The article cannot fail to interest
mothers who have the educational welfare of their children at heart.
It gives
the titles and descript ion of proper books
for them to read.
"Vacation Mishaps"
is an article full of the kind of information needed in case of accidents, telling
"A Spinster's Solyou just what to do.
ace" is good reading as well for those
who are not spinsters. The department
of "All Through the Year." as usual,
never fails in giving the latest information for progressive women. The Table
Talk's Bill of Fare is in truth a cooking
school for the inexperienced housewife.
’] lie article on "Books for Summer Beading' comes just in time to help you select good books for the hot months.
Pur readers can obtain sample copies of
hack numbers of this excellent magazine, free, or the June number for ten
cents, by sending to Table Talk Publishing < 'o., Philadelphia, Pa.

(liee.

didn't count on the marvelous
Klectric Hitters to cure Stomach
troubles, but slit* heard of it. took
seven bottles, was
wholly cured, avoided the
surgeon s knife, now weighs more and feels
better than ever.
It's positively guaranteed r<» cure Stomach. Liver and Kidne>
troubles ami never disappoints.
Price ."><>c
at K. II. Moody's drug store.
lit*

power of
ami Liver

New Style of Charter.

1900,

Bucksport Seminary.

The members of the graduating class
of the E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport,
Ibis year are: Sarah Clark Billings,
Manset; Daniel Erskine Carey, Montville: Edna Hattie Clement, White's Cor-

Thomas Dorr, Orland; Faye Flye,
John Isaiah Fredrick. Winterport; William Hill Genu, Bucksport;
Martha Helen Gibbs, Orland; Frederick
Herbert Oilman, Winterport; Thomas

Kingman:

Howard

Oray, Bucksport;

Jessie Louise
Keen, Waldoboro; Sarah Evelyn Montgomery, Bucksport: Edwin F.'Perkins,
Winterport; Connor Arthur Perkins,
Bucksport: Mildred E. Wyman, Cherryheld; Harold Mervin Wasson, Bucksport; Lillian Halstead Bowden, East
Orland; Philip I). Haskell, Deer Isle;
Charles Augustine Ferguson, Deer Isle.

Wickless

have

Skipper

Waldo County, at Belfast, Sept. 18-19. J.
S. Fernald, Belfast, secretary.
Waldo and Penobscot, at Monroe, Sept.
11-12-13. F. II. Bowden, Monroe, secretary.
North Waldo, at Unity.
E. B. Hunt,

Unity, secretary.
West Waldo, at Liberty. W. II. Moody,
Liberty, secretary.

j

The

villi of Damascus is reported to
have discovered the remains of a library
which escaped annihilation at the hand's
of Tammerlane when Damascus was
destroyed by him in 1401.
_

—

---

of menstruation.”

than three or four times.

Season tiekets to ttie Paris Exposition
must hear the photograph of the persons to whom
they are issued. The
Algerian, Tunisian and other Mohammedan exhibitors, however, refuse to
have their pictures taken, as it is contrary to the Koran.
about the Senate
chamber that lien. Hawley
for ten
or twelve minutes, in a speech,
once
spoke -Jl'.'. words a minute. The average
speed of Senators in speeches dues not
reach llu words, and in dictating letters
rarely readies mu words.
The oldest relies in Admiral
Dewey's
collection relate to the battle between
the English and the Spanish in Manila
Hay in 17(1:1. One of these is a llag captured by Sir William Draper, which
came into the hands of William Everett
of Massachusetts, who gave it to the

For

Sale

by

R.

M.

Moody.

Our

Have for Dessert?

this question arises in the family every
Let us answer it te-'lay. Try Jell-f),
delieious and healthful dessert. Prepared
in two minutes.
No boiling! no baking!
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavors:
—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At vour grocers, In et’s.
lylO

|

Kineo Wood Furnaces

Admiral-.

....WITH

Late
On and after Dec. 4.1899,trainsconnectiu ga
Burnham aucl Waterville with through trains lor
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland aud Bos
follows

:

AM

7 15
Belfast, depart
City Point.f7 20

Deatli Valiev, of California, is inclosed by the Panamiut Mountains on the
west and tlie Funeral range on the east,
is seventy-live miles long, and at its narrowest point hul eight miles wide. Tlie
lowest depression is jiiii feet below the
sea level, hut Telescope peak, of the
Fanamint range, rises 11.non feet high,
and. directly opposite. Funeral peak is
S.Uilli feet high.

Portland

Three thousand bronze tablets, containing the records of Home from tlie
foundation of the city to the time of
Vespasian are buried in tlie marshes
near Ostia, according toSig. Costantino
Maes, an Italian archaeologist. They
were saved from the lire which destroyed
the eapitol in tlie year A. D. (19 and
taken to Ostia, sig. Maes wants tlie
Italian
(iovernment
to
drain
tlie
marshes and hunt for the tablets.

depart. 10 20
Unity. lo 55

HOOD

vs.

HOOD.

Hood
C. 1.
& Co. Victorious in
taut Cases—Injunction Aagainst
C. Hood.

Boston
Boston,

40
A M
9 08
l* M

j

1 25
29
+137
1 40
t2 00
2 Jo
2 20
2 40
4 35

3 30
t3 37
+3 52
4 25
+4 43
5 31
6 00
0 30

3 10

7 20

5 35

1 25
5 57

IJ 4NGOK,

400
4 H)

P M

A M

SS8

_

P M

P M
oo
M
0 2<>

11

Portland.
A
9

Waterville.

M

120

A

20

30
1 35

4

7 15

Bangor.
AM

Thorndike. 1120
Knox..+11 35
Brooks. 12 12
Waldo.+ 12 30
City Point. +12 50
1 05
Belfast, arrive

The Keeley Cure will run as long as there
drunkards to reclaim. This important
formula is known to the members of the
parent Company but to none others. Write
to Portland Keeley Cure for information
about the treatment.
Iy:i7
Jell-O, The New Dessert

MAINE.

timlO

Belfast.

Nature has

5 05
5 22
5 31
+5 38
5 52
+0 03
+0 14
*>20

a

cure

for everything. Animals know this, and

instinctively,
sick, eat the

when
herb

which will cure them.
TANGIN is nature's
cure for diseases of

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5 00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Bootiiby, Gen’l Pass. *nd Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 21, 1899.

|
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straight to the spot,
driving away weakness, pain, inflammation, nervousness;

I1ANCIN]

inducing regularity
and perfect health.
Send us a postal
card, and we will

TONIC

send you

and

REGULATIVE

free

sama

medical book on the
diseases of women.

for

EAMHYPSE

CRM N,

a

ple together with

STIMULANT

iOBBItiS OF

It goes

women.

f

ESTABLISHED

I

...THE...

A. M. BIMNGER & CO.’S
i
Successors,

FEED,

Sevv York.

SEEDS and

GROCERIES
Importers

of

Suit.

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO.,

dealers in the finest quality of

Anthracite and

p

.

MONUMENTS,

LOStlS.

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Belfast,

Maine.

"

33.35,37 Front St.. Belf ut, If
Itf

TELErHOiVE 4-2.

largest stock in

We have the

FAIRBANKS’

■

STANDARD
SCALES.

|

FAIRBANKS’ VALVES,

Railroad, Mill, and Store Supplies.?
THE FAIRBANKS

COMPANY,

42 PEARL STREET
BOSTON. <
311 BROADWAY
NEW YORK. <

are

pleases all the family. Four flavorsLem- ;
on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day. lyio I

MFG. CO.,

P M

A M

8 50
9 09
9 19
+9 25
9 41
+9 52
+1004
10 10

Burnham,

,J.

If troubled with rheumatism, give Chamberlain’s 1‘ain-lialm a trial. It will not cost
you a cent if it does no good. One application will relieve the pain. It also cures
sprains and bruises in one-third the time required by other treatment, Cuts, burns,
frost bites, quinsey, pains in the side and
chest, glandular and other swellings are
quickly cured by applying it. Every bottle
warranted. Price, 25 and 50 cents. A. A.
Ilowes & Co.’s drug store.
4m9

15V

TANGIN

TO BELFAST.

«•»,«>».{w.d.v/.v.v.v.'..':.

Material,

R. P. STICKNEY, Agent,

AM

12 15
E r>.
w D.

of the Best

M ANTFAITTIIKU

PM

tl

Bangor.11

Impor*
I)r.

PM

Waldo
.+7 30
Brooks. 7 41
Knox .-...+7 53
Thorndike.
8 00
Unity.8 1«»
Burnham, arrive. 8 35
Waterville.

Improvements

All.

NOYES & NUTTER

FROM BELFAST.

An English seliool hoard lias prepared
circular on the evils of cigarette smoking. which is to he distributed among
the parents of the school children. It
points nut-that smoking by boys impairs
the eyesight, upsets and stunts the
growth. Local doctors are to lie asked
to go to tlie schools and address the boys
on the evils of smoking.

a

Range.
Pearl Range.
Alpine Range.

Kineo Coal Furnaces,

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Wool lord’s Sanitary Lotion,
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Bowes .V t o., [ irugMe.
gists, Belfast,
lyrltl.

run as

Maine.

New Kineo

day

will

Belfast,

Edison's Phonograph

a

on

“pains

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as
plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces tlie music of any instrument—hand or orchestra—tells
stories and sings—tl»o old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is always
ready.
Qt*e that Mr. Kdison’s signature i> on every machine. Oatalosrues oi ail dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth
Ave., New York.

hours behind.

Loch L\Vn Heights, a little mountain
town in Maryland, lias .had a lesson on
the evils of political indifference, only
fifteen votes were polled at the town
election, recently, and when they were
counted it was found they had elected
a ticket put
up by somebody for fun.
Tlie election, it appears, is going to hold.

banish

pleasure. #1.00 1»EK BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL Co., Cleveland, Oh a

In the race to Baltimore the two vessels became separated 10 hours after the
start, and tlie suspense was not ended
forthe master of the Kandall until he
reached port and learned that the
Perry
bail not arrived. The defeated vessel
arrived at Baltimore this morning. 11
What Shall We

ami

becomes

Besides winning a substantial wager
('.apt. Kandall established a record for
Ins vessel which has rarely, if ever, been

legend

or

They are “LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life

equalled. lie left Bangor on Friday
and Sunday he passed in Cape
Henry.
M hen (’apt. llainlall reached
•Iohu D. ltoekefeller. dr., in the three
Bangor
on
his last trip he scored a
years he lias heen a teacher in tlie Sunvictory >ver
the
schooner
day sellout of the Fifth Avenue baptist
Augustus Hunt, which he
Church. New York, lias not heen absent raced from Philadelphia.

a

them, write to the

tE2 PENNYROYAL PILLS SL55£3

held.

A Card of Thanks.

I wish to say that I feel under lasting obligations for what Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy has done for our family. We have
used it in so many cases of coughs, lung
troubles and whooping cough, and it lias always given the most perfect satisfaction,
we feel greatly indebted to the manufacturConcerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Wash- ers of this remedy and wish them to please
ington State and Alaska, consult Kureau of accept our hearty thanks. Respectfully,
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore, Mrs. S. Doty, Des Moines, Iowa. For sale
ltf
Secretary.
by A. A. Howes A Co., druggists, Belfast.

Wager.

'apt. Kandall of the schooner Mary
Adelaide Kandall, which arrived at Baltimore last week from Bangor, Me., is
s.'ioo richer on account of the
speed of
his vessel.
Before leaving for Baltimore he wagered that amount he would take his vessel to her destination ahead of the
schooner Katherine It. Perry, Cant. Bar-

Important suits have just been decided in
the t'. S. Circuit Courts involving the.
right to the word Hood or Hood’s. Messrs.
C. I. Hood A Co., of Lowell, Mass., proprietors of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, began suit for
infringment against Dr. J. C. Hood of
Louisville, Ky., who was putting up what
he called “Dr. Hood’s Sarsaparilla." After
Is There a Beer Trust ?
a hearing in
the L. S. Circuit Court at
I Louisville, Judge Lvans on April 12granted
The Gardinerotlieials have made them- a temporary injunction in favor of (’. I.
|
selves ridiculous by sendingout a procla- ! Hood A Co., and restraining J. C. Hood from
mation that the price of beer shall be 10 using the word Hood in any way or form on
cents a glass!! There is a rivalry in nan any preparation of sarsaparilla*
Messrs C. I. Hood A Co. also began suit
trade between Oardincr and Randolph,
against a retail druggist in Indianapolis,
and some of the dealers began to Louis II.
Renkert. who was selling Dr. J. C.
give it away. This was too much for Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Dr. J. C. Hood emtlie Mayor, who instead of squelching ployed counsel and made a defence, but
the whole business, ordered that the Judge Raker of the l\ S. Circuit Court
granted an injunction which on April 2Jbejuice of beer should he resumed. Busi- came
perpetual.
ness men who ltave winked at the
open
These two decrees establish the exclusive
sale of liquor contrary to law say that
right of C. I.llood A Co.to the word “Hood’s’
they think the tiling lias come to be too and decide in effect that no other person can
much of a farce when the authorities atput up a Hood’s Sarsaparilla even if his
tempt to regulate the juice of an article name is Hood, nor can any retail druggist
sold contrary to the statute laws. [Hal- sell or infer for sale any sarsaparilla bearing
the name Hood or Hood’s other than that
lowed Register.
prepared by C. 1. Hood A Co.
These decisions will be gratifying to every
A Monitor I>«*vll Finh
fair minded person.
No manufacturer
Destroying its victim, is a type of Consti- should object to fair competition, but when
pation. Tile power of this murderous mal- an attempt is made to steal or infringe upon
ady is felt on organs and nerves and mus- a business which has been established by
There’s no health till it’s
cles and brain.
great skill, labor and
justice
Hut Dr. King’s New Life I’ills cannot be dealt out too expenditure,
overcome.
Nor should
quickly.
are a safe and certain cure.
Best in the “substitution” be allowed,
when a standard
world for Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and article is called for.
Therefore, when you
Bowels. Only 25 cents at R. 11. Moody’s
goto buy Hood’s Sarsaparilla you should be
Drug Store.
sure to get “only Hood’s.”
Waldo County Fairs.

Randall Won the

•

Lord Kitchener is reported to have
said, that considering the nature of the

There is

Oil Stove

STANDARD OIL COMPANY.

alone.

more

using

It is handier than a coal stove and cleaner and
cheaper. The Wickless Blue
Flame Oil Stove is absolutely safe; it burns
ordinary kerosene, without wicks
and causes neither smoke, smell nor soot.
8lle’ for '-oflouB-slied families; sold et
‘v5J,?rlou;herever
prlcee to suit anv sited
poeketbooka—w
stoves ure sold.
If the dealer doe, not

There are now forty pearl button factories in Iowa, working up shells
procured from the river beds.
Nearly 1500
people arc employed in the factories

tanee for two vears.

the

advantages

Gen. Cronje has been seen bv several
newspaper men at st. Helena, but refuses to be interviewed for publication.

country, the Roers, if skillfully directed,
might be able to maintain their resis-

not need to

regulate your cooking
thermometer when you get a
Wickless Blue Flame Oil Stove. On the
hottest days you can cook whatever
you
choose, in whatever way you wish, without
suffering any additional discomfort
while cooking,
The comfort you’ll gain
is only one of the
of
a

The Prince of Wales has again, at his
physician's advice, given up for a time

work is a

ner:

to say,

Was why l took such comfort in
My cozy, quiet Mat.
‘•There were no children thereto raise

and remained there until
Astoria is a seaport and suma

—

on

“A h, yes ! they barred the children
She answered him, “and that

ast

I

in." she cried.

“You hunted round until you found
A Hat." St. Peter said,
“Where children never romped below
Nor scampered overhead."

they

as

hats

’Tis as you say.” the woman said,
“And I was free from sin:
I went to church as Christians should—
Now, pry thee, let me in.”

id their- friends farewell, and
very

me

“You lived,” the saint went
“In quiet comfort there:
No noise was made by night
To till you with despair."

There were
passengers.
of people gathered at the
is

coming

national conventions. Senator John M
Thurston of Nebraska, tells “How
Presidents are Nominated.” Irvington.
N. V. Price 10 cents.

Class

“When you were on that little ball
Men call ‘the earth."’ said he.
"You lived in what is called a Mat"
“Yes, what of that.'" said she.

so

eight o’clock, at the ringing
the blowing of the whistle,
anging of the boat. I realized
*. rted, laden w ith
its precious
-•

NOTES.

Coal shippers and vessel brokers are
interested in a new form of coastwise
coal charter,adopted recently by the Vessel Owners and Captains’ National Association of Boston. The form of charter for coal vessels which lias been in
common usage for a long time provides
for their loading in turn, without allowance for lay days.
During the past
month, however, owing to the scarcity of
coal and the long detention on that account, theownersof sailing vessels have
""iiiii _>Mimr >o Ajjmiii lor l-ortv limes
been secured from loss through delay in
It* l’rioc.
getting cargoes by a special demurrage
1 awoke last night with severe pains in clause.
This lias allowed a delay of six
iu\ stomach.
1 never felt so hadh in all my to
eight days for loading, the vessel to
life. W hen 1 came down to work this morn- receive ■;
cents a ton a day for detention
ing 1 felt mi weak 1 could ltardh work. 1
this time while waiting for carwent to Miller A McCunh's ding -tore and beyond
The
new charter demands that
go.
they recommended chamberlain's Colic,
cholera ami Diarrhe a Remedy. It worked steamers and barges take their turns in
like magic and one dose lived me all right. loading with schooners.
It certainly is the tine-t thing I cvei used
for stomach trouble.
I shall not be without
A
Frightful nliiiuler
it in my home hereafter, for I should not
Will often muse a horrible Burn, Scald,
care to <mdlire the sufferings of last night
Cut or Bruise.
Buckleifs Arnica Salve, the
again foi lift\ time* it- price, (i. 11. Wii- best in the
world, will kill the pain anil
min. 1ver \ man. Hargett stown. Washington
heai it.
ures Uhl Sores. Fever
< o.. Pa.
This remedy is for sale ly\ \ A. promptly
Sores, 1'lcers, Boils. Felons, Corns, all Skin
llowes a Co., druggists. Belfast.
Eruptions, Best File cure on earth, duly
■J.' cts. a box.
Cure guaranteed. Sold by
II. 11. Woody, Druggist.
THE CHILDLESS FLAT BELOW.

..

one

AND

The Cosmopolitan for June has a tine
account by Charles Theodore
Murray
of the management of a modem Circus
on the Hoad.
of
the
Apropos

yards
along

electric

looked

appreciated. We departed
depot at noon, took the

large ferry boat, crossed the beautiful
bay inti takland, and then boarded our
train for Pisalia.

boat. State of
It

anchor.

NEWS

basins strapped upon their backs.
1
< »»lil Si«*p! or l)ratli.
went upstairs at the great depot and
"There is but our* small chance to save
saw the grandest display of fruit 1 ever
life
and
that is through an operation."
your
beheld. It was a great hall, and fruit va> the awful prospect- set before Mrs. 1. lb
Hunt of Lime Ridge. W is., bv her doctor
from every county in.California was on after
vainly trying to cure her of a frightful
exhibition. 1 cannot describe it. It must ease of Stomach trouble ami yellow jaun-

orth dock, and upon reach1 could hardly believe my

l

LITERARY

and

cool cooks

tory.

impossible for any one to walk
without holding on to something. But
oh, the ocean looked so grand as I lay
it was

stayed until evening. I heard
singing on deck and ventured
alk with slow and meas- out again, and sat for a long time with
iskets in hand, from one the young people.
1 did not feel sick
r. ready for action at any
now, and oh! how much 1 enjoyed the
1 hie
1 night.
gentleman scenery, singing and all. Sunday morn-bowing visitors things of ing the sailors had a lire drill, hurrying
'.1 the prison, and lie was
about as if in great danger, letting
d. for there were many down the life boats and throwing water
and going.
with the hose over the boat.
We were
own annum the rows of
very thankful it was not a reality.
number of dungeons and
Monday a. m. when we awoke we
It was anything hut pleas- found ourselves in San Francisco harland, with a walk on the
II
otlice at each corner,

1

Hot meals

|

PERRY DAVIS’

California. “The Italy
I shall always remember

pleasant

■

and

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,

to

\

■

Medicine Chest In ItsnlC

Simple, Safe

Stmt Incident.
NEWS NOTES.
“My I>ear Sir,” exclaimed Lawyer Bartholomew Livingston, meeting the Rev Dr
Alabama have tine wheat
and
Archibald Windham on the village
Georgia
street! crops.
hat does this mean ? I thought you
were
laid up with all sorts of bad diseases.'”
Since 1801 Colorado has produced over
“And so I was,” replied the reverend
genin gold.
man. “1 had an attack of indigestion
ami $75,000,000
from that time on my whole
system has been
California will raise 125,000,000pounds
in a disordered condition until I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla which has put me of prunes this year.
on my feet and cured all
my stomach trouThe Chicago city architect has made
bles."
for stray dogs.
“1 don’t doubt it,” said the lawyer, “This plans for a mansion
same medicine cured my wife of
rheumatism
are
havoc with
playing
Grasshoppers
and my little girl of scrofula. When they
the cotton crops in the Mississippi delta.
say it's the best medicine money can buy
they only tell the truth.
New Orleans has an ice war, and ice is
"Yes, yes, so they do.” replied the minis- sold at 8c. a hundred pounds at the facter, and the two passed on."

Freedom

Notice.

I, Geo. W. Bartlett of Waldo, Waldo County.
Maine, have this day sold iny son, Frank L. Bartlett, his time during the remainder of his minority for the sum of $100, and shall claim none of his
wages, or pay any of his debts after this date.
Waldo. May 29, 1900.
3W22*
GEO. W. BARTLETT.;

and

are

sonable

prepared

our

line

granite and marble

promptly and

at

rea-

prices.

Call
see

to do all work in

town of

at

samples.

our

works, Front street, near steamboat wharf, and
HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO

FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT,
STEAM

PLATE OLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.Security Bonds tor Cashiers, Contract,

on, Administrators and

Trustees. | Correspondence solicited. | Real estate bought and sold.

ribbon, on which were the inscriptions—on
the red “Kentucky to Maine”—on the white
“Gray to Blue”—to be placed w ith memorial
Work in E. A. degree at Mariner’s Lodge tributes to our brave dead; therefore
Resolved, That our services this year,
next Tuesday evening.
though simple, were the most impressive
There was a severe frost in the vicinity of we ever held, largely due to the national
character given them by the fact of having
Union llall Tuesday evening.
an ex-confederate for orator, the beautiful
Photographer Tuttle opens his studio to- sentiments contained in his oration, and the
floral tribute he presented.
day, Thursday, for live days.
Resolved, That thanks are due our speaker
('apt. Geo. W. Hicliborn, wife and daugh- for his liberality to us, the sentiment he
left with us, and the fellowship established
ter, arrived home last week.
between us, believing as we do that it will
Mrs. Theodate Tenney and son Jack are be conducive to the
perpetuity of fraternal
the guests of Mrs. Maria Black.
relations not only between ourselves, but
between the North and South.
Fred A. Sweetser of New London, Conn.,
Resolved that these resolutions be inscribis at home for his summer vacation.
ed on a page of our records, and a copy
transmitted to Colonel llarry “Veissinger.
The Misses Clifford have moved back to
J. W. Black,
their old home in the Dr. Durgiu house
J. A. Colson, ! Committee.
E. Hopkins,
Hal Kneeland is at home from the University of Maine for the summer vacation.
SEARSPORT LOCALS.

NORTH

B. P. Smith is playing in the Village Postthe Castle Square Theatre, Boston.

SEARSPOKT

I

1 lelicious
ot
Biscuit

ITEMS.

Mrs. James How is visiting relatives in
Belfast.

master at

Will W. Field and Fred Park drove down
from Bangor Saturday to make a short visit
to friends in town.

Will Thompson
last Sunday.

was

at

home from Belfast

Lindon Dorr lias gone to
where lie has a situation.

Mrs. Mary Rogers of San Bernardino,
Calif., is visiting her old home after an absence of several years.

Winterport,

Mrs. Harriet Reed of Belfast is at her
homestead for a short time.

Rev. R. G. llarbutt attended the Waldo
County Sunday School Convention at Monroe Centre June Fffh.

Kt-hel Smart, who is attending school in
Swanville, was home a few days last week.

made with Royal Baking
Powder, and are the most appetizing, healthful and nutritious

J. S. Nickerson and w ife visited Mrs. Sarah Smart in Frankfort last Saturday and

Missionary contributions at the Congregational chimb next Sunday morning, in
behalf of the Church Building-Society.

of foods.

Sunday.

Hot biscuit made with impure and adulterated baking

The church at this place is receiving a
general fitting up by the ladies of the Sew-

apt. A B. Cmson is-at home for a vacation. and ( apt. James P Butman has taken
command of schooner Gladys for a voyage.
(

ing Circle.
Mrs. Wellman Moulton is at home from
Fort Hancock, New York harbor, where her
husband is stationed.

E. L. Merithew had an attack of paralysis
on his right side Monday morning.
Ilis condition had somewhat improved Wednesday.

powder

It all

Mr. an a Mrs. James Mathews of Bangor
were in town last week visiting her sisters,
Mrs. II. II. Felker and Mrs. Shepherd
•Shute.

Sell. Ned P. Walker discharged a cargo of
coal for the Searsport Coal Co. last week.
F. I. Mortland and his crew took out 144
tone jn ten hours.

A game of ball between the Searsportnine
and the Mt. Ephraim nine was played on
the Heights in Swanville last Saturday and
resulted in favor of the Mt. Ephraim, 16 to

Notice tlit? cal] for a class convention of
the towns nr Prospect, Searsport, Stockton
Springs and Swanville at the Porter school
house Saturday, June 2iid? gf ‘1 p, m,

appetizing

depends

you

—

|

—

—

—
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is the verdict

of everyone using the
Home Grand range with
asbestos lined oven
it bakes absolute—

ly

shelves and
time.

on

same

M. L.

Mitchell, Belfast,

|

MARINK

i

Ml.SCKI.l,AN

V

Spoken. June 4, lat. .38 50, Ion 53, barque
J. Li. Bovvers, from Portland for Rosario;
all well.

j
\

Vineyard Haven, Mass.. June 10. Sell R
F Hart, Perth Amboy for Bangor, while
making this harbor to-dav, fouled the Government buoy of] West Chop.
She was
| later towed to an anchorage In tug A W

HAVE A

SHIRT

Chesterton.

cord, Philadelphia.

Brunswick. Ga., June ik Sld, schs. F. C.
Pendleton, Burgess. New York : Lucia Por-

Farrow, do.: s, cld. sch. Charlotte T.
*
combs, New York: ll. sld, sch.
Florence Leland, Spofford, New York.
Perth Amboy, June
Sld, sch. A. W.
Ellis, Ryder, Rock and.
Lynn, June
Ar, sch. Wm. Slater, South

ter,

BELFAST

Whitney, Kahului.

Seattle, Wash., June 1. Ar, ship May
Flint, Bantield, Tacoma.
Savannah, June s. Sld, sell Humarock,
( ampbell, Philadelphia-.
Newport News. June 8* Ar, sch. Mary E.
Palmer, Portland; 0, ar, sch. Wm. B. Palm-

PUKE

C

Also

weighing from 00O to 1400 tbs.
which must he sold before
Join

j,l

regardless of

LANCASTER & WEST.
Petition for
In the matter of
Luthei C. Getchell,

Wall Wood. hard.
b'.al'. Wood, soft.

Luther C. Getchell of Freedom, in the <
Maine, in said
that on the 14
; April, last past, he was duly adjudge
rupt under the Acts of Congress r*dht
; Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender*..
property and rights of property, and
j complied with all the requirements of
and of the orders of Court touching I

j of Waldo and State of
j respectfully represents,

1

1

|
1

|

secretions.”
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.

Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take
substitute.

no

ruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, that h« may be de< athe Court to have a lull discharge' from a
provable against bis estate under said !>;•
Acts, except such debts as are except*
from such discharge.
Dated this 6th dav of June. A I). lf»u»
I IT HE It C. G ET( Id:

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, as.
On this DiL day of June, A. I),
ing the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered bv the t <>urt, that a hearing
l*
the same <<n the 3d day of July. A
before said Court at Portland, in said lulu o'clock in the forenoon; and that
of be published in
The Republican .1
newspaper printed in sail! District, aim
known creditors, and other persons m
may appear at tlie said time and place.
cause, if any they have, why the piav.
petitioner should not he granted.
And it is furthei o.dered by the Com
Clerk shall send by mail to all known
copies of said petition and this order.
to them at their places *>l residence a>
Witness the Honorable Nathan W*
of the said four., and the seal then*
land, in sail District, on the nth dav
D. 1'JUU.
0- s-]
A. H. D.W IS <
A true copy *>f petition ami order tin
—

Attest:

\. II

Administratrix's

DWJ:*

/,'rfail Market.
Lime P hid..
!*0a l.oo
Oat Meal p lb.
4q.r,
:>
Onions p lb.
Oil. Kerosene. gaL.ltair*
l’olloek p It*.
4 ii 4-1
Pork p lb.
f)
Plaster p bid..
l.ta
a
Rye Meal p lb.
Shorts p ewt.,
t.or*
r.Arti;
Sugar p lb.
af*
Salt. T. L. p hu..
u
Sweet Potatoes,

Wheat Meal.

Sait.

Pursuant i*> a license from iIn- II..
l‘iobat“ for the County m Wald.'. I -a
public auction on the .: 1 st day of duly,
at leu o’clock in the forenoon, on tieall the right, till*- and interest u In.
Rolerson. late of Seal-luoiit. Ill -a;d <
ceased, had in and to the follow mg «!<•
estate, situate iii Waldo, in said I'mii'i
nmg at the southwest corner of that ;.
N-..
.sold by George I’. Bri*-r t>* salat.u
erson: thence by the east lin* of lot N*
east 4SA lolls to hemlock tree; thence
line of lot No.:.; V.t.t
ast t:.n rods ».. <
ty road; tlirmce northerly by said man
rods to tin- lot conveyed
said Nickers*,
by said lot S.. id west ]:.; rods to 1... e
ai. Also another niece of land situ;
Waldo, and being the same conveyed t
Rolerson by W illiam s. Seekins. by liiOctober Hi. is;»4. and recorded in the W.
istry of J.Vcth. \ot.2P. Page 2.
Belfast. June 12. l'.HM'i.
dw"24
ETTA M. 8< >EE I.'
\dministratrix of the estate o; Mark W
->

Notice of Forecfotum

a

Kmuhis A. Hills of

l.ineo!.

Hie County of Waldo and S'ate of Mai
mortgage deed dated the eighth day ot \
and recorded in the Waldo Registry
Hook •J.vj. l’age _'.;t. conveyed to Chat'
certain parcel ot real estate, situated in

H< g
coinville, and hounded as follows
the northeasterly corner of ticorge I
land at stake and stones; thence «u
road about a northeasterly course t"
pied by Albert tlreer to stake and Mom
on said Creer's line to land owned by
Harrill: thence on said Ha nil is line to
by Ceorge I.ermond to stake and stom
on said Rermond’s line to place of
containing twenty acres, more or lesdescribed lot being the same deeded
Kmulus A. Hills by Joseph H. NoyeOrdway.to w liieh deeds reference may

particular description.
whereas, the above described
duly assigned to me. the undersign
day of June, p.nni, which assign:
duly recorded in the Waldo Registn >u !
the eleventh day of June. I'.hhc and w
condition of said mortgage has been 1 *•
therefore, by reason of the breach oi t:
a more

And

1

tion thereof I claim a foreclosure ot
gage.
Hated this PJtli day of June. i;mhc
Jwl»4
CKORCK W I.KRV

CAUCUS

In

Mountainville,

NOTICE.

Wai.Do. The Republicans of Wald
quested to meet at the Silver liana -i
Hall, on Saturday. June jad. at two o
rain or shinei to choose one delegate
«

the State Convention to b«* held at Hair.
-Till, and to choose a town commute,
nominate a candidate to represent the
posed of Montville. l.ihertx. Palermo
Morrill and Waldo, in the next legislui..’
I. II. J
k>.
John H. Wi IKdw ua> I
Republican Town < oinmiti*
Waldo, June-j moo.

D1KD.

■

I)eer

Isle. June

George \\. Bray, aged 7 years, 7 months and i»;
\ < UM'II I'olM
Till Republicans ,([ \.
days.
Clark. I11 Rockland, June 7.SarahC.t Brown > I are requested to meet at till Woods >ei
widow of Stephen Clark, a native of Yinalhavm. in said town on Friday the tr.tli iim. ii
| in the
afternoon, to choose delegates i..
aged <><> years. 10 months and 14 davs.
Clark. In Warren, June 2. Louisa, widow of eonveiition to In- holden ,it Bangor on
George (Mark, a native of Northport. aged 7!) day oi dune. f.nmi. for the purpose ,,i

juiuse.

they only helped the pain when on. I saw Doan’s
Kidney Pills advertised and I got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store and used them. It did
me good.
The improvement continued as I continued the treatment. The pain was much relieved and I was less annoyed with the
kidney

In Baum

|

Leathers Knkki.anh. In Stockton Springs,
dune oth, by d. G. Lambert. Es<|.. Bllard Leatliersof Orrington and Miss Lottie M. Kneeland of
Stookton Springs.
Linscott Ti bnkk.
In Ra/orville, Mav 2i»,
Bben Linscott of Burkettville and Inez Tinner -.f
Bast Palermo.
Mokton Lknkkst. In l nion. dune 0, George
R. Morton and lva Lenfest, both of Cnion.
Nkalky-Small. In SearsporL June J». at the
M. B. parsonage, by Rev. JL W. Norton. Geo. C.
Nealey ami Miss Eva B. Small, both of Stockton

one.

carriage

t

J

)

To the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the
Court of the United States for the InMaine.

:>.oow4.oo
::.."a* 74.chi

Beel. corned.
lb. Sain
Butter Salt. 14 lb. ISa-jii
Corn £> bu..
f»M
Cracked Corn fe> bu..
Corn Meal fc> bu.,
Cheese P lb.
10(517
Cotton Seed
cwt., l.:tf
Codtish. dry, JP lb.
5,as
Cranberries p <jt..
17
Clover Seed,
10514
Flour
bbl.. 4.r>o,«4.7.'
(i.11.Seed t>bu.,
i.‘4i
Lard
it)
lb,

Bk.w.

often and riding over rough roads does not
a lame hack.
If 1 caught cold it always
settled in my loins, and then a weakness of the
kidney secretions was apparent, very annoying
‘lay or night. I used plasters, more or less, but

Discharge

Bankrupt.

MARRIED.

Sometimes the back aches with a dull, indescribable feeling, making you weary and
restless;
sometimes pain shoots across the region of the
kidneys, and again the loins are so lame to stoop
is agony. No use plastering or
rubbing the hack
in this condition. You cannot reach the

so

cost.

Bankrupt’s

ITKKENT.

retail I’rice.

Mow it

help

a:

NATIVE HORSES.

In Penobscot, dune 2, Herbert Hale Perkins of Brooksville and Miss Ger
trude Hinckley Allen of Sedgwick.

able in the morning for an hour or two just after
I got up. I am quite a heavy man. and if I stood
any length of time my back felt tired and sore.
Then at my work, getting in and out of a

may lx* t'ornul'lim*

HORSES.

Springs.
Pkkkins-Allen.

years; in fact my back never was very strong. I
had pain just over the kidneys,particularly notice-

good selc.-j

ninth

Herald,

a bad back for a new and
stronger
follow the example of this Belfast citizen:
Mr.vC. H. Chamberlain of High street, over on
Primrose Hill, says: "I had kidney complaint for

BELTS
a

was

timore) San Francisco.
Sydney, C. B., June 7. Ar, sch. Welltleet,
Brunswick.
San Juan, P. R.. June 8. Ar, steamer
Ponce, Dyer, New York.
Louisburg, C. B., June J. Ar, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, Portland.
Honolulu, May 25. Sld, ship R. D. Rice,

exchange

I

We have a good lot of

BBaMHALi. In toe hast. dulh- 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. B. E. Brainliall, a son.
Bkvkkavsk. In North Haven. May ut, to Mr.
suid Mrs. Samuel C. Beverage, ;i daughter.
Bi bless. In I nion, May 2.1, i<* Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Burgess, a son.
Coombs. In Burksport. May l.'», to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene S. Coombs, a daughter.
Kixsett. In Belfast, dune
to Rev. ami Mrs.
C. E. Evlgett, a son.
Baton. In Little Deer Isle. May 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur H. Baton, a son. Arthur Gilbert.
(tHKK.Ni.AW. In Deer Isle, .rune 1. to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred R. Greenlaw, a daughter.
Thompson. In Montville, May 28, to Mr. and
Mrs, Benton F. Thompson. :i son.

Ar, bark Frances,

|

one*

\

|

s

I

PORTS.

( PUL.LI

••

Montevideo, May 4 (before reported loth i.
Sld, ship Edward Sewall, Sewall, (from Bal-

To

a

ks
ET

BORN,

Portsmouth, N. H.. June 11. In port, sch.
Menawa, Bangor for New York.
Rockland, Me., June 11. Ar. brig Caroline Gray, Sydney, C. B.; sch. A. W. Ellis,
South Amboy.
Norfolk, June ll. Ar, sch. Hattie II. Barhour, Erskine, Cape Charles.
Washington, D. C. June 11. Ar, sch. Herbert E., Shiite, Rock port.

|

ami make
complete line of

Wileteas,

er, Portland.

New Back for an Old One.
is Done in Belfast.

at

onic

I.AlfCK LINK m

cu

[Corrected Weekly for The Jounml.j
Prod nee MurM.
Prove Pool Producer.
uuh)oi_'..-,<>
I.im Hay p t«.ui,
Apples \> Ini.,
I rule s p Hi.
littOA
dried. fc) lb.
Lamb p Ik
l_
Beans, pea.
medium.
_vjr. l.amb Skins,
<j
yellow eves. -J.J.'. .Mutton p It*,
Burner
If. n is oats p bu.. :Vj lb.
u:\r,
lb.
Beel |> lb.
.;</!! Potatoes p bu.,
to
Bariev
bu..
4n«4.'. Round Hog.
:,A
Cheese g> lb.
o.ooo 7.«h"i
l.{ Straw p t<»i
Chicken
tb.
W Turkey p !r*.
to.alT
Call Skins.
r,(ict7.‘) Tallow V* II
I Mick
,, :
14 air. Veal p lb.
lb.
l:: Wool, mi\vashed.
17
Kfijis I* iloz.,
(i

Amboy.
Jacksonville, June 0. Cld, sch. Carrie A.
Bucknam, Bennett, Demerara: 10, sld, schs.
Penobscot, l’hilbrook, Xoank ; Sadie Wilcutt, Pendleton, New York.
San Francisco, Cal., June 0.
Ar, ship E.
B. Sutton. Carver, Honolulu: V. S. transport Grant. Manila; 10, ar, ship Emily F.

W AISTS

Rockland. Me., June 8. V cablegram' received in this city states that the M-jnasted
schooner George Bird, Capt. Andrew Gray,
ashore on Crab Island, oft the east coast of
Porto Rico, will be a total loss.
She was
sugar laden, bound from Fajardo to New
and
was
owned chiefly in this city.
York,
Her valye was sT.nm; with partial insurance.
Cape Henry, Va., June!*. The three-masted sch Lucia Porter of Belfast, Me.. Capt.
Farrow, bound from Brunswick, Ga.to NY.
with lumber, struck on the Diamond Shoals
at 11.30 last night, but floated this morning,
and was assisted to deep water by the lifesaving crews of Cape llatteras and Creed’s
Hill Stations. She is now under way,working along the coast northward, leaking
slightly, but otherwise apparently uninjured.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., June !». The
topsail sch Christina Moore (I5r), which
sank in this harbor during the gale of November, 1808, and was subsequently raised,
has been thoroughly repaired here, and
rigged into a foixvand-aft sch. She has been
given an American license, and her name
has been changed to J. Arthur Lord.
She
sld to-day for X Y. Capt 8 J Eaton of Deer
Isle will command her,
Sell Empress, before reported at this port
with her cargo of lime on lire, was opened
to-day, and the lire was found to have been
smothered. The vessel will proceed when
the weather permits.
Sch Nile, also here with her cargo of lime
been opened, but the lire
pn lire, has not
is thought to be out
Brig Tklos Wkkckkd. A cablegram received in Bangor Monday from Capt. Heagan of the brig Telos, dated at Laguayra,
Venezuela, announced the total loss of the
vessel at Bonaire, W. I.
No particulars
were given. The Telos was a vessel of 371
tons net, built at Crosby's yard in Bangor in
1883 and hailed from that port.
She was
owned by James D. Mulvaney, her agent;
John 11. Crosby, heirs of George Crosby,
heirs <„' B. S,. Crosby J heirs of John Varney,
heirs of David Bugbee, Mrs. Catherine
Kelleher, John Cassidy, heirs of S. T. Pearson, L. B. Hanson and Mrs. Catherine
Sweeney, all of Bangor: Miller a- Houghton
of New York ; ami ('apt. 11eagan’s interest,
about .‘MG, was insured. The Telos was the
last brig built in tin* Huited states, and the
last vessel of that rig hailing from the port
of Bangor. She was built for ( apt. Lawrence Coney of Bangor, who sailed her until
within a year or two of his death. May *J1»,
18!W.
She was one of tile best-constructed
vessels ever launched in Maine, and was
kept up so well by Capt. Cone> that when
he sold his interest in her two \ears ago she
looked like a new vessel, although then Ir.
She was sailed by ('apt. Coney
years old.
almost exclusively in the foreign trade, and
made many voyages to the Mediterranean,
to the Gold Coast, to South America and
tlie West Indies. She was named by ( apt.
Coney for Telos lake in Northern Maine.

1-owl l> tt..
‘ese
tb.

Sibley,

A

Me.

i

|

Ar., sch.

bottom at the

;

AMERICAN PORTS.
New York, June 5. Cld, sch. Grace Davis,
Dodge, Mayport ; 6, ar, schs. Maud Snare,
Electa Bailey, John Douglass, Izetta and
Right Away, Bangor- James Rothwell,
Buck’s Harbor; Win, Butman, Fall River;
sld, schs. R. F. Halt, South Amboy for Bangor; A. W. Ellis, do., for Rockland: Mark
Pendleton, Bangor: 7, ar, sch. Kit Carson;
Bangor* cld, \V. II. Sumner, Fernandina;
Sld, sch. Gladys, Satilla; 8, cld, sch. Methebesec,Point-a-Pitre ;ar, sch.Wm. E. Downes,
New Haven; 0, ar, bark Willard Mudgett,
Pensacola; sld, schs. S. G. Haskell, Fernandina; Annie R.Lewis. Bangor; Grace Davis,
Mayport; 10,ar, sehs. Abbie C. Stubbs, Black
River, J a.; Levi Hart, Bruns w iek ; 11, ar, sch.
Austin D. Knight, Fernandina for Perth
Amboy; cld, bark Herbert Fuller, Buenos
Ayres; sch. Tofa, Jacksonville; sld, brig
Sullivan, Key West and Tampa.
Boston, June ">. Ar, sch. Fannie A* Edith,
Stonington : 0, ar. bark MannieSwan, Guantanamo; sld, sells. Medfoidand Polly, Bangor: s, ar., Willie L. Newton, Wood bridge
Creek ;sld, schs. Hattie S. Collins and A. II.
Whitmore,Stonington : Polly, Belfast ;0, sld.
from President Roads, sell. Henry Whitney,
Bangor for New York; lo, ar, seh. Hannah
Coonier, Mclnnis, Sullivan, Me.; 11, ar, sch.
Viola Reppard, Brunswick, Ga.
Philadelphia, June l. Ar, sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr.. Bangor: 10, ar. sch. Eliza J.
Pendleton, Hutchinson. Brunswick.
Baltimore, June 5. Sld.sch. John I. Snow.
Governor's Harbor; o. sld, sch. Gov. Ames.
Portland : s, ar. sell. Young Brothers, Bath:
O, sld, bark White Wii.gs, Rio Janeiro.
Portland, June 7. Ar. sell. Frank A.
Palmer, Louisburg, ( B.: lo, ar, sch. Natl.
T. Palmer. Norfolk.
Bangor. June o. Ar, sch. Maud Briggs,]
Perth Amboy; sld, schs. Webster Barnard.
Bridgeport. Ct.: Jonathan Cone. Warren, |
R- I.: 7. ar. sell*. Medford and Odell, .Bos- ]
ton: Mary Ann McCann. Saco: 8, sld, sch.
Sarah \\. Lawrence, Carter, Baltimore J»\
;
ar. sch. Geo. B. Ferguson. New York;
ll,
ar, sch. Edward Stewart, Kent, Boston : U.
sld. schs. Telumali aad Susie 1*. Oliver. New
York.
PtThandina, June 5. Sld, schs. Mary I,.
j Crosby, Trim. Philadelphia; HelenG. MoseI ley, Holt. do. i 7. sld. sell. D. II. Rivers, Col-

ll.

oven

_

SAILED.

Philadelphia.
Demerara, June
Keyes, New York.

two

on

GLENWDOD

j

June 7. Sch. Cumberland, New York.
June ‘i. Schs. S. L. Davis, Pattershall,
Frankfort; P. M. Bonney, Burgess. Y'inalhaven.
J une 11. Seh. Marinda, Flynn, New York.
June 13. Sch. N, H. Skinner, New York.

FOREIGN

even

oven

NEWS.

Rio Janeiro, May ‘JO.
Baltimore.

Easy

Glenwood

June 7. Schs. Marinda, Flynn, Bangor;
N. II. Skinner, Watson, Saco.
June 10. Schs. Emma S. Briggs, Os-1
borne, lloboken, J. V. Wellington, Patfcershall, do.
|

would

Makes

Cooking

Such BaKing”

ARRIVED.

upon the bak-

baking powder, if
avoid indigestion.
\

—

“Never Saw

PORT OF BELFAST.

Mrs. Susan Towle, mother of the iateH.
>
I*. Towle,and Mrs. Amy, his widow, wish to
£ele^ra,n reveiVed Monday from San extend their heartfelt thanks to their kind,
Trailedsco announced the death of Louis
*OYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
neighbors and friends who assisted them in
Park, -ml officer of steamer City of Pekin.
their sad affliction; also for their kindness
late
James
He was a son of the
('apt.
in turning out with their teams aihl doing
Knox. The N. E. Telephone Co. has reLiberty. Mr. Chase, a member of tin
Park.
their planting.
cently asked and has been granted permis- | Junior class at Newton Theological School
Mr<. Geo. li. McManohion ami Mrs. Stowsion to erect poles and wires in this town. has been engaged to preach in this village
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE,
» il. daughtei
Eleanor ami son Maurice, from
The children of tin
A line under construction between Burnham during the summer
Last Prospect .street, Cleveland, Ohio,
and Brooks, with branch to Freedom vil- Sunday school will give their ahnualfcOhil
are spending the season here at Mrs. Peleg
East Seaksmont. Mrs. Edwin C. How- lage, will cross this town
Geo. W. Brown, j dren’s Day concert next Sunday evening
i;. Niclmls’.
ard of- Eagle Island is in town for a few who has been critically ill with pneumonia, The service will be opened by a talk froii
the pastor to the children.
i'he 1 ongregatiunal society feel deeply in- days, the guest of Clara Gelo....Miss Eva is recovering... .Newell White has removed
M Donnell and Miss Ada Marriner of Bel- to the II. Small place, which he recently
debted ;<• Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, who
IIallkale. 0. Ik Evans, reported siet
June 3d with Mrs. Gertie Don- bought.Win. Banton of Milo visited last
mil) donated their services at the Chil- fast spent
week, died quite suddenly Saturday
dren 1 ay concert last Sunday.
The selec- nell_Mr. Win. McKenzie and Samuel relatives and friends here recently.I. I. evening....Mrs. C. M. Plummer is quit!
tions rend*':
Mrs. Eliza.Bumps of Thomastoi
l*y them were a treat to our Morse spent two days in Liberty last week Watts, who is on the road for a Portland sick
fishing. They report a good catch and a concern, spent Sunday with his family
music-lo\ erwas called here last week by the illness o
time in general—Mr. Leroy Marriner Newell White recently added a new press to her brother, Oscar Evans—C. B. Sampsoi
M*• ?!•;*«•!■' of committees of the Old Home good
and family spent June 3d in Xorthport w ith his printing outfit.
has a crew pressing hay in this vicinity...
Week
•ciation. and others interested,
his sister, Mrs. Mark A. Wadlin.
iiopped that on ace aunt of the High
an
lli'RNHAM. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bowden of Mrs. Job Clement is in rather poor health
'■••bool graduation services the meeting
Camden. At a .special town meeting held Brooks were in town last week visiting re- also Mrs. W. M. Vose—Miss Ada Stewar
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer returned home from Cherrytield last Mon
planned for Friday evening will be held in the Camden Oprna House it was voted to latives and friends
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wish to extend thanks to all who
helped procure and put in position the new
bell on the school house in Dist. No. 9.
We

Miss Blanche Boss arrived by train Friday evening from Ogontz school, Pennsylvania. and will spend the summer vacation
at home.

Wintebport. 1. J. Dunham of Boston
is spending his vacation at Mrs. E. B.
■Lord's. While fishing at Swan Lake otie
day last w eek he caught a trout which
weighed 4 lbs., 2 oz_Mr. Murray and
Miss Moody of Bath were the guests of Miss
Elite Littlefield last week. They went on a
buckboard tide to Swan Lake Thursday
and spent a very enjoyable day.II. W.
Emerson and family left Tuesday for Livermore, Colorado, where they expect to remain one' year... Miss Eleanor Barrett
made a brief visit to Miss Ettie Littlefield
over Sunday... Quite a number went to
BiU'ksport Wednesday to attend the commencement exercises. Four of our young
people graduated with high honors. They
were Fred II. Gilman, John 1. Frederick,
Edna II. Clement and Edwin A. Perkins_
Mr: and Mrs. Leslie^towns have gone to
Connecticut for the summer.

are

Miss Winnifred Mathews has returned
from the Normal school at Castine.

Mrs. Mary Mosman, accompanied by her
grand-daughter, Miss Mollie Salvage, arrived from Brooklyn, NY, Sunday.

Centre Montvillk. J. J. Clement and
F. A. Cushman have bought Mrs. E. A.
Herriman’s farm.N. P. Bennett’s old
neighbors went to see him on the evening of
•June 7th and gave him a gentle house-warming, just to help him to get “wonted” to his
new home.
Nate, assisted by his betterhalf, with their two daughters—Mrs. W. A.
Poland and Mrs. C. O. Jordan—gave the intruders a hearty welcome and treated them
so hospitably that it was almost decided to
give them a house-warming every week.
Pastry, fruit and temperance drinks were
served—J. J. Clement and children were
quite sick last week, but are i\ow better_I
Isaiah Ricker and family went to Lynn,
Mass., June 11th-Mrs. C. 0. Jordan has
returned to Jamaica Plains, Mass_Mrs.
Laura Sargent of Bridgewater is at F. A.
Allen’s.
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years and ll months.
Crabtree. In Ellsworth. June 4. Thomas
-'Iden Crabtree, aged 70 years, 2 months. 17 days
Dykr. In Brockton, Mass.. June
James's
Dyer, formerly of Belfast, aged r,3 years, 7 months
and 20 days.
Doimsk. I11 De Kalb, 111., May 27. Ella iMcFarland) Dodge, formerly of Belfast, aged
Jyears
and s) months.
Evans. In Halldale, June si, Oscar 15. Evans
aged or* years, »; months and si days.
Kit lman. In Stockton
Springs, June 1, Richard Kiliman of Prospect.
McClure. In Searsport. June s. Capt 'Georg**
73
McClure, aged
years and 11 months.
SWA/.KV In Bucksport. May 27.
Emily V.. wife
of Alfred Swa/.ey. aged ♦!!)
years and 4 days.
Swazkv. In Bucksport, May 28, Alfred
Swa/.ey,
aged 71 years and ♦> months.
Springer. In Franklin, May 24. Matilda, wife
of Ambrose Springer, aged 73
years, r> months
and 4 days.
Stover. In Penobscot, May 29, Mrs. Martha
A. Stover, aged 6ti years and 2 months.

Card of Thanks.
Isaac S. Staples and
family wish to express
tlieir heartfelt thanks to their
friends and neiuhbors who have so kindly assisted ami
svmpatlilzed with them in the severe affliction
which they liave recently passed. They wish to
remember
tile
especially
Cornet Banil for the
fraternal love and sympathy expressed by them
in so many kind deeds.

ttironeh

Brooks, Maine, May 12,1900.
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a candidate for Ciovernor. Also to eh*•<•
eommittee.
I’i:n iini>i.i: in- rmi s
(>vnr
Hated at Northport this nth day of dn

Mi»n v ii.i.k. The Republicans >t
will meet in caucus at the North Ridge
House. Saturday, dune gad. at oVio. i,
choose delegates to attend the State
at Bangor dune 27th.
Pkk Okuku Town c..\i
Montville, dune 13, won.
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j

CONVENTION.

The
class

Republican voters of the reprecomposed of the towns of Prosper)
port, Stockton Springs and Swjinville an
to meet at the Porter school house, in s
Saturday, dune 23d, at 2o’clock i*. w.. fm
hose Of nominating a
representative m thlature to he voted for at the September !■
A. 1). woo, and to choose a class eominitii
member from each town.and to transact a
business that may property come hi-foiimeeting. Each town may send two delegan
every one to which they are entitled ..
1

basis for State Convention.
Per order.
Ei.mkk Ci.aisk.
Prospect. June 7,1900.
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Card of Thanks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Smith wish to e\
their thanks to the neighbors and friends
have so kindly helped them in their late nusM
tune.

